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Volume I: Europe 
Addendum 
NOISE-RELATED LANDING CHARGES: UPDATE 
Subsequent to the July printing of this volume, I attended the 
First Netherlands Colloquium on International Air Transport at The 
Hague, August 25-29, 1980. Interv~ews with Mr. Hans Raben, Director-
General, Netherlands Civil Aviation ~uthority, and with Professor Dr. 
Werner Guildimann, Director Federal Air Office, Switzerland, indicated 
that definitive action has finally been taken in those two countries to 
implement the specific noise-related landing charges which were referred 
to in Volume I as being under consideration. Briefly, the actions are 
the following: 
Switzerland: On November 1, 1980, a Noise Surcharge is being added 
to the existing landing charge at the Zurich and Geneva-Cointrin Air-
ports. In Volume I, p. 114, it was noted that the Swiss were considering 
two plans. One contained four noise brackets with surcharges ranging 
from Sfr 400 where the noise values exceeded 100 dB(A), to a zero sur-
charge where the value was less than 90 dB(A). The second plan involved 
a more complicated system also under consideration by the French and 
Dutch.* It contained five categories of payments and would provide 
higher penalties for noisy aircraft. 
The Swiss Noise Surcharge of November 1980 added one more classi-
fication to the four in the first plan and reduced the maximum additional 
charge to Sfr 300 in accordance with Table i. 
TABLE i 
SWISS NOISE SURCHARGES 
Class Surcharge 
I Sfr. 300 
II Sfr. 200 
III Sfr. 150 
IV Sfr. 100 
V Sfr. a 
To determine the class for each type of aircraft, the energetic 
mean value of the noise level, measured at the monitoring points in 
residential areas surrounding the airports, is used.** The classes and 
representative aircraft in them are listed in Table ii. 
* Volume I, pp. 83 and 183. 
** Switzerland Aeronautical Information Circular 5/80 24 July. 
Class 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
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TABLE ii 
Airplane Type 
OC-8 Series 20, 30, and 40 
Trident lE, 2E, 3B; B-707 Series 100-400; 
OC-8-50; VC-10; BAC 111-500 
B-707 Series 100B, 300B, 300C; B-720(-B); 
OC-8-61 and 63; Comet; B727-200 AOV; 
OC-9-34 and 50; Tupolev 134 
OC-9-20, 30, and 40; B-737; B-727-100 and 
200; CV-990; B-747-100(F) 
Airbus 82 and 84; OC-10 Series 10, 30, and 
40; Tristar; 747 Series 200 and SP. 
Establishing a standard so that only the OC-8 Series 20, 30, and 40 
fall in Class I, with some 707s and DC-8s as low as class three, indi-
cates that the philosophy of the Swiss was to construct a plan whose 
purpose was to raise funds for noise abatement rather than to impose 
heavy penalties on noisy aircraft to cause their retirement from service. 
The Netherlands: Under the recently amended Aviation Act,*** the 
government, on application by noise-affected airports, may "designate" 
airports which are then entitled to receive substantial payments for 
insulat ion of homes or other property and for the purchase and demo-
lition of homes. As noted both in Volume I and Volume II, allover the 
world many individuals have deep roots in their homes and strongly 
resist attempts to be moved. After much debate, the law, as finally 
enacted , permitted people to remain the their homes if they did not wish 
to sell. 
*** For a more detailed discussion of the 1978 amendment see Evers, 
W.R., "Noise Zoning Around Airports in The Netherlands," Air Law, 
Volume III, No.2, 1978, pp. 74-90. There is one caveat: The 
article was written after the Bill was unanimously accepted by 
Second Chamber of the States General (parliament is divided into 
two Chambers) but before it was finally enacted. His statement is 
now incorrect that there where no agreement on purchase price for 
ex i sting housing is reached compulsory purchase may be invoked. 
Section 26 specifically states that the termination or use of habi-
tation cannot be demanded of the user or occupant. Therefore, he 
is not required to sell. 
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The state is required to pay for these noise countermeasures, but 
noise charges must be established so that the polluter must pay the 
state in accordance to the noise made. According to the Oirector-
General of the Civil Aviation Authority, it may take as long as eight 
years for full implementation of the statute. At present the contours 
in Kosten Units are being drawn and the amounts of money needed for 
noise insulation, for moving expenses and for demolition of homes, have 
been calculated. Using an estimate of 10 to 20 million Dutch Guilders 
as the amount which could be reasonably spent in the first year, the 
government then calculated the noise surcharge necessary to cover this 
expense. Table iii lists the amounts of these initial charges. As soon 
as the administrative details are worked out for beginning the insulation 
work (sometime in 1981), charges will be levied. 
Table iii compares the new Swiss noise surcharges with those of The 
Netherlands. 
TYPE OF 
AIRCRAFT 
747 GE eng. 
747 P&W 
DC-10 
727 
707 
DC-8-63 
DC-9-30 
A-310 
A-300-B4 
757 
TABLE iii 
NEW NOISE-RELATED LANDING CHARGES 
IN SWITZERLAND AND THE NETHERLANDS 
SWITZERLAND 
(eff. 11/1/80) 
Doll ars 
0 
0 
0 
91 
·91 
180 
91 
0 
0 
0 
THE NETHERLANDS 
(eff. sometime 1981 ) 
Doll ars 
170 
180 
170 
130 
580 
610 
180 
45 
45 
45 
Note: These charges are over and above the regular landing fees. 
Table date: 9/12/80 
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A glance at the table shows much higher noise charges for The 
Netherlands than for Switzerl and. For example, the DC-8-63 an d the 
Boeing 707 are charged about $600 per landing more than presently in 
Holland. The same planes pay $91 and $180 respectively in Switzerland. 
Further, the widebodies pay f rom $45 to $180 in Holland, while in 
Switzerland the charge is zero . Although the Dutch profess to be 
interested in using the charge on ly as a reve nue mea sure, t he figu res 
reveal a strong element of new ai rcraft i ncentive rolled into the 
formula . 
Before concluding this addendum, it is pertinent to note that dis-
cussions at the Colloquium confirmed the point made i n Vol ume I and 
Volume II that the ministries of transport allover the world are con -
tinually fending off efforts by var io us other ministries (Envi ronment, 
Health, Public Works, etc . ) to t ake over duties historically performed 
by the former. Thus far, the t ra nsport ministries have been reasonably 
successful in retaining most of their authority. However, in view of 
the increasing i nterest in imp rov ing the quality of life and in view of 
the growing power of department s of environment, transport departments 
are concerned that the day wil l come when their control over noise 
regulation will be substant ial ly dimi nished . 
Frank A. Spencer 
October 1, 1980 
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FOREWArtO 
In the study "Factors Affecting the retirement of Commercial 
Transport Jet Aircraft" (NASA C;<-152308) ;:>ublished in August 1979 
by the Transportation Center of Northwestern University, it was 
found that in the United States growing complaints from citizens 
concerning aircraft noise had generated proposals for noise abate-
ment laws and regulations which would, when implemented, jeopardize 
the continued utilization of certain jet aircraft and force their 
retirement from U.S. fleets. While the airlines and the aircraft 
manufacturers vigorously contested these oroposed measures as being 
too restrictive, the environmentalists, aided by court decisions, 
were having 50me success with t~eir claims that existing regula-
tions were inadequate to protect the public. 
Several questions arose. One, how did the noise ~ituation in 
the United States compare with that in foreign countries. Two, 
could the U.S. carriers and manufacturers count on foreign air car-
riers to buy aircraft retired for noise reasons from them at a sat-
isfactory price. On the first question. presentations made by lATA 
and ICAO representatives at noise hearings suggested that the for-
eign countries were having similar if not more serious noise prob-
lems. T~e evidence on the second question, while not entirely clear, 
pointed toward a drying up of the fore~;n market for used aircraft 
as quality of life and fuel considet'ations are accorded higher 
priorities in equipment decisions. 
In the past, U.S. manufacturers have been major suppliers of 
transport jet aircraft outside of the U.S. However, if because of 
the growing political power of environmentalists aircraft noise in 
foreign countries was under even greater attack than in the U.S., 
and if foreign aircraft manufacturers with help from their govern-
ments were responding to the situation by increasing their efforts 
to produce quieter more efficient aircraft, the U.S. air transport 
manufacturing industry could very well lose its dominant position. 
The purchase of a foreign aircraft (Airbus A-300) with American 
engines (G.E.) by Eastern Airlines, and the purchase of a U.S. 
airplane (Lockheed L-10ll) with foreign engines (Rolls Royce) by 
Pan American, became a matter of concern in Congress and to the 
U.S. aircraft manufacturing industry. 
Accordingly, because both the U.S. airlines and the U.S. manu-
facturers must compete in the international marketplace with air-
craft which must comply with the rules of each country served, and 
because the airlines and manufacturers in foreign countries were 
said to be supported by their governments in efforts to increase 
their share of the transport aircraft market, NASA commissioned a 
study to be made of the history, structure and impact of enacted or 
proposed noise regulations in the major noise sensitive countries 
of Europe, i.e. the United Kingdom, France, Switzerland, Germany, 
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Sweden, Denmark and the Netherlands. 
A preliminary review of the European results led NASA to ex-
pand the study to another geographical area. NASA authorized an 
addition to the study to include selected countries in the Pacific 
basin where noise problems had adversely impacted international 
airline operations or threatened to do so. Hawaii, New Zealand, 
Austraiia, Hong Kong, Singapore and Japan were to be included in 
a later study. 
The results of the combined study are published in two volumes. 
Volume I is the Final Report of the European portion of the study 
(NASA CR-152,356). Volume II is the Final Report of the Pacific 
basin portion (NASA CR-152,357). 
Evanston, Illinois 
July 31, 1980 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The development and implementation of aircraft noise control 
varies with the form of government in various European states. 
Likewise the legal basis for noise damage lawsuits varies, at least 
technically, from country to country. As an example, Great Britain 
has a statute stating that aircraft noise in the air cannot be a 
cause of legal action. In Europe, enforcement of noise control is 
in a grey area in which some jurisdictions feel their only avenue 
is "friendly persuasion" while in other jurisdictions criminal pen-
alties are said to be possible. 
Because of the international character of air transportation, 
European states initially leave the matter of aircraft noise emis-
sions to agreement through the International Civil Aviation Organ-
ization (ICAO). In theory the results are to be adopted in each 
country legislatively or by administrative order. The specific rules 
are 5~~11ed out in Annex 16 of the Civil Aviation Convention which 
is not as restrictive as the correlative U.S. Federal Air Regula-
tion FAR 36 and 91-136. In Europe coordination is facilitated by 
the Eurorean Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC). Additionally, air-
craft noise control holds a special attraction for a number of other 
international groups such as the Organization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development (DECO) and the European Economic Community 
(EEC).* Similarly, within each country, a growing number 0f agen-
cies and departments and subdivisions of departments claim their 
right either to make inputs into the noise control arena or actually 
to participate in the formulation of the rules. Much to the annoy-
ance of old line regulatory bodies, various environmental depart-
ments which have their origin in recent environmental protection 
acts are crowding in on the "turf" which old line bodies believe to 
be theirs. 
Airport noise control rules by special operating procedures for 
takeoff and landing, and also for departure and arrival routes. have 
been published. To check compliance with these procedures extensi~e 
systems of noise monitoring have been developed particularly in 
Switzerland and Germany and are expanding to other countries. Tech-
nical pro~le~s stemming from the meteorological effects of cloud 
cover, h~midity, wind, and sound reflection at different angles of 
bank point to some of the problems in utilizing noise monitoring 
results. Some personnel whose function is to implement the various 
noise monitoring programs suggest that better results are obtained 
by supplementing noise monitoring with radar monitoring and trans-
ponders. 
The failure of noise auatement operating procedures and the 
Annex 16 rules, as they apply to current jet fleets, to control 
* In Dec. 1979 the Commission of the EEC adupted a Directive which 
has the force of law in the nine Member States dealing with 
phasing out of existing non Annex 16 aircraft. 
: ! 
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aircraft noise to acceptable limits at night has resulted in the 
growth of curfews ranging from complete closure of the airport to 
limiting operations to aircraft whose noise emissions are below a 
specifiC level. In spite of the efforts made so far, problems have 
arisen where the airport of one country is situated so close to the 
borders of another that arrival or departure entails overflying the 
terrain of the latterstate. Failure of ICAO to take action on noise 
abatement for the early production noisy jets has led to a program 
under ECAC in which each member state is to set a date for the elim-
ination of these planes from service in international air transpor-
tation. However, ECAe actions in themselves have no force of law. 
An airline whose planes are perceived by airport neighbors to 
be noisy may find itself, irrespective of whether or not its planes 
meet Annex 16, in such difficulty with an airpor( authority that its 
equipment purchasing plans may be affected. In more than one case 
noise was the overriding consideration in the purchase of new air-
craft, even though the size and operating costs favored the noisier 
plane. Airports with a high concentration of nois~-sensitive people 
living nearby are threatened with restrictions which can harm the 
economy of their city or region. 
Although the airport neighbors seem to be pleased with the noise 
irlprovements associated wi th t~o wide bor' ~s and their high bypass 
engines, they are demonstrably disappoin~~ with the lack of improve-
ment in low bypass ratio planes which are heavy users of their air-
ports. As a result most airport authorities presently do not see a 
relaxation of curfews as more l.lIiet airplanes are introduced but only 
a possible arresting of the trend toward more severe curfews. 
European countries have recognized, albeit somewhat belatedly, 
that appropriate land-use planning in which homes, schools, and var-
ious public buildings are banned from construction in some noise 
impacted areas, and permitted only \'lith insulation in other areas, 
;s another method for reducing noise complaints and avoiding future 
land or building purchases, demolition or relocation plans. Although 
each country has or is about to have such land-use planning laws, 
the conflicting interests inherent in this type of control between 
profit maximization for property owners and heightened quality of 
life aspirations of the public, plus the lengthy procedure and ex-
pense in developing acceptable standards and projecting noise con-
t.ours some years into the future, have delayed effective implementa-
tion of land-use planning. 
It is concluded that noise annoyance is highly subjective and 
emotional. No satisfactor)" quantitative measure has been found. 
The growing interest in the quality of life effects of various air 
transport programs resulting in the growth of governmental 
xiv 
environmental protection departments and their increasing power 
suggests that citizens will not be content with existing aircraft, 
wide bodies excepted, that just technically meet Annex 16. Accord-
ingly, aircraft purchasers who purchase newly certificated aircraft 
which meet the lower noise levels of Chapter 3 of Annex 16 will 
have a marked advantage over those who purchase narrow bodied low 
bypass aircraft which barely meet the less restrictive standards 
now applicable to them. 
Finally, airport neighbor disappointment with progress in lower-
ing noise emissions and changing the quality of the noise in most 
narrow body aircraft which are still in production suggests the need 
for accelerated research leading to lower noise emissions and im-
proved noise quality on small to medium size aircraft. The reluc-
tance of aircraft manufacturers to put their own resources into such 
development results from: (1) the diseconomies of building smaller 
aircraft as compared with larger, (2) a long history of growth of 
passenger traffic which has led to carriers "growing into" ever lar-
ger aircraft, and (3) the practice internationally of controlling 
capacity rather strictly by limiting frequency of schedules much 
more than by size of aircraft. 
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INTERNATIONAL AIRCRAFT NOISE ABATEMENT: EUROPE 
Chapter 1. 
INTRODUCTION 
1. U.S. Background 
Commercial jet t~ansportation was introduced to the world by 
the European de Havilland Comet in 1952. Its initial success was 
marred by two fatal crashes leading to its removal from service. The 
jet era, as -we know i~. was initiated in 1958 with the Boeing 707 and 
Douglas DC-a powered by "pure" or "straight pipe" jet engines. Those 
living or working near airports immediately objected to the noise gen-
erated by these new aircraft. Al though the "pure" jet type was fol-
lowed on the production line within a year or two by quieter fan-jets. 
the noise problem was exacerbated by the sheer increase in number of 
jet aircraft and by the spread of their use to additional airports. 
In the United States, as early as 1959. FAA Administrator Elwood 
Quesada. awakened nightly by irate citizens telephoning to protest 
the distrubing effect of jet noise, was forced to obtain an unlisted 
phone number. __ 1/ Almost immediately the FAA began issuing regula-
tions dealing with jet operating procedures while research was inten-
sified to modify existing engines and nacelles, and to design new 
quieter power plants. 
As a result of public pressure, in 1969 the FAA began to issue 
rules limiting noise emissions by aircraft. The first such regulation, 
_1/ Stuart Rochester, Take Off at Mid-C46tury , Washington, D.C. Dept. of Transportation, 1976, p. 2 . 
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known as Federal Air Regulation (FAR) 36, dealt only with new type 
aircraft to be certificated in the future. Subsequently it has had 
, , 
nine tightening amendments. Additionally Rule 91-136 was added. For 
our purposes the most important regulations following the original 
FAR 36 were: 
1. FAR 36 Amendment No.2 provided that all 2- and 3-
engine jet transports produced after 1 Dec 1973 (13 
Dec 1974 for all 4-engined aircraft) must meet FAR 36. 
2. FAR 36 Amendment 7. effective 1 Nov 1977. established 
more stringent noise standards for subsonic aircraft 
certificated after 5 Nov 1975. 
3. FAR 36 Amendment 8" effective 3 April 1978. superseded 
FAR 36-7 and established noise standards for derivative 
aircraft with change applications submitted after 
28 Oct 1976. 
4. FAR 91-136. effective 24 Jan 1977. was a Fleet Compli-
ance Rule which provided that the noisy jet transport 
aircraft which had not been covered by the previous 
rules must comply with FAR 36 or )e phased out of oper-
ation within the U.S. according to a proportioned time-
table. with aircraft all complying or bein9 removed from 
service by 1 Jan 1985. 
Dissatisfied with the slow speed with which the regulatory pro-
cess was bringing relief by controlling noise at the source - i.e. 
the aircraft. the affected citizen groups pressed other alternatives. 
As a result. new operating procedures for landing and takeoff, plus 
special departure and arrival routes designed to minimize noise. were 
developed. Additionally, there has been growing pressure for the 
imposition of curfews, restrictions on runups. the banning of the 
use of reversing, controlling the use of auxiliary power units (APU) 
Ind other constraints. 
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In the United States there have been successful suits for dam-
ages due to aircraft noise. The courts have held the airport oper-
atAr. not the owner or operator of the aircraft. to be liable for 
such noise damages. Costs amounting to many millions of dollars have 
had to be paid by airport operators. However. because most airports 
are owned either directly by government or by an airport authority. 
the burden of damage awards may fall ultimately on citizens (if the 
airport is subsidized) or on the ~sers who must pay higher landing 
fees to cover the higher airport costs. Airport owners and business 
and aviation interests fear that such increases in fees could drive 
business to other airports. thus adversely affecting not only the 
economY around the airport but that of the whole city or region. As 
a consequence. various levels of government are paying increasing 
attention to developing land-use planning in which the construction 
of homes or schools is prohibited in certain noise impacted areas 
and permitted with insulation requirements in others. Insulation 
may also be required in the construction of industrial plants. Land-
use planning of this type has not progressed as far in the United 
States as abroad. 
Methods of reducing noise emissions at the source include: 
(1) retrofitting the aircraft with sound absorbent material (SAM). 
(2) replacing engines. often called "re-engining"; or (3) replacing 
noisy planes with quiet ones. Unlike Europe, as will be shown, a 
time consuming debate ensued over the desirabil Hy of "retrofit" 
and who should pay for it. A bill providing financial assistance to 
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airlines to be paid for by the users of the service by allocatfng 
a part of thefr total afr fare to retrofit, re-engfnfng or replace-
ment passed the House comnfttee but failed to emerge from the Senate 
in the closing days of the 95th Congress in 1918. Attached to the 
bill was an extensive land-use planning sectfon. Increasfng airline 
profitability, coupled with substantfal orders for new aircraft, par-
ticularly by airlfnes which only two years previously were lfsted as 
so financially weak as to be the prime exlmple of need for assistlnce, 
made the introduced financing legislation in 1919 impractical. The 
air carriers then turned their attention to modify or eliminate 
legislatively the requirements placed upon them administratively by 
the phase-compliance rule 91-136. The foregoing represents a bri.f 
sLllllllry of the aircraft noise abatement picture in the United States 
which may be used as background for comparison wi th the treatJnent of 
the same subject in Europe. 
2. Impact of Noise and Noise Regulations 
Noise regulations 1liiY have impacts varying from significantly 
poSitive to heavl1y negative on a cityls or regionls eco~1OIIt.Y. on an 
airlinels equipment purchasing policies, and on the aircraft manu-
facturing industry. Legislation or regulations which encourage the 
development and purchase of advanced technology quieter aircraft can. 
if strong enough, have a positive effect on promoting forbearance on 
the part of the public from adding further constraints to current 
operations. On the other hand, unrealistically stiff constraints 
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such as total airport closure, operational procedures wh1ch place a 
severe economic penalty on the aircraft, or the requirement to spend 
large sums now for aircraft modificat10ns at the expense of delaying 
purchases of new quieter, more fuel-efficient aircraft, are 111 ad-
vised from a pub11c policy viewpoint. 
Should a carrier f1nd its operations into airports constrained 
or even stopped because of noise regulations, its equipment purchasing 
policies will certainly be affected. KnOWing the trend of noise rules 
is important to the aircraft and engine manufacturer not only for in-
telligent allocation of resources but even to stay in business. U.S. 
n01 se rules are only a part of tli~ story. The U. S. market is now less 
than one-half of the world market. Currently the U.S. jet fleet is com-
prised of about 2300 aircraft while the world jet fleet 1s close to 
5,000. Furthermore, 1n recent years foreign purchases have increased 
faster than those in the U.S. Therefore, an examination of noise regu-
lations and their prospe~tive course in those parts of the world which 
have noise problems is an appropriate area for study. The first sec-
tion of this study involves the more noise-sensitive countries in the 
European sector, specifically: the United Kingdom (UK), France, 
Switzerland, Germany, Sweden, Denmark, and the Netherlands. The 
second sect10n treats such Pacific area countries ~s New Zealand. Aus-
trali •• Hong Kong and Jap.n. 
3. Methodology 
The methodology was: first, to lay a base for more detailed 
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foreign countrY-by-country research. Interviews were conducted with 
United States aircraft manuf~cturers. the internationll representatives 
on noise It the International Air Transport Association (lATA) and 
the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). This was fol-
lowed by an investigatory trip to countries just enumerated. In 
each country an effort was made to interview the following categories 
or organizations. agencies or companies: 
Governmental authorities such as departments of Trans-
port. Trade. Inl~stry. Environment. airport authorities. 
noise ~~mmissions. noise monitoring departments. civil 
aeronl~t1c, authorities and the like. 
Airline managements with e.phasis on those persons 
involved with future planning of aircraft acquisi-
tions. the administration of current noise COl-
plaints. and engineering requirements. 
Foreign aircraft manufacturers. 
International organizations dealing with the cocrdi-
nation of noise abatement policies of the several 
sovereign states. 
A compilation of the major interviews is found in Appendix A. 
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Chapter Z. 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS DEALING WITH AIRCRAFT NOISE 
Conventional wisdom has it that the addition of more committees 
and more people to committees usually adds to the difficulties of 
securing meaningful prompt action on a problem. This is clearly 
demonstrated in the noise area. From the number of organizations 
and the number of subcommittees being established in Europe to deal 
with aircraft noise annoyance, it w'Juld appear that the subject has 
spawned a numb~r of groups often duplicating each other's work. A 
sample follows: ICAO, ECAC, OECD, EEC, AACC, lATA. There are also 
manufacturer associations, regio"al group~ and other groups who send 
delegates to or have observer status in some of the aforementioned 
organizations. To place the matter in some perspective and aid the 
reader in sorting them out, the more important ones are now briefly 
described as follows: 
1. ICAO The International Civil Aviation Organhation 
ICAO is a specialized agency related to the United Nations. 
Originated in the Convention on International Civil Aviation held in 
Chicago in 1944, its purpose is the development of pr1nc1pl!~ and 
techniques of international air navigation and of fostering the de-
velopment and p1a~ .. ~",g of internat' mal air transport. The governing 
Assetmly meets eve:-.:,' three years and a 27-merrber Council meets aMually. 
leAD's main secretariat is 1n Montreal. 
ICAO's ir.tere~t in aircraft 'Ioise began 1n 196E lntjas followed 
by the appointment of a ConwnHtee on Alrcraft Noise (l.;"t!) which sub-
mits resolutions to ICAO. Becbuse of the international nature of 
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air transportation and the difficulties which could be caused by 
unilateral action. the member states (now about 143) have a policy 
of adopting into their own laws and regulations the standards 
established by ICAO. In the matter of noise emissions at the source. 
lCAO has adopted standards in Annex 16. This has been ~mended four 
times. Despite considerable publicity given to the adoption of An-
nex 16 and its amendments, the standards have a time lag of about 
two years and are not as stringent .~s those proRIlgated by the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration (FAA) in its FAR 36 and 91-136. 
2. ECAC The European Civil Av..!.!t10n Conference 
ECAC is a European air transport body organized by ICAO in 
1955 with consultat.ive functions and autonomous status, i.e. it is 
neither completely independent nor subordinate to lCAO. ECAC's 
secretariat is in Paris. Twenty-one European states are members. 
Organized into four committees: Scheduled ~ir Transport, Non-Scheduled 
Air Transport, Technical, and Facilitating, ECAC makes non-binding 
resolutions which are then subject tv approval by the member statts. 
In 1974 ECAe established a c!:fl'lllittee of experts for the Abate-
ment of Noise Caused by Air T:"ansport, known by the acronym ~CAT, 
to study the problem of retrofit for subsonic jets not meeting Annex 
16 Standards of lCAO. ECAC noted thlt the U. S. WIS proceeding wi th 
notices of proposed rule making in the areas of retrofit, airport 
development, approach abatement procedures, noise standards and 
e~gine emissions without giving ECAe sufficient time to coordinate 
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comments from its members.-~/ In its report entitled "Technical 
Information on Noise Retrofit: published in 1977, ANCAT, after 
wrestling with the problems of lack of agreement on the proper nJise 
measuring unit and the benefits and disbenefits of retrofit, rec-
ommended that instead of retrofit the noise problem be handled by 
replacing aircraft not complying with Annex 16 with new complying 
planes. To accelerate this process AN CAT proposed that any Member 
State not enter on its register list for international flights any 
subsonic jet aircraft which did not meet Annex 16 (First edition). 
The initial date stipulated was "no later than 30 June 1979." ECAC 
adopted the recommendations and its secretariat now compiles from 
its Member States the various actions each State has taken in the 
area of aircraft noise control. Tt~e United Kingdom. for example, 
established the date of 9 September 1978 for no further registration 
and has in addition set a date of 1 June 1986 after which all non-
Annex aircraft will be prohibited from operation. 
3. OECD The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
The OECD is an organization of twenty western European coun-
tries plus Australia, Canada, the United States and Japan, with sev-
eral other states having special status. Formed in 1961, DECD be-
came involved in environmental policies in 1975.-..lV Noise indices 
~/ECAC Document 9, Ninth Triennial Session, 1976, p. 46. 
-..lV Airports and the Environment, OECD, 1975, Paris, France. 
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and noise limits standardization are two of its areas of interest, 
and more recently DECO has studied aircraft noise charges and land-
use planning, including compensation for those exposed to aircraft 
noise.~ 
4. EEC The European Economic Community 
The EEC,formed in 1958, consists of nine European countries 
banded together to promote harmonious economic relations by estab-
1ishing a customs union. The countries are: Belgium, Denmark, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and 
the U.K. It broadened its interest to include environmental mat-
ters. Its organization, headquartered in Brussels, consists of a 
13-member Commission, 9-member Council of Ministers, a Court of 
Justice and a 198-member European Parliament. In 1972 the Parlia-
ment asked the Commissions to study aircraft noise. Two years later 
the Commission said noise standards should be set drawing from work 
by the ICAO. 
In answering the question as to why another organization should 
enter the noise picture. the report, made to the Commlssion in 1976, 
noted that indeed ICAO had adopted Annex 16 and several amendmellts 
but that these were recommendations only and, unless enacted into 
law by the individual states, would not become mandatory. The re-
port noted that EEC countries had no laws at all on aircraft noise 
~/Reducing Noise in OECO Countries, A Report of the Ad Hoc Group 
on No~): Abatement Policies, DECO Document, Paris 1978. 
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and that the adoption by others of Annex 16 was not uniform. How-
ever, passage by Parliament under Article 100 of the EEC Treaty 
would make Annex 16 mandatory. A report to the Commission recommended 
against retrofit and re-engining but instead for an EEC Certificate 
of Noise Airworthiness as a requirement for all international 
planes.~/ Finally, on December 20, 1979 the EEC Council adopted a 
directive having the force of law in the Mmeber States which, in 
some cases, replaced guidelines with ,nandatory requirements. The 
provisions are: 
(1) Effective one month from notification of the adoption of 
the directive, each 5tate is to ensure that every aircraft 
newly registered is noise certificated to comply with the 
standards of Annex 16 Chapters 2, 3, 5 or 6, Third Edition 
(July 1978). 
(2) Specifically exempted are non-Annex aircraft, if retrofit 
is ordered for installation within two years. Also exempted 
are leased aircraft, if leased before July 1, 1979 and regis-
tered in another State. 
(3) A State may accept a replacement aircraft for one which was 
destroyed in an accident if no certified aircraft are avail-
able. An operator demonstrating unreasonable hardship may 
obtain an extension to December 31, 1984. 
(4) Final phaseout date for non-Mllnex aircraft is Dec. 31, 1986. 
However, the date may be extended to Dec. 31, 1988 if a 
Chapter 3 plane is ordered as a replacement instead of a 
Chapter 2 aircraft. 
5. AACC The Airport Associations Coordinating Council 
AACC is composed of the Airport Operators International 
~European Communities, European Parliament, Document 199, 1976. 
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Association (AOCI), the International Civil Airports Association 
(ICAA), and the Western European Airports Association (WEAA). The 
organization was established in 1970 to represent airport associations 
before other international bodies. Its membership currently stands 
at 250. Through the Secretariat in Geneva, Switzerland, the AACC 
has observer status with ICAO, and is the only airport body so recog-
nized. Since aircraft noise is a major problem at many airports it 
is not surprising that AACC has developed policies on noise.~ How-
ever, as a representing organization it, of course, does not make 
noise rules. In its representations, unlike ICAO, EEC, and lATA, 
it strongly supports retrofit. Individual airports, often alone or 
in cooperation with national government regulating authorities, have 
a significant role in the establishment of curfews, takeoff and ar-
rival procedures, noise sensitive routings, reversing, operation of 
APU's and ground running of engines. At the May 1979 meeting of 
C~N (CAN 6) AACC pushed for more stringent noise regulations for 
noise at the source. The basis for the Council's request, aside 
from airport neighbor complaints, is the resuit of one of its studies 
which showed the higher cost of cOlnbating noise by any other means. 
6. lATA The International Air Transport Association 
lATA is a trade association of over 100 airlines. As such it 
~AACC Policy on Aircraft Noise, Sept. 1977, Geneva, Switzerland. 
, --> " ~ r 
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does not promulgate noise regulations but has a vital interest in 
them. Established in its present form in 1945 to bring about stan-
dardized operational, technical, legal and commercial practices, it 
has been well known for its role in setting international rates and 
fares. This function has been criticized and a significant restruc-
turing is in progress. lATA's l1eadquarters are in the same building 
as is ICAO in Montreal. 
lATA serves as a clearing house for its menDers in technical 
matters. If m;.'lTlber agreement or position has been reached, the 
Assistant Director General or other ()ff~icia1 of lATA may then appear 
before a legislative or rule-making body as the VOiCE.' of the indus-
try. In this connection uniformity in airworthiness certification 
is important for international aircraft, and lATA continually strives 
for this,. When prt~ssure arose to make noise emissions an element in 
airworthiness certification, lATA formed an Aircraft Noise and Emis-
sion Advisory COlTlTlittee to examine solutions and recol11Tlend actions 
to menDer air1ines . .1I In supporting "reasonable" environmental 
rules, lATA has proposed that a carri'er complying with such stan-
dards ciS Annex 16 be removed from 1 iabil ity to sui t. Sti 11 further, 
it urges that the utilization of Annex 16 aircraft should also im-
munize airport authorities from suit. Finally, lATA also has urged, 
..l/ J.W.S. Brancker, lATA and What It Does, A.W. Sijthoff (1977) 
leyden, Netherlands, p. 24. 
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unsuccessfully, that governments refrain from establishing curfews 
since curfews inhibit the free flow of commerce. 
The impact of noise regulations on the international airline 
industry is made clear to the various governmental regulatory bodies 
through continuous lobbying by lATA. 
7. Other Agencies and Organizations Involved with Air~raft Noise 
One of the difficulties in reaching timely uniform international 
solutions to the aircraft noise problem, aside from the differing 
cultures and differing economic and social status of those living 
near airports, is the large number of organizations involved in pre-
senting the widely different views held by those desiring to promote 
business and those predominantly interested in the quality of life 
and environment. Later we will come across an example of internation-
al complications caused by demand of an idyllic country village in 
one country that all noise be stopped from a major internatiunal 
airport located a few miles away but in another country. 
Originally each country placed air transport in an agency of 
its own or under a department of transportation. However as air 
transportation grew and affected more and more people, some author-
ity was either added or was carved away from the original depart-
ment and the agency was oft~n folded into a larger transportation 
department. Although the aviation departments set up divisions 
dealing with the environment, legislation or decrees often established 
an entirely separate Department of Environment which either pushed 
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the old line department to action or attempted to take over some of 
its powers. Similar developments have also emerged at the county 
and municipal levels. Two types of groups have developed to provide 
grist for the mill of rule promulgation. First are "airport neigh-
bor ll or citizens' environmental groups (in the United Kingdom called 
lIamenity" groups) who push for stricter noise rules. There are many 
of these but they tend to be local in character. Second are the tech-
nical, business, manufacturer and airline organizations who seek to 
minimize the constraints proposed by the other groups. 
An imposing list of both types could be composed. At one air-
port hearing in Britain over 100 different organizations sought to 
testify. However, a few examples are: German Airports Association, 
German Aerospace Industries Association, Frankfurt Advisory Noise 
Commission, Association of European Airlines (AEA), International 
Coordinating Council of Aerospace Industries Associations (ICCAIA). 
aerodrome Owners Limited, and the Association Europeenne des Con-
structeurs de Materiel Aerospatia1 (AECMA). 
There are two more types of governmental organizations which 
have an active interest in aircraft noise matters. First, there is 
the European Conference of Ministers of Transport (ECMT). Secondly. 
it is not infrequent that several countries come together with noise 
experts to deal with certification or other aircraft noise matters. 
The Scandinavian countries are a case in point. 
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Chapter 3. 
MEASURING NOISE NUISANCE 
On the surface, the problem of finding a relevant standard of 
noise measurement (usually called "descriptor") would seem to be 
simple. However, one soon discovers that acoustic~ is a dsicipline 
in itself with highly qualified scientists talking in a technical 
jargon to support several different methods. One quickly learns to 
distinguish between single event and cumulative noise descriptors. 
Additionally, there are various methods of weighting the measurement 
to make it conform more to what the ear is presumed to hear, or 
weighting to take into account some particular factors, i.e.,: 
annoyance, high frequencies, pure tones, and duration of sound. 
These measures take on nationalistic characteristics as will become 
a~parent in the description which follows. 
1. United States Noise Descriptors 
Largely because of a requirement by HUD, the FAA, the U.S. Air 
Force and the State of California, the United States has pretty well 
adopted for single event noise descriptions such units as: 
dB--Decibel - the basic unit of sound measurement used to ex-
press the intensity or level of sound. 
dBA-- "A" = weighted sound level - a measured level of noise 
which has been filtered to discriminate against the lower 
frequencies in a manner related to the earls sensitivity 
to sound. 
PNdB--Perceived Noise (in decibels) - a calculated level of 
noise based upon the frequency spectrum of the noise source 
similar to dBA but weighted more heavily at the higher 
frequencies. 
EPNdB--Effective Perceived Noise (in decibels) - a common 
measurement in aircraft noise analysis in which correction 
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factors are applied to PNdB or dBA to account for pure 
tones and the duration of sound. This is the unit speci-
fied in the FAA rule FAR 36 and is the unit in ICAO Annex 
16. 
For the Cumulative Noise Descriptors the U.S. has: 
leq--Equivalent Sound level - a steady noise level in a stated 
period of time. 
ldn--Day-Night Sound lev~l - an equivalent sound level over a 
24-hour period wi th a 10 decibel "penalty" assigned to 
n i g h t (lOp. m. to 7 a. m. ) . 
NEF--Noise txposure Forecast - an index utilizing individual 
aircraft source noises expressed in EPNdB, number of 
flights, and weighted in proportion to night-time oper-
ations. 
CNR--Composite Noise Rating - This is similar to NEF but is 
expressed in PNdB. NEF is generally considered superior. 
CNEl--Community Noise Equivalent level - represents the total 
equivalent noise exposure (on an energy basis) over a 
24-hour period with a "penalty" of 5 dB's from 7 p.m. 
to 10 p.m. and a 10 dB "penalty" from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. 
Agreement within the U.S. that these are ideal units of measure is 
far from uniform. Various bills introduced into the U.S. Congress 
on land-use planning and noise financing all have had sections dealing 
with research to establish some standard agreed upon of measure. 
2. European Noise Descriptors 
In Europe there has been even less agreement. Within the indi-
vidual countries different standards are used, making it necessary 
to construct approximate conversion factors when comparisons are 
necessary. Some European noise descriptors are: 
NNI--Noise and Number Index has been the standard used in the 
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United Kingdom for some years. Periodic reviews of its 
merits have resulted in its continued retention even 
though it is continually challenged. Basically it i~ said 
to reduce 72 variables to 2 variables, namely: the mean 
noise level and the number of flights. It make~ no 
distinction between day and night flights. It has 
generally been accepted in the United Kingdom to 
relate NNI 35 tD a low annoyance level, NNI 45 to 
a moderate annoyance level and NNI 55 to a high 
annoyance 1 evel . 
N=Isopsophic Index--The noise Commission of the French 
Ministry of Transport developed this unit for France. 
Unlike NNI the French index differentiates between 
day and night. Components of the Isopsophic are 
the noise level of the aircraft. the duration of 
the noise. and the number of occurrences. 
Q-Index--This measure is used in many cases by the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany. It considers the maxi-
mum points in a noise level history together with 
the volume of operations as well as weighting for 
dL'Y --nd night. 
WECPNL--The Weighted Equivalent Continuous Perceived 
Noise Level. A recent French study made use of 
this standard. It is also used extensively in 
Japan. 
Kosten Index--An index followed in the Netherlands and 
nJmed after a noted acoustician. 
KB--The Critical Noise Level (Sweden) 
CNR--P, "modified Composite Noise Rating" (Denmark) 
TNEL--Tota1 Noise Exposure Level, This method measures 
the hasic physical properties of the noise and 
calculates the effective perceived noise level 
(EPNL) in terms of EPNdB and then sums the total 
for all aircraft giving a Total Noise Exposure 
Levpl (TNEL). The method can be modified for day 
and night and for seasonal oeriods where higher 
te~peratures may result in more open windows. It 
is the method stipulated in Annex 16. 
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Some conversion factors for the various indexes are:~ 
N=NNI + 38.5 
KE=4/3 NNI - 8.2 
CNR-NNI + 56.5 (unmodified CNR) 
For purposes of noise impact and land-use planning, contours 
of equal noise levels are drawn around and in the airport area. The 
number of people living or working in the area are then counted to 
obtain the number of people exposed to a specific noise level. From 
these noise maps regulatory bodies, technical experts or environ-
mental ("amenity") groups make judgments as to what level is desired 
of should be permitted. They also use these tu lower noise exposure 
closer in by such methods as: 
1. requiring quieter aircraft through standards contained 
in their aircraft noise cert1f1caiion requirements. 
2. requiring changes in operating procedures such as: 
-arrival and departure procedures ar.d routings, 
-limitin~ ground runup, operations of the APU, 
- revers 1 IIg. 
3. establishment of curf!Ws or the restricting of night 
operations to limited types of aircraft. 
4. limiting the number of operations at the airport. 
5. purchasin~ property in a sensitive area. 
6. estahlishing building codes which deny residential 
housin~ in some areas and permit it with insulation 
i'1 others. 
~For details on the Annex 15, NNI, Isopsophic, and Q see ICAO 
Circular 116-AN/86 (1:~4). See also ECAC. ECAC Doc. No. 13 
Technical Information of Noise Retrofit, Paris, 1977, p. 6. 
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7. using noise monitoring equipment at various points 
to ascertain those responsible for excessive noise 
emissions. 
8. Establishing a ti~table for phasing out older noisy 
planes. 
The noise contours plots of an individual olircraft for various 
noise contours is called a noise "footprint." Chart 1 from the Bri-
tish Department of Trade illustrates how the equal noise "footpdnts" 
of selected aircraft compare an~ ~learly demonstrates the superiority 
r)f t"e high bypass pnginec• powering the 747. TriStar. and A300B. 
,I,e • .,cr.ft nOise "" ••• ",_",",1" 
,} t' hO" "',ound I ... el 
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To equate this n~ise representation with fami11ar noises whicn 
the public can understand, the Br1tish have pu~\lished the information 
shown on Chart 2. Other countries publish similar material. It 
should be understood that the PNdB scale is logarithmic, which means 
that e\'ery increase of 10 represents a doubl1ng of the loudness. 
The cumulative noise index forecast charts in u~its such NNI, 
CNR, Ka, NEF, Kosten, 0' and Isopsophic, show noise c~;"!t"urs for all 
departure and arrival routes and for each runway. The charts are 
extremely time consuming and ~ostly to develop for they involve 
many predictions for basic data inputs. For examplp, if the esti-
mate is for 1985 it is necessary to adjust current data for the num-
ber and type of airplanes to be used, their time of departure, their 
gross weights for different seasons, the temperature correction by 
season, change in number of or alteration of runways or departure 
and arrival routes. 
It is obvious that tt1e accuracy of these noise forecasts involves 
co~rect predictions of economic, political and SOCiological changes. 
Such maps may be requested ~very 3 to 5 years. ! xampl es of a cumula-
tive noise index map for Schiphol using the Kosten unit for contours 
and for Zurich using NNI are depicted on Cbrts 3 and 4. Using the 
Zurich chart which employs the NHI index, contours of 35, 45, 55 and 
65 are depicted. Generally charts such as these are used by the 
authorities to determine whether to allow building within the contour 
and if so with what restrictions. Thp.v may also be used to determine 
• 
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CHART 3 
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CHART 4 
NNI NOISE INDEX MAP - ZURICH 1985 
Flughafen Zurich- FlugUirmbelastungskurven in NNI- Ausbauvari;'mtcn A u.C Jahr 1985 
Zurich Airport 
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whether homes are eligible for purchase or for insulation allowances 
under land-use planning "schemes." ..if 
Since the noise problem is fraught with en~tional overtones 
(what is annoying to one person may be even pleasing to another), 
and since the foregoing has indicated the inability or unwilling-
ness of the various countries to agree on specific standards, it is 
understandable that one may have difficulty in making valid compar-
ison5 between countries. 
Perhaps the closest standards to uniformity are those dealing 
with noise at its source in aircraft cprtification. i.e., the ICAO 
Annex 16. and the U.S. FAR 36. But even here there are differences; 
for FAR 36 is slightly more stringent. 
~Differences in the meanings of words in European and U.S. usage is 
not uncomroon. Two cases in point: (1) "Scheme" in the U.S. has 
a connotation of something underhanded. In the U.K. it ;s merely 
the substitute word for our word "plan." (2) Where we usually 
talk of "environmental" or "public interest" group. the conven-
tional term in the U.K. is "amenity'; group. 
J 
PART II 
EUROPE: NOISE ~~G0LAIIONS 
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Chapter 4 
NOISE AT THE SOURCE REGULATIONS FOR AIRCRAFT 
The probl em of aircraft noise in the context of international 
operation had early recognition. Eventually. through ICAD. standards 
were adopted and subsequently amended. A brief chronology follows: 
1. ~~nex 1. 6 Chror,ol 0...9l 
1944 The Convention of Civil Aviation in Chicago provided the 
basis for an Annex to contain Standards and Recommended 
Practices for Aircraft Noise. 
1966 An Internation;:l Conference on the Reductio.1 of Noise and 
Disturbance Caused by Civil Aircraft, called the "London 
Noise Conference. It was held to reach international solu-
tions to noise through ICAD. 
1967 A year later. in November 1967 the Fifth Air Navigation 
Conference of leAD made recon~endations based on the London 
conference. 
1968 (Sept.) The Sixteenth Session of the Assembly of lCAO in 
Buenos Aires directed the rCAO Council to call an inter-
national conference to establish international specifica-
tions and guidance material relating to aircraft noise. 
1969 (Nov.-Dec.) In response to the above 1968 directive a Special 
Meeting on Aircraft Noise in the Vicinity of Aerodromes ~/as 
convened in Montreal to consider: 
1. procedures for describing and measuring aircraft noise 
2. human tolerance to aircraft noise 
3. aircraft noise cfrtification 
4. criteria for establishment of aircraft noise abatement 
operating procedures 
5. 1 and-use control; and 
6. ground run-up noise abatement procedures. 
The meeting developed reco~nendations and drafted standards and 
procedures which, after amendments and consul tations by the ~lp.mber 
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States of ICAO, were placed before the ICAO Council for adoption. 
1970 ICAO established the Committee on Aircraft Noise (CAN). 
1971 (April) Reconrnendations resulting from the 1969 Meeting on 
Aircraft Noise in the Vicinity of Aerodromes were adopted by 
the Council as Annex 16. S~bsequent to 1971 four amendments 
were adopted, the last becoming effective 10 Aug 1978. 
2. Annex 16 Provisions 
Annex 16 was adopted 2 April 1971 and became applicable 
6 Jan 1972. It provided that Noise Certification by contracting states 
should be by standards applying to tL'rbojet aircraft over 12,556 1bs. 
Maximum Certificated Gross Weight (MCGWT); measured by EPNdB at three 
places (Takeoff, Approach and Sideline); with a maximum of 108 EPNdB 
for aircraft of MCGWT 599.660 1bs., less 2 EPNdB per halving of the 
maximum gross weight down to 102 EPNdB for a MCGWT of 74,960 lbs. 
(Sideline). The allowable noise for takeoff and approach at MCGWT 
reduced to 93 EPNdB. A provision known as "Trade-off" specified the 
permitting of some excess noise at one or more places if offset by 
decreases at others. For measuring points of sound, Sideline was 
fixed at 0.36NM (650 m), Takeoff 3.5NM (6500m) from start of roll, 
and Approach 1.08 NM (2000m) from the threshold. Test procedures 
were specified so that takeoff thrust could be "cut back" at a cer-
tain point to attenuate noise. Finally, an approach configuration 
of full flaps, on a 3° glide slope at not more than 1.3Vs + 10 kts 
was specified. 
Other sections, rather general in nature, were recommendations 
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only and involved for monitoring purposes an international noise ex-
posure referencf unit for land-use planning, and some suggestions for 
aircraft noise abatement operating procedures. 
As to implementation, the standards did not apply to any air-
craft whose appl ication for a type certificate for the prototype 
was carried out before 1 Jan 1969, or any airplane with bypass ratio 
of 2 or more whose individual certificate was issued before 1 March, 
1972 (nor STOlaircraft). 
Annex 16 was, therefore. en futuro since no existing aircraft or 
future aircraft of a currently produced type, or wide bodies with a 
bypass ratio greater than 2 if the certification was issued before 
March 1972, were covered. Thus even the first ~dels of the 747 
were exempt. Application to all the above aircraft war, to be t,andled 
at a future time. The Committee on Aircraft Noise (CAN) was set up 
to deal with these matters. 
Amendment 1: Pressures for more meaningful app1icatio~ of noise 
emission rules led to two meetings of CAN and Amendment 1, which ex· 
tended the app1 icabi 1 i ty of the Standards to future production and 
derived versions of certain older types of subsonic ~ets not pre-
viously covered. This rwendment became applicable 16 Aug 1973. 
Amendment 2: As a resu1 t of the third meeting of CAN noise regu-
lations fer light subsonic jets a1d prop airplanes were included ap-
plicable 27 Feb 1975. 
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Amendment 3 had its genesis in the work of CAN 4 and became 
applicable 6 Oct 1977. Annex 16 was then reissued with new material 
consisting of a new Chapter 3 dealing with jet aircraft certificated 
on or after 6 Oct 1977. 
The environmentalists in the Member States had been pushing 
their governments for significant noise reduction, even beyond that 
techn1cally possible, in order to provide a sharp incentive for manu-
facturers to reduce noise. The manufacturers wished nothing beyond 
the current state of the art including a buffer to minimize diffi-
culties with tests in certification. The report of CAN 4 (Jan-Feb 
1975) indicated the Committee recognized that failure to devise 
stricter rules might cause some states to promulgate more stringent 
standards of their own which would jeopardize confidence in rCAO. 
It appeared that one way to handl e the probl em was to enact 
~tiffer requirements which would be publicized as a significant step 
forward and then word the applicability in such a way as to put its 
effectiveness sometime in the future. Thus,by defining applicability 
in terms of the time of application for a prototype certificate, all 
current airplanes including the wide-bodied DC-10, Lockheed L-10ll t 
747 and A-300 were uncovered. 
Briefly the major differences between Chapter 3 and the Chapter 2 
rules at heavy weights are: 
Chapter 2 
Cert. before 6 Oct 1977 
Takeoff 108 
Sideline 108 
Approach 108 
EPNdB 
" 
-~-
Chapter 3 
Cert. after ~ Oct 1977 
106 
103 
105 
EPNdB 
" 
" 
Additionally the sideline noise point was moved from 0.35NM to 0.25. 
How this relates to selected transport types at various weights is 
shown in Charts 5 through 7. 
Amendment 3 also treated propeller driven airplanes (Chapter 5 
and 6) and began making recommendations on Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) 
noise. At the CAN 4 meeting Agenda item 7 dealt with retrofit which 
sprang from U.S. FAA NPRM 74-14 in 1974, a rule which would have re-
quired all non-noise-certified aircraft to meet FAR 36 without trade-
offs. Japan was already revising its laws to require retrofit. All 
the other countries wished to stand back to see what the U.S. would 
do, resulting in a resolution indicating that retrofitting should be 
encouraged but with no date set for compliance. 
Amendment 4: ~nnex 16 was reissued as a Third Edition in July 
1978 containing Amendment 4 resulting from the fifth meeting of CAN. 
The members of CAN had second thoughts about the result of CAN 4 and 
the Amendment introduced a new parameter for aircraft type certified 
dfter 6 Oct 1977. The parameter was number of engines as follows: 
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CHART 7 
PROPOSED NOISE LEVELS-APPROACH 
(CERTIFICATION PRIOR TO OCT 6. 1977) 
o
 
.
.
.
 
o
 
r1
 
'"
 
... 
Takeoff 
Approach 
No. of Engines 
2·eng. 
3·eng. 
4-eng. 
·34· 
EPNdB 
101 
104 
106 
105 
98 
MCGWT 
for 848~800 pounds 
decreasing to 89 
uSing a rate of 4 
EPNdB per halving 
of the weight 
848,BaO pounds and over 
848,800 pounds dnd over 
descending to 
at 77,160 pounds 
There were language changes to ensure that the same level of 
technology was applied to all types of aircraft. The applicability 
of Amendment 4 was made 10 Aug 1978. How the new amendment affected 
the previously established standard is shown in Charts 8 through 10. 
Not all interested parties were happy that some relaxation was found 
to be necessary in the rules so recently formulated. 
3. Annex 16 and FAR 36 Compared 
Comparing FAR 36 with Annex 16 is difficult because of the 
variables involved. Although the EPNdB limits may be the same, the 
presence or absence of cutback allowances, the different points at 
which sound is measured, or the permission or prohibi~ion in the use 
of trade·offs can make a difference. To examine these differences in 
detail would unduly ext~nd this study. However, it is sufficient to 
point out that there are aircraft (some of the OC·9 series, for ex· 
ampl~) which meet Annex 16 but which do not meet FAR 36. 
I 
105 
100 
9S 
90 
89 
CHART 8 
AHNEX 16 At1ENDl1ENTS 3 AND 4 COMPARED 
NOISE LEVELS • TAKEOFF 
(a~ 6,500 m. from the start of roll) 
r-----............... --------------------------............... ----------
Annex 16 - Amendment 3 
(CI.N/4 Rec,olMlen.1;aion) 
~------i 106 
~-----! 104 
_--..... ----t 10;. 
r--......... -J--------~:::::-:=;:~;a.. CANIs RecolMlendat1on 
Amendraent 4 
I 
34 
I 
100 
Takeoff Weight 
(thousands of kilograms) 
Source: Committee on Aircraft Noise. Fifth Meeting Report (1977) 
EP:>dB 
105 
100 
96 
95 • 
94 
90 
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C~ART 9 
ANNEX 16 AME~DMENTS 3 AND 4 COMPARED 
NOISE LEVELS - LATERAL 
(at 450 m from run~ay axla) 
103 
Annex 16 - Amendment 3 
(C~~/4 Reco~endation) 
85 ~ __________ ~;-__________ ~~ ____________ ~'~ ______ ~II 
10 35 100 400 1 000 
Takeoff Wei ght 
(thousands of kilograms) 
Source: Committee on Aircraft Noise. Fifth Meeting Report (1977) 
EP~dD 
105 
100 
98 
95 
90 
85 
10 
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CHART 10 
ANNEX 16 A:~ENDr1ENTS 3 AND 4 COMPARED 
NOISE LEVELS - APPROACH 
<at 2 000 m from the threshold) 
Annn 16 - A.mendment 3 
(CAN/4 Recbmmendation) 
~~/5 Recommendation 
Amendment 4 
100 
Takeoff Weight 
(thousands of kilograms) 
280 1 000 
Source: Committee on Aircraft Noise, Fifth Meeting Report (1977) 
105 
~ 
I 
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Several members of foreign government bureaus engaged in dealing 
with the aircraft noise abatement problem exhibited a degree of cyni-
cism over Annex 16. Because all manufacturers in their desire to 
sell to the large U.S. market must design their aircraft for the 
more strict regulations of FAR 36, these governmental employees raised 
the question of the anomoly of spending so much time and money on 
meetings involving a lesser standard. 
However, some U.S. observers pointed out that the meetings of 
the various working groups in CAN 5 were not without national istic 
bias. For exam~le, at the September 1978 meeting of Working Group 
D (which was involved in subsonic jet transport standards) some ob-
servers felt that the French representatives were trying to write 
Annex 16 so that the 727, 737 and DC-9's would become illegal. This 
would enhance the saleability of various models of Airbus Industries' 
300 series. 
Although the literature on international noise abatement regula-
tions is replete with material relating to Annex 16, and although 
Annex 16 has received wide publicity, a comparLon of dates of ap-
plicability and sper.ifics of the resulting rules leads to the con-
clusion that the United States has led the way with its FAR 36 and 
amendments. Various interviewees as well as references in the re-
ports indicated that it was primarlly the know~~Jge that the FAA was 
moving that triggered international meetings on noise emissions stan-
dards at the source. Efforts for land-use planning on an international 
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basis, perhaps because of the absence of Federal legislation in the 
U.S., has barely been touched. However, this is not to say that 
land-use planning is behind in other countries. Quite the opposite 
is true. As will be seen in the discussion of the situation in indi-
vidual countries, various countries are engaging in a wide range of 
forward looking activities in this area. 
4 . S urrma .!X 
Because international commerce would be severely constrained if 
each country established its own airworthiness standards, - [Noise 
bei ng one of the standards] - lI1any countri es becalll(' menDers of I CAD. 
ICAD has adopted various international rules on air~raft noise. By 
terms of the Chicago Convention, individual member states are sup-
posed to adopt by legislation or by announced policies the standards 
set by Annex 16. This has not always happened. Several problems 
have surfaced. First, the measurement of noise annoyance is highly 
subjective and emotional. Second, acoustical experts in various 
countries have their own special preferences for the unit to be used. 
Hence, to agree on the unit of measurement, let alone the numerical 
value to be used, is difficult. 
In establishing and implementing noise limits, the matter of the 
applicable date of the regulation is very important. ICAD has ad-
dressed the date problem very gingerly on the theory that it must be 
careful not to incur economic penalties which would harm the indus-
try. Thus, ICAD has couched its applicability in terms of the date 
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of application for a type certificate for a new type of aircraft. 
Since it takes four or five years to develop and market a new type 
of aircraft, the benefits of the standards ~~t in this manner do not 
show until some time in the future. As a result, Annex 16 sometimes 
appears to be a distant mirage to the airport neighbors. 
leAO also has the problem of determining whether to adopt a regu-
lation which brings some small relief soon at the expense of greater 
relief in the future. There are those who think the course should be 
to make new regulations which essentially validate current technology. 
Others feel that in order to give manufacturers the push to develop 
(and the airlines the obligation to purchase) quieter planes, Annex 
16 should be very strict and even ahead of technology. However, 
as a result of inflation and the oil crisis,the costs of obtaining 
technological advances has increased to the point where they may re-
sult in new aircraft having a higher operating costs than older air-
craft. Should this be the case in the noise area, a carrier has a 
negative incentive to buy. The development of the high bypass engine 
involving fuel economy and a significant reduction ;n noise enabled 
wide-bodied aircraft to meet FAR 36 and Annex 16. However, present 
indications are that there is no further improvement of the same 
magnitude in sight in the near future. 
The failure of ICAO to come to grips with the problem of older 
aircraft which were left uncovered by Annex 16 was quickly perceived 
by the citizens living near the airports. Largely through ECAC, 
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member states have been asked to supply information on the status of 
their individual noise abatement rules, including whether they have 
adopted Annex 16, and what date, if any, they have set to force the 
retirement of the older noisy airplanes. The activities of the DEeD 
and EEe have been mentioned in connection with noise. The latter has 
recently moved in the noise area arguing that leAO resolutions are 
only recommendations but that EEe rules are mandatory, at least in 
countries belonging to EEe. 
The proliferation of meetings and the proliferation of the num-
ber of organizations holding meetings on aircraft noise has been men-
tioned. When asked the purpose of so many meetings in so many places, 
several interviewees commented that due to the po~ularity of the 
I 
noise issue a large number of bureaucrats have "latched onto noise" 
so they can have a specialty and be able to travel to various countries 
for meetings. Additionally they pointed out that the meetings enable 
the governments to tell the public that things are being done about 
noise whether or not it is so. Thus they serve a purpose "in keeping 
the environmentalists off the government's back." 
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Chapter 5 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Although aircraft noise emissions impact the human ear in the 
same manner regardless of a person's race, color, creed or nationality, 
and although in the final analysis the approaches taken by various 
countries in their attempts to handle the jet transport noise problem 
are quite similar, differences in cultures, custcms and forms of 
government may explain the rather disparate methods and procedures 
which various countries have utilized to formulate noise control rules. 
While the United States has developed a time-consuming process of 
notices on proposed rules followed by comments, followed by proposed 
rules and more comments, environmental impact statements, hearings 
and more hearings, the parliamentary form of government as it exists 
in Great Britain enables government departments to handle matters 
with less formality before the deparment issues an order. Howeve~, 
this does not necessarily ensure speedy action. Various inquiries on 
a fourth London airport have taken years. 
1. U.K. Government Noise Structure 
In great Britain the major seats of power in the noise area are 
Parliament, the departments of Trade, Industry, Environment, and with 
the D~partment of Defense having some involvement. The most impor-
tant agency for our purposes is the Department of Trade and its various 
subsections. Regulations stem from parliamentary legislation, Orders 
in Council and the Department itself. Airport authorities may be 
given the right or obligation to make noise rules. In the absence of 
national rules, municipal bodies owning airports have written "bye 
. . 
... 
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laws" for the control of noise. 
The British have developed one of the most extensive set of noise 
laws and regulations in Europe. However, it is difficult for the 
government to speak with one voice on ncise matters because the con-
flicting duties and objectives of the various departments. Then there 
is the inherent des ire of each department to add to its "turf". The 
Department of Industry has as one purpose the protection of the manu-
facturing industry. It is not surprising that the Department of Trade 
and the Department of Environment feel that the Department of Industry 
listens too heavily to the airlines, the manufacturers and other com-
merical interests. On the other hand, the Department of Industry feels 
that the Department of Trade leans too heavily on the environmentalists. 
Yet, if the Department of Trade strays too far from the environmental 
path it fears it will lose turf to the Department of Environment. At 
present, legislatively the Department of Trade is in the saddle. How-
ever, noise matters are highly fractionated with each department 
wanting Ita piece of the action." One major international airline 
pointed out that the number of government bureaus and departments 
involved in aircraft noise had proliferated and gotten "out of hand." 
The airline indicated that when it was asked to discuss a minor noise 
matter at Heathrow Airport it sent one man who found forty to fifty 
people from the Department of Environment, the Airport Authority, the 
Department of Trade, the Civil Aviation Authority and a group called 
the Noise Working Party all gathered for the infonmal minor meeting. 
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The normal handling of aircraft noise matters is a function of 
government departments. However, if an individual or amenity group 
i~ dissatisfied he or it may be able to interest a Member of Par1iamtnt 
(MP) in asking a question in Parliament of the appropriate official. 
Thus, an MP might put the question to the Secretary of State for Trade 
(the equivalent of the U.S. Secretary of Transportation). Should the 
answer be too difficult to obtain without further study the Secretary 
might decide to hold a "Public Inquiry." The "Inquiry", which is 
roughly equivalent to "hearings" in the U.S., might be conducted by 
an inspector with assessors (assistar.ts). Such an "Inquiry" took 
place in regard to building the fourth terminal at Heathrow. Inquiries 
provide a broad forum for public discussion. To illustrate the depth 
of the investigations it may be pointeo out that in the case of the 
Roskil1 commission over 1,000 organizations were ask~d for comments. 
There is no short!,::,e ot "amenity" groups, some with interesting 
acronyms such as FHA~G, for the Federation of Heathrow Antinoise 
Groups; HACAN, Heathrow Association for control of Aircraft Noise; 
LAANC, Local Authorities Aircraft Noise Council; HADAG, Haslemere 
Aircraft Disturbance .&.ction Group, and the BCPRC, Brentford and 
Chiswick Public Relati0ns Council. A number of the amenity groups 
are quite professional. First they thoroughly acquaint themselves 
with the facts, seek widespread publ·;city, and make their desires 
known to the government staff. They hdve their biggest weapon when 
they can interest an MP living near an airport. Although an MP 
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living near Heathrow must interest himself in aircraft noise, those 
interviewed indicated that the power of amenity groups was not strong 
enough to cause an MP to fear losing his political job should his 
vote disagree with their desires. 
Ownership and operation of airports in Great Britain is quite 
different from the U.S. where, except for Dulles and Washington 
National, the federal government does not own and operate the air-
port. The British Airports Authority (BAA) is a nationalized insti-
tution owning and operating the seven major U.K. airports. In many 
cases, the Department of Trade can simply order the BAA to do certain 
things. 
2. legal Basis of Noise Control 
In an early period of aviation development Winston Churchill, 
noting restrictions placed upon railroads in the formative period 
and fearing that such a development could cost Eng1anci deariy if it 
spread to aviation, spOnsored a provision in the Air Navigation Act 
of 1920, outlawing suits for damage due to aircraft noise in flight. 
The same rule was extended to aircraft on the ground in 1947. These 
two items were consolidated into the Civil Aviation Act of 1949. 
Finally noise caused by aircraft is also excluded from the provision 
on the Noise Abatement Act of 1960.lQ1 At first blush this would 
-1Q!J.v. Danks, Noise Policy Manager, BAA, 30 Nov 78. 
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seem to give the airlines a free ride on noise. In the U.S .• airport 
operators have bet~n held liable for such noise damages totaling millions 
of dollars and hence would deem such a law to be their salvation. 
However. provisions of other U.K. laws severely countervail the ap-
parent "pass" given to noise. In fact. it is often held that because 
of the law the Government is very careful to take measures to reduce 
noise. Failure to do so could increase the probability for the law's 
repea 1. 
Power to control aircraft noise at airports comes from Section 
29 of the Civil P.viation Act of 1971. By the simple act of "Desig-
nating" an airport the Secretary of Trade is clothed with the power 
to 
-make takeoff and landing requirements to mitigate noise 
-limit the number of planes which can take off or land at 
certa in hours 
-give orders to airport operator to mitigate noise: prescribe 
minimum noise routes 
-require the air;:;ort operator to buy and operate noise monitor-
ing ec;uiprnent 
-control ground running of engines 
Under the Civil Aviation Act of 1978 non-designated airports can 
make "bye-laws" 1 imiting noise. The four main BAA airports are desig-
nated airports. Non-designated airports have little alternative but 
to go along if askect to do so by the DOT. Failure could mean "desig-
nation." At seven other non-designated airports (Liverpool, Luton, 
Manchester among them) noise abatement procedures are in effect and 
have the force of law under local act powers and general manag~ment 
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powers. The airport manager has the statutory duty to ensure com-
pliance. He may detain an aircraft from taking off but not from 
landing. Other sanctions are not mentioned. British Airports Author-
ity airports derive their powers in this regard from the Airports 
Authority Act of 1975 as amended by the Civil Aviation Act of 1978. 
2.1 Noise at the Sour~. Noise at the source regulations require 
an aircraft to have a noise certification certificate meeting specific 
standards. The legal basis is found in the Civ1~ Aviation Act of 
1949 stipulating that an Order in Council may be made in this regard. 
The Air Navigation (Noise Certification) Order 1~70 as amended in 
1972 embodies requirements parallel to those agreed to in Annex 16 
pursuant to the U.K. 's international agreement with ICAO. 
In 1978 the Civil Aviation Act gave an additional tool to the 
airport manager by empowering him to levy charges for the noise 
made by an aircraft. Further,the Secretary of State for Trade may 
require a manager to introduce such charges and may specify the form 
they should take. 
The sheer impossibility of quickly replacing noisy aircraft 
with quieter planes, the early failure to engage in effective land-
use planning, and the pressure of airport neighbors for relief at 
Heathrow, the busiest international airport 1n the world, caused 
the BrHish to design and implement other types of "schemes" to 
alleviate the noise problem. Some of these are broader than just 
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aircraft noise. The Land Compensation Act, noise insulation schemes, 
and efforts to institute land-use planning with aircraft noise as an 
element are examples. 
2.2 Land Compensation Act 1973. The part of this a~t dealing with 
a i rcr"ft no; se provides compensa tion ; ncl udi ng i nteres t for a de-
crease in property value when a new airport is built,or when a new 
runway is added,or when major additions are made to an existing run-
way or ramp areas. This is a "one shot" situation which ~ppl1es only 
to events taking place after 7 Oct 1969. Administration 15 under the 
Department of Environment. Accrrding to a Ministry of Defence posi-
tion pape~ military aerodromes will be treated the same way. The law 
also covers home loss payments. rehousing, compulsory and discretionary 
purchase. 
2.3 Noise Insulation Comeensation Payments. Blocked by the unique 
provisions of the Air Navigation Act of 1920 and the Civil Aviation 
Act of 1949 excluding suits for noise, and further restrained by the 
omission of aircraft noise from the Noise Abatement Act of 1960, 
citizens pressed for soundproofing assistance immediately after the 
introduction of the noisy jets. A 1963 report of the Wilson Committee 
on Noise recommended assistance and, under authority of the Airports 
Authority Act of 1965, set up the first noise insulation scheme. 
Limited to Heathrow, it provided up to 100 British pounds for quiet-
ing bedrooms and living rooms only. The British ~pparently place a 
low value on work in thp kitchen. Effective in 1966 the first plan 
was followed by a series of others and extended to Gatwick as well. 
On the theory that people who bought or rented after 1 Jan 1966 near 
Heathrow, and 1 Jan 1973 near Gatwick were not overtaken by noise 
but had chosen deliberately to accept it, such people were made in-
eligible for insulation grants. 
The grants are contained in Statutory Instruments No. 916 and 
917, 1975 as amended by No. 813 in 1977 and simply provide '~hat the 
owner or occupier (renter) of a dwelling in the 60 NNI "Special Area" 
may receive compensation toward the cost of specified noist insulation, 
the amount being 100% of the co: .. t up to 750 English pounds ($1400). 
For the "Standard Area" with a 55 NNI boundary compensation 15 1 imited 
to 85% of the cost but not more than 470 English pounds ($760). Re-
sponse to the early schemes was small because owners and renters felt 
their contribution was more than they could afford. Recent schemes 
have attempted to compensate for inflation and heve otherwise liber-
alized the provisions. 
By their terms these schemes expired r~ently,but on 2 Nov 1978 
the Government announced its decision to introduce new and improved 
noise insulation sch~~~ f~j dreas near those two airports. Under 
local act powers Luton and Manchester have introduced th~ir own but 
similiar insulation plans. Statutory instruments have been developed 
requiring the BAA to pay for insulation of schools near Heathrow. 
The source of funds for payJ'l'leds ; s airport revenues. 
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Complaints that the previous schemes experienced a low level of 
acceptance because the owners' and renters' contributions were high 
enough to cause them not to participate, and because those who had 
moved into the area after 1966 (Heathrow) and 1973 (Gatwick) were not 
eligible for grants, led to more liberal insulation schemes under 
Statutory Instruments 1980 No. 153 and 154 for the two London Airports. 
First,the new program is now applicable to all dwellings com-
pleted before April 1, 1980, thus making it available to all those in 
the noise affected area. Applications for grants must be made by 
March 31, 1983 and the work completed by April 1985. 
In addition to the 50 NNI contour as a parameter for the new 
schemes, there is added a new parameter, the 95 PNdB noise footprints 
for Annex 16 aircraft, as a f;g~re above which insulation grants will 
be made. The 95 PNdB is the noise level below whic~ current evidence 
suggests that an aircraft is unlikely to waken the average person. 
Thus, the schemes concentrate on those areas which are currently most 
affected and which will continue to be subject to comparatively high 
noise levels in the mid-1980s. In addition, the schemes focus 
on the areas within which there is the greatest disturbance caused 
by night movements likely to awaken people. 
The amount of compensation has been raised to 100 percent of the 
eligible insulation, subject only to maximum prices per unit of cer-
tain equipment and material. Each eligible dwelling is entitled to 
the insulation of two li~ing rooms and all bedrooms. 
Finally, the new scnemes are estimated to cost the British Air-
ports Authority over 50 million U.S. dollars at March 1~80 prices. 
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2.4 Land-Use Planning. The tendency of people and businesses ~o 
move near an airport for convenience or business purposes and later 
complain about aircraft noise has been manifest in the U.K. as else-
where. Among the solutions to this problem is land-use planning in 
which there are building codes and restrictions on the type of build-
ing, if any, that can be constructed within a given noise exposure 
area, usually identified in terms of its NNI number. Only buildings 
compatible with the land use are permitted. Although no statutory 
plan was in effect, on 19 Jan 1973 the Secretary of State for Environ-
ment and the Secretary of State for Wales issued Circular 10/73 set-
ting forth certain guidelines for local authorities and indicated the 
specifics of the criteria which those two secretaries would be using 
in the future. 
Perhaps highlighting the disinclination of one government de-
partment to agree with another when there is some disagreement of 
who should have the predominant role, the Department of Environment 
did not break down noise annoyance into the same NNI divisions as 
does the Department of Trade. For example, Table 1 shows four areas 
with a top of 60 NNI instead of the more conventional 35, 45 and 55 
NNI a:'eas. Having completed a survey of the legal basis for noise 
control in the United Kingdom, we now turn to some of the major regu-
lati~~s developed under the legal structure. 
3. Noise at the Source 
Since the United Kingdom was the first to inaugurate jet 
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transport service it was the first to suffer the consequent noise 
annoyance. It is not surprising, then, that the U.K. has been in the 
forefront of activities in ICAO to limit noise emitted by the air-
craft itself. It has been the policy of the United Kingdom to adopt 
the standards set by ICAO in Annex 16 and thus has adopted Chapters 
1, 2 and 3 of the T~ird Edition of the Annex. Thu~ each aircraft on 
the British register must have a noise certificate of compliance. 
As previously indicated, coverage includes aircraft certificated 
after 1972, derived versions of production of earlier type certified 
aircraft, and more stringent rules for aircraft certified after 
6 Oct 1977. The no;se reduction between the non-Annex 16 and Annex 
16 aircraft is significant. In actual numbers a government White 
Paper l!I shows 113 EPNdB for takeoff of a non-certificated Boeing 
707-320B compared with 103 EPNdB for the lockheed 1011. The pro-
gress ;s highlighted by remembering that a decrease of 10 decibels 
is equivalent to halving the apparent noisiness. 
We have already noted that no international rule has been made 
requiring the retrofitting or re-engining or replacement of jet 
transports which were certified before the applicability of Annex 
16. Initial thinking, based on service life experience of propeller 
aircraft with the original purchasing carrier, was that quieter air-
planes for the whole fleet were just around the corner. However, 
111 Airports Policy, Cmnd 7084, london. Her Majesty's Stationery 
Office, February 1978. 
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calculations in 1975 showed that two-thirds of the airline fleets 
did not meet Annex 16. Further studies indicated that there was no 
known fatigue life for the aircraft frame and usage of twenty to thir-
ty or more years was within reach. Finally, as traffic loads in-
creased and as derivatives came into play, existing aircraft became 
heavier ~nd noisier. As a result, airport amenity groups began to 
push for something to be done about non-Annex 16 aircraft. They ar-
gued that another ten to twenty years of service f!lr these noisy air-
craft was too much to be endured. 
In the absence of meaningful action by IeAO in this area, the 
United Kingdom Government has been working more closely with ECAC 
toward restricting the use of such aircraft. In the White Paper of 
February 1978 the Secretary of State for Trade announced two impor-
tant decisions. First, United Kingdom operators would not be allowed 
to register acquisitions of non-noise certificated aircraft after 
30 September 1978; and secondly, all of the existing non-certificated 
aircraft must be phased out by 1 Jan 1986. These rules are substan-
tially similar to the U.S. requirement in 91-136. 
The United Kingdom action is but one of several; more are in 
prospect. Although the impact of such actions will hasten the re-
moval of the aircraft from countries following the ECAC plan, it will 
also gradually add more noisy aircraft to an ever smaller market and 
thus adversely affect the price of these used aircraft. Currently 
there are still enough developing countries desiring these jet aircraft, 
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which are cheap in comparison with the price of new aircraft, to en-
able the craft to be sold at prices substantially above book value, 
thus aiding the seller with cash flow for his new aircraft program. 
However, sharply rising fuel prices are rapidly diminishing the at-
tractiveness of such aircraft even to developing countrip.s. 
4. Operational Measures for Noise Control 
As has been indicated, reduction of noise at the source en-
tails a long lead time from design to the utilization of signifi-
cant numbers of planes on scheduled operations - perhaps four to 
eight years. The dates of applicability of the various parts of 
Annex 16 and its failure to deal with non-Annex aircraft have done 
little to accelerate the introduction of quieter aircraft. In fact 
it may be argued with some logic that Annex 16 has merely validated 
the state of the art. land-use planning, another approach to limit-
ing noise, seeks to control noise by moving the airport neighbors 
further from the noise either phySically or synthetically by noise 
insulation. Here too similar long periods of time are involved. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that amenity groups sought 
immediate action on the noise problem in the form of operating re-
strictions of two types. One type ostensibly permitted unlimited 
operations but required the crew to use (1) minimum noise routes, 
(2) specific higher and therefore less noiSy altitudes, and (3) re-
duced thrust (noise being function of power). Additionally, pressure 
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was applied to reduce reversing. limit the use of the APU, and to 
control ground runups. 
The second type proposed and implemented contained more str1n-
gent restrictions which reduced the number of flights in order to 
affect the cumulative noise index. These restrictions included var-
ious forms of curfews such as a complete ban on landings and/or take-
offs during certain hours, the permission of only mail flights during 
the night. or a quota system allowing either a flat or decreaSing 
number of noisy aircraft to use the field or a runway during stated 
hours. Finally, bans were sought on the use of training flights at 
noise sensitive airports. 
The following are some of the restrictions impe1mented using 
Heathrow and Gatwick as examples. 
4.1 Limitation of Night Jet Movements: Strong complaints relative 
to the noise of the new jets led to the impoSition of night restric-
tions at Heathrow as long ago as 1962. At that time night was de-
fined as 2300 to 0700 hours. and a quota of 3,000 was established as 
to the number of landings and/or takeoffs permitted.}!/ Through a 
scheduling or "slot" committee made up of airline representatives, 
the airlines divided the quota among thanselves. In 1965 "night!! 
was shortened to 2330 to 0600. Summer restrictions at Gatwick 
121 
.....!!::1 Further details in U.K. limitations and their history can be 
found in U.K. Dept. of Trade, Airport Strategy for Great Britain, 
Part 1.1975; Part 2,1976. U.K. Dept. of Trade, N18ht Distur-
bance from Aircraft Noise at Heathrow and Gatw1ck. , 77. Air-
~rts Policy February 1978 (White Paper of Secretary of S~ 
or Trade). 
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began in 1971. The system was significantly revised in 1972 when 
the quota system was abandoned in favor of an outright ban on jet 
takeoffs with no limits on landings. Total movements increased and 
the system was quickly revised in 1973 by reimposing limits on the 
total number of movements. As a result of public pressure the govern-
m~nt has since 1973 adopted a policy of progressively reducing the 
quotas for jet operations with a lower quota for winter than summer. 
In 1975, to encourage the use of quieter aircraft, a plan was begun 
to establish a night subquota for quiet aircraft while reducing the 
quota for other aircraft. 
However, in 1977, public pressure again led to a proposal to 
ban all night jet operations. In lieu of an outright ban, in Febru-
ary 1978, the government announced the progressive phasing out of 
noisy aircraft at night over a ten-year period by reducing the quota 
of noisy planes and increasing the quota of the quieter planes. To 
provide still more flexibility the definition of noisy currently 
does not depend on noise at the maximum certificated gross weight. 
Planes which do not meet the noise standards at full gross .nay make 
reduced weight takeoffs if such will permit them to comply with the 
standard. Table 2 presents the details of the new quota arrangements 
determined by the Government. Night time is 2330-0630 six days a 
week at Heathrow, with some leeway for noise certificated aircraft 
on Sunday, when "night" time stretches to 2330-0800 and applies for 
all other aircraft. A jet aircraft will qualify for the quieter 
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TABLE 2 
NIGHT JET QUOTAS AT HEATHROW AND GATWICK 
Nol.lerQuotl. 
lumlMr H .. ,""'" o.t-a Wintar H .. ,,.,.. o.t.a 
(inc:ludi:7 the 
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t9'71 1000(135) 1500 117.,,. 1100 
1m 1100(120) 1200 1179/110 . 1100 
1110 llOO(1OS) 1100 1110/11 1400 
1111 1400 (to) 1100 1111/82 1200 I_ I_ (75) 1400 1112/83 1000 
Ita 1000 (60) 1100 1183,84 100 
• 1 .... 100 (45) 100 1984/. 100 
1_ 100 (30) 100 11&1/. 400 
lt11 400 (15) aoo 1111/87 200 
III? o (0) 0 1117,. 0 
Qule.erQuota. 
(Then cover all non-j.t aircr.ft. the quitter j.lI Incl. to the e.tent that &hi. Cln be dftllOn.tratM In 
pr.ctice, other je&a WhOM &ab-od'at reduced wllchtmatc:h('l that oCthequieter aircraft at muimwa 
.. i,ht). 
llaC1 
1100 
110 
100 
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110 
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JIO 
100 
• 
8uauMr IINlJvow OaUilit. Winter H .. /II"". Ga,.it. 
1171 1700 3100 1171,'li 1400 1'700 
1m 1900 34IlO lm/IIO 1100 1110 
1110 1100 3700 I11Oi81 1100 1000 
1111 1300 4000 
Source: British Atr?Qrts Authority Annual Report and Accounts 
1"977/.78, p. 73. 
. '!q Pl.GE I 
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quota if its noise footprint as measured by a 95 PNdB contour e~ 
braces less than 4 square miles on takeoff and 2.5 square miles on 
landing. The area within the 95 and 105 PNdB contours and the pop-
ulation contour within 95 PNdB are shown in Table l. 
According to the Department of Trade, 95 PNdB is the noise 
level below which, on "current evidence, II was considered questionable 
and a three-year research program on the relationship between air-
craft noise and sleep disturbance was established. Its announced 
purpose was to provide information for deciding whether night move-
ments of quieter aircraft would be banned. In pointing out the 
effectiveness of the new plan the Department of Trade indicated that 
only the quietest modern jets would be able to meet the standard and 
gave as examples: (1) for takeoff the AlOOB, two L10ll models and 
the DC10-10i and (2) for landing: the same planes plus the OC9-40 
and 2 B747 models. The 95 PNdB referred to is an outdoor reading. 
Given the transmission losses through walls the resulting indoor 
level would be between 70 and 80 PNdB which was just below the thresh-
old of awakening. This standard plus the noise insulation schemes 
suggest that British families do not have the same penchant for out-
door living as do their counterparts in the United States. 
4.2 Limiting Airport Capacity. Another method of recent origin in 
attacking noise at Heathrow, though congestion was equally important. 
was placing a limit on airport capacity. At present Heathrow, the 
largest international airport in the world, also has the most serious 
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TABLE 3 
AREA WITHIN 95 AND 105 PNdB CONTOURS FOR SELECTED AIRCRAFT 
lh".,rwl L.rtdlrtl 
AJOO8 TriSt.' Vllc:ount' 8707' AlOOI TriSta" VIIc:ount' 87071 DCIO V.",ua,d Del . DCl0 V.",uud DCI 
Amwithln9S 1.5 1.6 1.7 10.1 PHdI conlour 2.5 :u U 28.5 
(lIIu.emltS) 
Am within 105 
0.5 0.5 '2.8 PHdl contow 0.7 1.0 1.0 4.' 044 
(lII ... miIn) 
Poplilatioa wit ... 95 PHd. CODtO. 
.uoo. Trllt.' VIiIcoUllt/ .707' ~. TrlSt.r/ ~1IIIt/ .707/ OCIO V .... .,.. Del DCIO Vana.' Del 
HEATH .. OW 
2 ... , .... erlt) 4.000 6.900 7,400 7'.100 9.000 12,400 14,200 116,600 
2.L( .. )3,700 6,)00 5,)00 62.100 6,400 9,JOG '.700 127.200 
10 .. ("'*") 4,900 1),700 n.soo 246.JOO 500 100 700 5.600 
10L( .. ) 3,900 20.300 20.300 31'7,600 2.200 3.000 2.100 31.700 
CiAmat 
w .... ", 200 200 500 9,500 500 100 500 MOO r...,., 500 1,000 lJOO 1.,000 l.- than ..... t..... Lea ...... 1.600 
500 500 500 
Source: U.K. Dept. of Trade, Night n1sturbance from Afrcraft Noise at 
Heathrow and Gatwfck, lQ77, p.S. 
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noise problem. Currently it has 3 terminals which are about to reach 
capacity. At one time ~ terminals were envisaged. Because progress 
on noise would be inhibited if the airport were allowed unlimited ex-
pansion, plans for the fifth terminal were dropped. In fact, only 
recently a 4th terminal was approved, but only after a lengthy public 
inquiry. A similar public inquiry has been auihorized to look into 
a second terminal at Gatwick. 
As a part of the capacity control program the Government has 
ordered several airlines to move to Gatwick which has new facilities 
as well as a convenient rail line to London direct from the passenger 
terminal. From 1 April 1978 no whole plane charters of British and 
overseas airlines have had access to Heathrow. The new U.S. routes from 
Houston and Atlanta were ordered to use Gatwick. However, directives 
of the U.K. Department of Trade to Iberia of Spain and TAP of Portu-
gal to move were contested in court with the result that the directive 
was declared il1e'1a1., At one time feelings were so intense that 
Spain suspended British Caledonian's rights to fly DC-lOs via 
Madrid to and from South America. 1 t appears tha t directing airlines 
to move to other airports will have to be accomplished by friendly 
persuasion rather than direct order. Airlines which have been at 
Heathrow feel they have "squatters' rights" and a move would cost them 
a share of the connecting business at Heathrow. 
One way for an airline to combat capacity and noise problems 
is to purchase quiet but very large jets. The reduced frequency 
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required by larger aircraft contribute to a reduction in cU1ll.llat1Ye 
effect. It may be more than a coincidence that British Airways which 
is beholden to the government is the first to be pushing for a still 
larger 747. 
4.3 Jet Training Limitations. There is an almost r.omplete ban on 
jet trl1~ing at Heathrow, and restrictions on the time and total 
amount of training at Gatwick and Standsted. Other airports hive 
similar restrictions. 
4.4 Limitations on Noise at Takeoff. Noise limits, backed up by 
noise monitoring equipment, are established at Heathrow and Gatwick. 
Gltwick his 4 monitoring points While the larger Heathrow employs 
13. If the noise limi t is exceeded the matter is taken up wi th 
the offending air11ne by the Department of Trade. Altitlldes, rates 
of climb and thrust settings are prescribed, and in general are the 
lATA procedures. 
4.5 Limitations on Noise on Landing. In the air minimum noise alti-
tudes are established and aircraft must fly to avoid certain built-
up areas. To quiet the landing roll pilots are asked, but for safety 
reasons not required, to avoid the use of reverse thrust. 
4.6 Minimum Noise Routes. Although differing views have been expressed 
about their value. an elaborate network of minimum noise routes has 
been established. The U.K. "Air Pilot" and "G.A.F .G." 115ts 25 for 
Heathrow alone. See Appendix B for duplication of several pages of the 
"Ai r Pilot" and "G.A. F .G.". 
4.7 Runway Management. The Heathrow preferential runway system has 
two aspects. Or.!, there is a preferred direction of takeoff to the 
west to avoid congested metropolitan London to the east of the air-
port. Two, landings and departures are alternated on a weekly basis 
with landings on the northern runway one week from 0700 to 1500 and 
on the southern runway from 1500 to 2300 hours. The following week 
the procedure is reversed. Similar procedures are utilized at other 
U.K. airports. 
4.8 Ground Running Noise. The airport authorities have the power to 
and do restrict engine test runups at night to certain parts of the 
airport and to certain times. Thh includes the use of "mufflers" 
to quiet the sound. The rules are restricting the use of the APU. 
4.9 Noise Related Landino C~arges. Except for Manchester where there 
has been a 20S landing fee rebate for the use of quiet planes, there 
have been no noise related landing charges. However, thp. Government 
now believes that a landing fee based on noise should be established 
and is engaged with ECAC and OECD in studying the matter. Noise 
charges are not new but those with experience in the matter point 
out that landing fees are such a small part of total operating ex-
penses that the cost of substituting an improperly sized but quiet 
airplane would be more than that of paying a noise charge. If a very 
high charge were levird, service might be diverted to another city 
or nearby country whose airport did not have the same noise problem. 
The statement in the White Paper that the CAA will take noise into 
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account in licensing new companies and granting new rout~ authority 
is a form of economic incentive to purchase quiet airplanes. In 
the same category is the quota rule giving advantage to Annex 16 air-
craft. 
4.10 Sanctions. Inqui ry was made into the methods of enforcement of 
its noise rules. For example, what happens if a night curfew for an 
out-of-quota aircraft ;s violated? Oddly enou9h, so far, nothing 
happens. I~ 1978, at Gatwick a captain reported that he could not 
depart before the deadline and was ordered not to take off. Notwith-
standing the detaining order, he took off anyway. No prosecution 
ensued because as the British Airports Authority interpreted the law 
a detaining order had to be physically affixed to the aircraft for the 
detention to be official. While the authorities were accomplishing 
the paper work, the pilot departed. 
When noise excesses are recorded by the noise monitor, the prac-
tice has been to call in the offending carrier who takes it up further 
with the crew involved and reports back. Inasmuch as angle of bank, 
meteorological conditions and other elements affect the noise readings 
and inasmuch as deviations are sometimes caused by traffic control 
where perhaps safety is involved, the authorities find "friendly per-
suasion" much better than confrontation. This brings up a delicate 
point involving the conlnand authority of thl~ captain. Thus, legal 
actio;. is viewed with some trepidation. In tlth area the U. K. treads 
a little more lightly than other countries, Germany for example. 
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5. Implications of Noise Regulations and Policies 
In its 1978 Airports Policy White Paper, and in the 1977-
78 British Airports Authority Annual Report. the Government paints 
an encouraging assessment of its noise programs. According to those 
documents. the peak of noise annoyance has now been reached and, with 
the introductio'l of new quieter aircraft. there will be a "dramatic" 
decrease in the noise annoyance level over the next 15 years. Short-
ly after the announcement that the Government would take noise into 
account in conSidering applicants for transport. Sir Freddie Laker 
stressed the low noise emissions of his new wide-bodied aircraft 
and argued for the relaxation of curfew restrictions for such air-
craft. 
A British Airways executive pointed out that his company was 
under heavy pressure to phase out the noisy Trident. BAC-l1l and 
the VC-10. Although the BAC-lll could be hushed to meet Annex 16, 
there was the fear that the quality of the noise would still be un-
satisfactory. regardless of technically meeting the standards. Based 
on Swi~sair's experience with Jle public's reaction to the OC-9-5O 
(discussed later). and considering quality as well as quantity of 
noise, SA turned to th~ Soeinq 757 to replace noisy aircraft. 
There has been gener'a 1 agreement that the new wi de-bodi es have 
acceptable noise emissions. H~~ever. concern was expressed tnat the 
lack of planes with similar low noise emission characteristics in the 
100-160 seat categorl was a negative factor in dealing with the 
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public and even in pushing for a relaxation of curfews for the quieter 
aircraft. With a large nUnDer of what the public perceive to be noisy 
aircraft not only still ex;stent, but still being produced and pur-
chased, the public feels it dare not relax its guard lest it loses 
the noise relief which it has so painfully gained. 
After the close of 1978 with its unusually large increase in 
traffic, several interviewees were again contacted and asked whether 
growth rates in excess of that predicted would not dim their optimism 
for future noise relief. Their consensus was that the increase, if 
prolonged, would be taken Cale of by larger equipment which would 
itself be quieter. Thus the nUnDer of movements would not increase. 
However, at that time the dimensions of the new Carter international 
aviation policy had not yet become clear. The freer exit and entry 
and invitation to lower fares implies more movements and unless the 
movements are in very quiet aircraft, more noise. 
The resultant decisions were to: (1) revive the insulation 
grants schemes, (2) push for lan~ing charges based on noise, (3) move 
further into land-use planning, (4) phase out noisy jets. (5) and 
move to press for special rules and incentives for the quietest air-
planes. The foregoing indicate to the airline and manufacturing in-
dustry the extent of the U.K.'s commitment to improving the quality 
of life lor airport neighbo~s. This is not to say that the govern-
ment rules are responsible for all improvements. The engine manu-
facturers such as Rolls-Royce, have been heavily committed to 
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designing quieter engines. However, the manufacturers are caught in 
a trade-off problem. Reducing nnise emissions is a costly process, 
and where noise control entails desians which are not c~st effective 
the manufacturers, understandably, hesitate to proceed. 
6 . S UIll11a ry 
The U.K. has a very extensive aggregation of noise rules. Al-
though damage suits for aircraft noise are forbidden, other wide-
ranging rules compensate for this seeming "pass" to the industry. 
Administratively, although other departments are also involved, the 
Department of Trade has the primarY responsibility for aircraft noise 
control. Compensation for decreases in property values is made under 
the Land Compensati-orl Act of 1973. To aid in quieting the noise at 
the home of recipients of noise, the Government has provided grants 
for insulation purposes. Though by terms of their statutes the early 
grants expired in 1978, new legislation in 1980 provides greater 
benefits and broader coverage. While land-use planning in the past 
has heen by publishing guide lines on1y, the Government is pushing 
man1atory planning and indeed has set up an inquiry for the 4th ter-
minal at Heathrow. 
With regard to noise at the source, the U.K. not only supports 
all of Annex 16 but has gone farther in two respects. First, after 
30 September, 1978 no carrier can enter on the U.K. register an 
aircraf~ ~ot meeting the standards of Annex 16. Secondly, the 
c~rriers are required to phase out of their operations by 1986 all 
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non Annex 16 aircraft currently on the U.K. register. 
For immediate relief with the tools at hand. the U.K. employs 
just about all the techni"'.! ..... available in the operational field. 
There are stipulations as to take-off and landing procedures and 
configurations, the provision of minimum noise routes and altitudes 
-- all of which are subject to noise monitoring. Some operations 
such as training flights are either banned or severly restricted. 
On the ground, limits on the use of the APU and the ground running 
of engines during night hours are increasingly found. Finally, there 
are strong "suggestions" limiting the use of reversing. To mini-
mize noise, over the more populated areas immediately off the land-
ing and take-off runways. not only are preferential runways specified 
but their use is alternated in such a fashion as to spread the noise. 
Two types of capaci~ controls. one whose sole purpose is to 
limit noise, and the other. with an ancillary purpose of noise con-
trol, have been developed. First, to put a ceiling on noise, a 
quota for night movements has been established which will eventually 
ban all noisy aircraft at night. Second, to limit congestion, and 
to aid in noise control, the Government has placed a ceiling on the 
capacity of certain airports. This is accomplished by limiting the 
terminal facilities available. The Secretary of State for Trade 
has announced that a 5th terminal at Heathrow will not be built 
However, after a public inquiry, a 4th terminal has been authorized. 
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Finally, in the matter of financial incentives for the purchase 
of quieter planes. the U.K. is proceeding very gingerly. The De-
partment of Trade is interested in adding a landing fee containing 
a noise charge element to its arsenal. Although Manchester has had 
a rebate system for less noisy aircraft, no study has yet emerged 
analyzing the benefits and disbenefits of such a charge. 
If the case of the Gatwick pilot who willfully violated a cur-
few limit but was not prosecuted because the "paper work" was not 
completed in time to paste the detaining order on the airplane is 
any criterion, the enforcement of sanction~ seems to be weak in the 
U.K. However, the Government and the industry agree that working 
for quiet through "friendly persuasion" is better than by confron-
tation. 
Another incentive for purchasing quiet aircraft is the relax-
ation of curfew restrictions for such aircraft. On this point one of 
the interviewees was moved to remark "Ni ght is really no4; the big 
problem it is made out to be. Neither thp crews of ground employees 
or passengers want to be up that late anyway.1I 
7. Conclusion 
Unless thp. new international air policy of the United States of 
"open skies" and little rate control leads to a major increase in 
operations there is light at the end of the tunnel for the noise 
problem in the United Kingdom. However, the environmentalists point 
out that 15 years is a long time to wait and they, therefore, will 
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continue theil4 pressure for stronger measures. To a certain extent 
the U.K. public has been unimpressed by statements that compliance 
with Annex 16 Chapter 2 means acceptably quiet airplanes. To a sig-
nificant portion of the public Annex 16 represents a mere validation 
of the state of art and its ult;mate benefits are too far in the 
future. This perception seems to have impressed management so that 
re-equipment decisions are often being realistically made with consid· 
eration for the public concept of noi~e annoyance and not whether or 
not the plane meets a technical noise standard. 
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Chapter 6 
Having examined aircraft noise regulations in Great Britain, we 
proceed across the English Channel to France where, despite the near-
ness of the two countries and the common problem of aircraft noise, 
the treatment of this nuisance may be different. Long standing com-
mercial rivalry and cultural differences account for the disparity. 
1. Brief History of Noise Problem in France 
According to a French technical expert long associated with 
the French noise situation, noise was not treated seriously as a pro-
blem until much later than in England. As a matter of fact. govern-
ment funding of noise research did not begin until 1967; and the first 
curfew at Or1y did not occur until 1968 (cf Heathrow 1962). Once the 
French started to work on the subject, they worked more closely with 
the U.S. along the lines of FAR 36 than with the United Kingdom.131 
Although the French joined ICAO to standardize on a common noise de-
scriptor, internally they have hung on to their Isopsophic ind~x (see 
page 13) and are currently working on some modification of it. 
The power of Air France and French aircraft manufacturers 
to lobby effectively against constraining regulations is. because of 
the degree of ownership of Air France by the government, much less 
than that of thei r counterpat'ts in the U. S. One dare not lobby very 
hard against one's employer. Apparently the initial Orly curfew was 
~ Interview with Jacques 8alazard, SNIAS R&D. formerly Charges de 
de Mission Env1ror.ment Nuisances. 
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put on suddenly by one person in the ministry over the objection of the 
airport authorities, and once established it was impossible to remove. 
The 1nhabitants around Orly have kept pressure on the leg1slators to 
maintain the curfew. 
Desir1ng to enhance its competitive posit10n vis-a-vis Great 
Britain, France resolved to build a modern, 24-hour operation, air-
port at Roissy, now known as the Charles De Gaulle International Air-
port (COG). With this facility the French wo,.·1 b~ happy if the Great 
Britain authorities placed increased night-time restrictions on London 
airports. COG is ready to accept the noisy aircraft which may be 
barred elsewhere. Despite French government plans to avoid the pro-
blems of permitting homes near the airport, people have moved close 
enough to complain and seek a curfew. The present government, be-
cause of the commercial impar.t of a curfew, is strongly opposeJ. One 
can not predict what a different administration might do. Some French-
men argue that with no constraints there is no incentive for purchas-
ing quieter planes. They argue that a curfew for planes whose noise 
emissions are above a certain value should be established. NOIse re-
lated landing charges also have been urged. At present the closest 
approach to an incentive for quieter airplanes is a rule applicable 
to one runway at COG enabling the pilot to continue a straight course 
after takeoff if he is piloting a quieter airplane. Additionally, a 
proposal has been made to lift the night curfew at Orly for Annex 16, 
Ch. 3 aircraft, but it has not been adopted. 
The question was asked of several French noise experts "Given 
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the increasing number of quieter aircraft such as the 747, DC-la, 
L-101l, A-300 and the planned development of a smaller quiet plane, 
do you see a relaxation of the trend toward curfews?" The answer, 
which was also given in some but not all European countries, was 
"No". The feeling was that tolerance of noise is inversely related 
to affluence so that given the rising tide of expectations and af-
fluence there will be greater demands for noise suppression and more 
curfews will result even if there is some decrease in the various 
levels of noise. Despite the wishes of government authorities, a cur-
few could possibly come to General Charles OeGaulle Airport. 
2. French Government Noise Structure 
Civil aviation is one of several transportation modes under the 
Minister of Transp~rt. Aircraft noise matters receive strong repre-
sentation at the Minister's level through the Director of Civil Avia-
tion whose r.iJrrent Director, Claude Abraham, was fonrlerly the French 
representative on the COl1ll1ittee on Aircraft Noistl (CAN) in ICAO. 
The director has under him a Mission (Department) for Environmental 
Nuisances. Members of this staff are active in advocating the French 
noise position within ICAO. As is the case in the U.S., Great Bri-
tain and other countries, France has a separate Department fOr' Envi-
ronment which would like to '1rve a piece of turf in noise matters 
from the Department of Chi: :~:ation. Both industry and the Depart-
ment of Civil Aviation allege that the Department for Environment is 
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bent on "harassing" aviation. It will be recalled a similar sit~a­
tion exists in Great Britain. Instruments d!aling with noise con-
trol are issued in the form of codes (laws), decrees (decisions un-
der executive power carrying regulatory force), ordinances (adopted 
by government but subject to ratification), circulares (rules of con-
duct for interpretatio~ within the administration), and arretes (de-
cisions by civil authori~ such as ministers or mayors).141 
Ownership of airports: Some airports (Orly, Charles De Gaulle) 
are government owned and operated; while others (Nice) are private. 
The degree of emphasis on noise control ~y vary with the ownership 
or control of the airport. For example, the Nice Airport, a close-
in airport, is controlled by the Nice Chamber of Commerce whose inter-
ests are in promoting tourism. Its own noise abatement department 
has not been successful in appeasing l~cal inhabitants with the re-
sult that individual citizens have filed legal action ~gainst Air 
France. 
3. Legal ~asis of Noise Control 
Unlike the law in Great Britain, the French Code of Civil 
Aviation contains no specific exclUSion of aircraft noise as a basis 
for litigation. However, the code (Book I Title III Chap. 1 Art. L. 
141-142) states that the operator of an aircraft is responsible for 
l~/ A compilation of noise laws and regulations of the French Re-
public, called Recueil Des Textes Relatifs Au Bruit Doc. 1383, 
was published in 1978. 
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damages caused by operations of aircraft. or objects detached from 
it. to persons and goods on the surface. Since noise is not men-
tioned, attempts. so far unsuccessful, have been made to argue that 
the law contemplates only physical damage by fl11~ng objects. Some 
years ag~ Pan Am, TWA, and Air France w~re sued for soundproo~ing ex-
penses made necessary by aircraft noise. Judgment was rendered against 
the named airlines. However, apneals have been winding through the 
French courts for years with the end not in sight. 
4. Noise At The Source 
Control over noise at the source is provided by Art. R. 13~ 
(Decree no. 73-256, Mar, 6, 1973. art. 3) which mendates as a part 
of the aircraft certification requirement that an aircraft have a va-
lid "certificat 10n of limi tation of nuisances (noise)". For aircraft 
of French registry, a decr~e of April 18. 1974, adopted Annex 16. 1st 
ed., Aug 1971, including amendment 1 to the Chicago Convention. 
A Decree of July 30, 1975 established further conditions for 
issuance of noise limitation certificates including applir.~t10n to 
aircraft not listed on the French register but which fly oyer French 
territory. Additionally. Article 15 requires that imported aircraft 
must satisfy French requirements, ~r those of the exporting country 
p;u~ any additional requirements made by the French government to in-
sure the same noise limitatio" as if the plane had been built i~ France. 
Another modification of the regulations was effected by the De-
cree of June 2. 1978, permitting a non-Annex 16 plane to replace 
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a non-Annex plane which was destroyed, if replacement was within one 
year. Also, additional non-Annex craft could be purchased and used 
if the owner hao purchased and agreed to install within one year such 
sound modificaticn equipment as would cause the aircraft to comply 
with Annex 16. Essentially, with the linrited exceptions just noted. 
since 1978 a non-Annex 16 Ch. II aircraft cannot be entered on the 
French aircraft register, thus freezing the number of noisy aircraft. 
Finally, two other items indicate that the French are listening 
to noise complaints and taking a strong position favoring quieter 
airplanes. First, although it has not Jet been technically accomplished, 
the French are adopting Chapter 3 of Annex 16 (3rd ed.) into French 
law. French aircraft manufacturers are proceeding on the instruction 
that any newly certificated plane will have to meet ch. 3. The strict-
est provision of Chapter 3 apply to aircraft whose application for 
certificate is after Oct. 6. 1977 (U.S. Stage 3). Secondly. at th~ 
I CAO CAN meeti ng (May-June 1979). the French urged tha t i nterna t i on-
ally no non-Annex 16 Chapter 2 airplane be pennitted to operate after 
1 Jan 1985 unless its owner had a finn contract for a Chapter 3 re-
placement which was to be delivered before 1 Jan 1988.W After 1 Jan 
1988 registration of non-Annex 16 ch. 3 be stopped. Finally. the 
proposal was made that as of 1 Jan 1995 only Chapter 3 Annex 16 planes 
be pennftted to operate. 
li/ lCAO. CAN 6 Working Paper No. 49. 
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French efforts and those of their supporters to cut off the oper-
ation of Chapter 2 aircraft were unsuccessful. Some observers. point-
ing out that the French manufacture the Chapter 3 (Stage 3) Airbus 
300 series, question whether the French would be as aggressive if 
they had a profitable line of Stage 2 aircraft to sell. Similarly 
observers ir~icate that it is no coincidence that the U.S •• whose 
Boeing Company has a profnable line of 727s and :"37s which do not 
meet Stage 3, did not support the proposal.liI One can suggest that 
members of this "impartial" technical bo~ are often found advancing 
positions which mirror the current commercial or national interests 
of the country they represent. The structure of ICAO lends itself 
to this result. While all the voting members of ICAO are government 
officials who do not necessarily possess technical expertise in the 
field. they have constantly at their elbow in preparation for and 
during the meetings the techr.icians from industry whose job is to 
provide information and advice. In France it is quite normal for an 
individual to float back and forth between industry and government. 
Obviously these technicians either consciously or unconsciously sup-
port those proposals which will be advantageous to the manufacturers 
or carriers in their country. 
liI ICAO. tan 6 Working Paper No. 65. 
-- :"':"L Lr.r:;: 1:-
h.:'J:1 QU;\Ll"fY 
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5. Curfews 
At the present, the main curfew in France is at Orly where 
jet landings are prohibited between 2330-0615 and take-offs from 2315 
to 0600. At Baa1e-Mulhouse (Franco/Swiss Airport) there are time 
slots in which the number of take-offs/1andings are limited for non-
Annex 16 aircraft. At Nice there is a winter period in which take-
offs between 2200 and 0500 are prohibited. In summer the time is 
210~06oo. Le Bourget prohibits take-offs from 2330-0600. 
French commercial jet aircraft manufacturing is concentrated at 
Toulouse in the south of France. Although there have been complaints 
on noise, mainly because of the Concorde and military flying. no cur-
few has been established. The airport has endeavored to purchase land 
impacted by noise. but, ever so, the vibrations associated with the 
noise have torn tiles off the roof of farms and the airport has had 
to made restitution. This brings up a conflict in French law. We 
noted previously that one law makes the operator of aircraft respon-
sible for damages. But, in addition there is another law which makes 
the airport responsible. There seems to be no concerted effort to 
resol ve this discrepancy.? 
6. Noise Cor,lpensation: Insulation - Noise-Related Landing Charges JJj 
Because the regulaticns dealing with noise at the source 
~ For a more extensive treatment of nOise charges see the 114 page 
report Reducing Noise in OEeD Countries, Paris. 1978 (published 
by OECD). 
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(emissions) give relief only sometime in the future, efforts have been 
to reduce the noise reaching the recipients through insulation and 
land use planning. Controlling sound through insulation of buildings 
is called "il1ll'lission" control. Since 1973 (a prior law was held 
technically invalid because the wrcng people had signed the law) the 
French have established a head tax of one franc for domestic passen-
gers and three francs for international passengers to be used to pay 
for noise insulation of such buildings as residences, schools and 
hospitals. At COG the payment could include the acquisition of resi-
dential buildings, or relocation of residents, depending on the zone 
involved. For example, at COG payment could only be made in the 
closest in area called. zone A. 
To prevent individuals from taking advantage of the situation 
by building and then seeking payment, the decree limits residential 
compensation to property whose title was acquired or whose construc-
tion was authorized before the noise problem at COG was foreseen -
July 1, 1970. Financial aid cannot exceed 66% of the price of the 
work done (except for families receiving public aid). How~ver, non-
residential buildings can qualify if they were completed before July 
1, 1974i this is the case at COG. The monetary limit is 6,000 Fr. 
for collective lodgings and 10,SOO Fr. for individual lodgings - 3 
rooms per lodging. A final feature of the law is the absence of 
cross-subsidy - the money from COG goes for noise around COG and the 
money at Orly stays with Orly. 
The French themselves have recognized some inequities 1n this 
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noise scheme. First, the law is redistributive in nature - it takes 
money from each passr :'ger and distributes the amount for abating the 
noise immission. Secondly. since the tax applies equally to passen-
gers aboard noisy planes and quiet planes, there is no incentive to 
purchase quiet aircraft. For several years the French have been 
working on an incentive scheme which would relate all or a part of 
the landing charge to the noise emitted by the aircraft in such a 
fashion as to induce airlines to buy quiet aircraft. 
A plan, which was very recently on the pOi"t of being introduced 
when some legal and administrative problems cuased it to be pulled 
back. has been constructed to charge for noise based on the weight 
of the aircraft and its deviation from the maximum permissible noise 
under Annex 16 Chapter 2, called "reference noise"-RH. The aircraft 
emission noise would be called "characteristic noise"-CN and would 
be the sum of the noise levels of three measuring points expressed in 
EPNdB as defined by Annex 16 Chapter 2. Aircraft would be classified 
into five categories as fo110ws: 18/ 
Category I if CN ') RN; 
Category II if CN is equal to or lower than RN by a maximum of 
9 EPNdB; 
Category III if CN is lower than RN by no less than 9 EPNdB and 
no more than 18 EPNdB; 
Category IV if CN is lower than RN by no less than 18 EPNdB and 
no more than 27 EPNdB. 
1JU Ibid. pp. 77-78. 
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Category V if CN is lower than RN by more than 27 EPNdB. 
The charge would be calculated by applying a rate of: 
Category I 
Category II 
Category II I 
Category IV 
Cateqory V 
t Francs 
l/2t .. 
1/4t II 
l/8t .. 
per ton of maximum take-off weight 
.. .. " .. 
o t II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
" 
" 
II 
II 
" 
" 
II 
The basic rate t could amount to 4.4 francs. Such a charge would 
be between 5-1C% of landing charges for the Category III aircraft 
and uP. to 20% for the noisiest ones. 
Many, including some responsible for developing this formula, 
feel that incentive charges of this nature will never work. They 
point out that inevitably there appears to be at least one plane whose 
combination of weight and nOise in comparison with another makes its 
noise charge inconsistant with that of a similar airplane. Addi-
tionally, it is unlikely that anyone rate will work over the wide 
scale of available aircraft to provide the incentive for quieter 
planes. If the charge is too low, it may be faulted for merely being 
a "Hcense to pollute ll ; and if too high h can have serious economic 
implications for not only the operator of the aircraft but the region 
served by the airport itself. 
7. Land-Use Planning and Building Codes 
In addition to noise insulation schemes and the plans for 
noise-related landing charges, the French government is engaged 1n 
land-use planning. By a 1973 law each airport must publish a noise 
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contour map based upon forecast traffic f~r 1985. This map uses the 
Isopsophic index. Within zone A (Isopsophic 9E.) only necessary air-
port buildings are allowed. In zone B commercial buildin9s must have 
soundproofing and double glazed windows which will reduce noise to 
35 dB and residential building is not permitted. Zone C 1s a moderate 
noise zone in which no large developments are permitted. Such resi-
dences as are permitted must be soundproofed and meet the require-
ments listed in the building permit. Even outside of zone C special 
studies are encouraged to determine whether large commercial and 
apartment buildings require soundproofing. 
In connection with the building permit situation several inter-
viewees made the point that building rules in France were very, ve~ 
strict and had a "more important effect on peoples' lives than all 
other laws put together". The government can refuse a permit to 
build, give no reason, and pay no compensation. 1978 legislation, 
entitled Plan du Occupation du Sol, involves the right to build or 
not to build and covers building codes and zoning. This is in addi-
tion to the Sept. 1977 Decree 77-1066 on National Planning for the 
construction within airport noise zones. Airport noise maps are 
made available to town planning authorities as a basis for develop-
ment schemes and land-use planning. On the other hand, individuals 
finding themselves in zone A at COG or Orly can ask to have their 
homes bought by the government and when bought, they must move away. 
A commission established for appraisal purposes determines compen-
sation. Having found that when someone moves out, no matter how 
I 
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noisy the area is, squatters will rush in, the government has found 
it neccesary to demolish the homes immediately. About 90% of the 
people applying have accepted the commissionls price. 
Thus, at present, airport planning in France must take noise 
into account. 
8. Operationa,1 Procedures - Noise Monitoring 
The two major Paris airports, COG and Orly, have a wide range 
of operational rules for, noise abatement purposes. As a result of 
legal action by: nearby residents, minimum noise ,departure and arrival 
routes have been estabUshed. , Minimumalti~udes are prescribed. On 
,the ground·, run-up suppressors must be ,\t,Sed., Strict noise abatement 
ta.ke-off' and climb procedures .are in eUect. An extensive noise 
. . , . ' 
IOOnitoring syst~ is employed to record-air~r,aft noise. Overall 
average noise is IOOnitored to see wh~ther the nobe .routes are being 
followed. Marked excesses over the dV('rage or a pattern of one air-
line.ls planes IItiIk·ing more noise than that of- similar types of other 
airlines, results, in written notice to the airline involved. The 
airline must anu does investigate and answer in writing. Officially 
the airlines are to use the standard lATA noise abatement procedure 
for takoff. The vice president of an American airline utilizing 
COG expressed pleasure at the wiliingness of the airport authorities 
to tryout and approve modifications of the lATA procedures when such 
modifications provided lower noise emissions from a particular type 
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of equiPllnt.l!I 
9 • S UIIIII ry 
Although starting sOllWhat later than the U.K. in acting on air-
craft noise, the French have developed an extensive sytem of noise 
control at its Paris airports. Problems at other airports are not 
major. The present government, for competitive reasons, has a poli-
cy of keeping the General Charles DeGaulle airport open 24 hours a 
day. Through zoning and building regulations as well as through ac-
quiSition of property in noisy areas the government is attempting to 
blunt any attempt to i~se a curfew there. 
Within lCAO France has aggressively been favoring a rule which 
would require 4 .. engine aircraft to meet Annex 16, Ch. 2. by 1 Jan 1985. 
The same rule would apply to 2- and 3-engi~~ unless by that date there 
was a signed orde~' for the quieter Chapter 3 aircraft. And finally 
France has proposed halting the registration of planes not meeting 
th. 3 as of 1 Jan 1985 for planes over SO tons in weight and 1 Jan 1988 
for all aircraft. 8y 1995 all planes o~rating would have to meet 
Chapter 3.~ Finally, France is at the point of formally adopting 
Annex 16, Ch. 3. 
French law is not favorable toward successful prosecution of 
l2IInterview with Claude Girard, SR. V.P. Operations for Europe, TWA. 
20/working Paper NI. 48 presented at CAN 6, 1979 Montreal. 
, 
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law suits for aircraft noise. Since the law apparently requires the 
3uit to be against either the pilot or the owner of the aircraft. 
the suits against cumulative noise are difficult. The practical 
question 1s, how does one apportion noise damages if a large number 
of aircraft of varying sizes and noise characteristics are involved? 
Recognizing that present airport head tax for distributing funds 
for noise insulation penalizes quiet airplanes as well as noisy ones. 
the Department of Civil Aviation has a plan before the Minister to in-
~tall a noise related landing charge the purpose of which is to pro-
vide an incentive for the purchase of quieter aircraft • 
• 
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Chapter 7 
SWITZERLAND 
Switzerland. a landlocked country amid mountains of Unlatched 
scenery, with superb technical industrial skill, with political and 
economic stability, is a banking and insurance center and has long 
been a favorite for tourists and businessmen alike. The introduction 
of commercial jet aircraft and the attendant cutting of travel time 
~nd c01t accentuated air travel for ?usiness and pleasure to and from 
Switzerland. Air transportation became vital to the economy of this 
5mlll (16.000 square mile, 6.5 million population) nation. Because 
of the topoqraphy and POpUlation concentration, airport locations are 
not only extremely limited in number but the possibility of signifi-
cant expansion of existing airports is ~.11 to nil. A postwar 
housing shortage resulted in housing being constructed over the ob-
jection of airport authorities in locations much closer to the air-
ports than would otherwise have been the case. 
The well known independence of the Swiss, and the proclivity 
of their states (cantons) to subject legislative proposals to re-
peated referendums. has inhibited timely solutions to the aircraft 
noise p~Jlem. Pressure from the Swiss citizenry and neighboring 
country inhabitants who do not wish their well ordered lives dis-
turbed by aircraft noise has. in recent years. resulted in the 
establishment of one of the strictest set of noise rules in Europe 
or the world. So strong are the Swiss feelings on aircraft noise 
that Swissair felt it necessary to exert heavy pressures on manufac-
turers and to place n~ise characteristics ahead of econOMics in a 
• 
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recent equipment purchase. Their alternat1v~. was to face a possible 
cosure of the Zurich airport. 
1. Government Structure and Legal Basis of Noise Regulations 
The Swiss two-house parliament adopted a basic federal law on 
air transportation in 1948. The law has been amended several times. 
Under this legislation the Federal Department of Transport and C~ 
munications and of Energy (DFTCE) exercises surveillance over air 
transport through its Federal Air Office (OFA). By a corcession the 
federal governaent gives to the cantons (eqYivalent to our states) the 
right to own. construct and operate a1rport~. Thus. for example. it 
is the canton of Geneva and not the ci~ of Geneva which controls the 
Geneva airport. That airport was built in 1919 in the only place 
available and. with some runway extensions. has remained in the same 
place. Subsequently a number of cities have sprung up around it. 
However, the cities cannot control the noise problem directly. it 
being a contonai function. In Zurich the situation is somewhat simi-
lar. As indicated earlier. a shortage of housing in the 1955-65 period 
led to approval by the cantons of many housing projects located near 
airport:~ notwithstanding requests by the OFA that this not be done. 
At that time land-use planning had not been deve1oped. Up to 1970 
there were no special noise regulations except perhaps some restric-
tions on night run-ups. 
As a result of increaSing complaints over the noise generated by 
the growing number of jets flying into Switzerland. there were enacted. 
·90· 
starting in 197i, I series of llWS and regulations. The first was 
noise-at-the-source legislations in 1971 and ~urfew regulations in 
1972. There followed a number of laws, amendments, and regulations 
which tightened noise-at-the-source rules, prohibited supersonic flight 
over Swiss air sp~ce, provided for land-use planning or zoning, a 
noise index, a limit on the number of aircraft optrations. the right 
of eminent domain, indemnity for less of value due to noise, noise 
monitoring. and many operational rules applicable on the ground as 
well as in the air. Additionally each airc~aft was required to have a 
noise certificate. During this period the Department of the Interior 
and the Federal Envi ronmental Protection Office obtained rcles in noise 
abatement. Finally, in 1978, a law Wl\S enacted which dealt with future 
phasing out of noisy aircraft. 
As Yft no sinctions have been levied against pilots or companies 
exceeding the noise limits. Rather, friendly persuasion and publicity 
of offenders have been empl~yed. In any event, by SwiSS law a pilot 
cannot personally be resp~ns1ble because he fs doing his duty for his 
company. It is the company which is responsible for damage~ caused 
by a plane in flight to persons on the ground. However, this was held 
to be corporal damage, not loss of value or loss of sleep. It was d;s-
satisfaction with the corporal damage concept, IlOng other thlngs, 
which led to specific laws providing for noise zones and certain in-
demnification for other than physical damage.!!1 
21/ Interview with Dr. Bernhard Staehel., Deputy Secretary General 
Swissair. October 1978. 
.~ 
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The cantons are not completely free to do as they wish on air-
port matters. Not too long ago a canton wished to extend the run-
ways at an airport. This would require the federal goverraent to 
advance money for construction to be paid back through landing 
charges. Parliament refused, saying that longer runways mean more 
traffic and Illore noise. Its advice was to stop growing and limit 
the number of movements. 
Among the various bodies with inputs to the noise problem and 
legislation is the Federal Air Navigation Commission - a counseling 
bo~y with a minimum of seven members containing representatives from 
the airlines and noise abatement societie~. Each canton also has a 
commission appOinted by the canton containing people from ATC, the 
airlines and the environment. This commission is active in making 
recommendations to the government, particularly on noise. 
From the above discussion one might assume that the$wiss have 
:omplete and effective operating mechanism for handling the noise 
problem. While the legislative framework is there, implementation is 
another matter. For example, the Zurich canton law since 1972 and the 
1977 amendment provided for noise zones and land-use planning; but 
dissatisfaction with some of the provisions and the Swiss system of a 
popular vote being required on so many items have resulted in delays. 
The requirement of drawing noise contours for ten years in advance was 
tin~ consuming. Citizens had a year to protest the results. The con-
tours at Zurich were based on a longer planned runway which was suc-
sequently disapproved. Accordingly. the contours have had to be adjusted. 
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The above problems are mild compared with those which would have 
resulted if the environmentalists had had their way. They proposed 
to amend the Swiss Constitution to provide: (l) A complete ban on 
night flights unless an air1ine cou1d prove its plane would not dis-
turb sleep. Since the onus was on the airline, this is an exception 
which would not be an exception. (2) Swiss airports and Swiss air-
space could be used only if it could be proved that the population 
would not be molested by noise. And (3). if an airport were to be 
~ui1t or modified. an impact statement would have to be submitted after 
which the airport or modification would be subj~-t to approval of a 
vote by all Swiss cantons. a vote which would require two majorities: 
(a) popular vote, and (b) a majority in the canton. If approved there 
would have to be another vote on the financing. Should all that come 
to pass, the environmentalists proposed the right of appeal to a court. 
2. The German-Swiss International Dispute 
i~G proximity of airports in Europe to the bo~der of another 
country can lead to serious noise problems with inte~national reper-
cussions. Traffic out of Zurich on runway 34 after cr!lssing the Rhine 
a few miles after take··off passes oV.er several German vi1lages. A 
number of these villages are unchangeo from early times and might be 
called "idyllic" spots to get away from modern-day pressures. In 
1977. after some increased usage of runway 34 at Zurich. serious 
opposition to the resulting noise developed in an area centered at 
Hohentengen, Germany. When the Swiss and German authorities met to 
, 
( 
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work out some solution, the German villagers took the hard lint that 
they would accept no noise It 111 from a foreign country. Two prop-
erty owners in Genma~ sued the canton of Zurich in a German court, 
creating a jurisdictional problem, and demanded that over-flying cease 
or damagp.s be paid. Bonn reacted vigorously and demanded a change 
in departure routes so that no flights to and from Zurich would fly 
over German territory between midnight and 5 a.m. To the consternation 
of the 'people of Zurich the Swiss federal authorities bowed to the 
major part of the Bonn demands. However, in less than two months the 
Swiss resumed their earlier procedure. The consensus is that the matter 
was more political than real for the Hohentengen people did not want 
the noise to be measured. Studies seemed to indicate that the noise 
level complained of was much lower than had been considered unobjec-
tionable elsewhere. Indeed, the German airline, Lufthans~, was hopeful 
that the Swiss would win the argument lest a new lower standard of 
noise be·established in Germany with which it would have to comply. 
No final resolution has been published. 
3. Noise at the Source 
Given their sensitivity to the noise problem, it is not surpris-
ing that the Swiss have formally incorporated into their ordinances 
the latest of the Annex 16 standards. Since 1972 subsonic jets pre-
sented for noise certification before Oct. 6. 1977, must meet 
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Annex 16 Ch. 2. Applications made after Oct. 7, 1977, must meet 
Annex 16 Ch. 3. Because of the long time it took ICAO to agree on 
the standards in the first place. and the time laq to the effective 
date. plus dissatisfaction with the results. the Swiss citizenry have 
been unimpressed with relief accorded by compliance with Annex 16. 
They seek IOOre re1 ief by other means. 
lack of lCAO action on phasing out the early jets led Switzerland 
to welcome the ECAC recommendation (Ch.2 p. 9) of establishing dates 
to phase out noisy aircraft. Switzerland decreed that after March 6, 
1978, no non-Annex 16 plane may be entered on the Swiss register. 
Further. those aircraft not meeting the Annex but already on the reg-
ister ~~y not fly after Dec. 31, 1984. Thus. this date marks the end 
of Swiss registered DC-8s and OC-9-32s, if they are not phased out 
before that. Finally, an aircraft registered under the 1971 law will 
not retain registration after Dec. 13, 1982. unless it has noise 
certificate meeting the requirements of the new law. 
A brief review of Swissair's equipment experience with the efficacy 
of Annex 16 is informative. The Carave11e and the OC-8 were the first 
jets to raise the noise problem. The frequency of Caravel1e flying 
was such that extreme publ ic pressure was appl ied for relief. "iOt-
ever, economics rather than noise regulations led to the early re-
placement of the Caravel1e by the OC-9-10. The latter because of its 
growth possibilities, was chosen over noisier BAC-111. Between 1967 
and 1970 the oC-9-10's were exchanged for the larger. heavier. but 
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noisier OC-9-32s which did not quite meet Annex 16. Later, the larger, 
heavier OC-9-5O was developed and by terms of existing regulations 
was required to n~et Annex 16. Swissair, thinking it had the solution, 
ordered the OC-9-50 series and embarked on a public relations program 
telling the citizens to be patient because the company had just pur-
chased new planes meeting the noise requirements set by an interna-
tional body - ICAD. 
When the new airplanes arrived the citizens were disappointed 
and felt betrayed. The OC-9-50s were louder and the noise charac-
teristics were more annoying than the DC-9-32s. Apparently neither 
the company nor the people had focused on the fact that under the 
noise emission limits in the Annex 16 fonmula a heavier, larger 
airplane (OC-9-50) is permitted to make more noise than a lighter, 
smaller craft. Thus it is quite possible for light aircraft to fail 
to meet a noise standard and be quieter than a heavier aircraft 
which meets the standard. Actually, the noise characteristics them-
selves of engine installation in the OC-9-5O served to accentuate the 
problem. 
Except for the noise, Swissair was very happy with the OC-9-50. 
However, the growing complaints of the inhabitants around the airports 
and the damage to Swissair's corporate image, plus a recognition that 
the planes were indeed noisy, led the company to look for a quieter 
replacement and perhaps an exhaust mixer for the OC-9-5Os. The presi-
dent of Swissair indicated that the problem was so serious that he 
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would not dare purchase more DC-9-50s or turn to either the 737 or 
the 727 because th~ were all powered by the same engine. Real noise 
relief was a must. Ultimately, under the persistent prodding of Swiss-
air, Douglas developed the DC-9-8O, a much quieter plane but more ex-
pensive in price and in operating costs per seat-mile than the DC-9-
50. Notwithstanding this apparent economic penalty, Swissair purchased 
the aircraft on the basis of its low noise characteristics.~ 
Wi th thi s purchase the company "hoped" for a long-run pay back 
from the gO_d will gained from airport neighbors, which might be 
translated into a relaxation of night curfews for this particular 
type of plane. Such a relaxation would, in turn, permit greater util-
ization of the aircraft and lower its unit operating costs. 
4. Noise Curfews 
In 1972 the Federal Air Office, acting under authority of federal 
law, established a uniform curfew for Swiss airports. Also, a noise 
moni tori ng program was begun. Over the years both of these programs 
have been refined. The basic curfew is from 10:00 p.m. local to 
6:00 a.m. for both take-offs and landings. However, a limited number 
of operations are permitted scheduled carriers up to midnight and 
22/Interviews with Armin Baltenswei1er, President Swissair; Prof. 
Max Berchtold, Member of Board of Directors, Swissair and Prof. 
of Mechanical Engineering, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology; 
Peter Gysel, Corporate Planning Manager Flight Performance, Swiss-
air; and Peter Hablutzel, Division Manager, Engineedng Studies, 
Swissair. 
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even a tolerance to 0030. Additionally, several mail and turboprop 
flights are permitted at still later hoursi however, they are subject 
to a maximum noise limit of 75 dB(A). 
Some of the rules present anomalies. For example, a noisy com-
cercial 707 might operate till 0030 but a quieter private AJOO airbus 
could not. However, the airports are open to emergency traffic all 
night. Some airports may be closed on Sundays or holidays or on 
II Federa1 Fast Oay" if consultative cOlll1lissions so direct. Details of 
these general rules are found in the Aeronautical Information Publi-
cation (AlP), Appendix C; and the rules particularly applicable at 
Zurich, in Appendix O. The curfew hours are such that long non-stop 
flights from the U.S. and Canada must leave in the early evening and 
arrive in Switzerland in early or mid morn;ng after an all-night flight. 
5. Operational Restrictions 
While curfews abate noise during the period of curfew operation, 
unless the flight operations are cancelled, the noise is merely trans-
ferred to other periods of the day. A series of oper'at10nal procedures 
have been instituted to Illinimize this problem.W For e~ample, at Zur-
ich operational rules include noise abatement landing, take-off and 
climb procedures, special departure routes, minimum noise routes, 
minimum altitudes, arrival procedures, and restrictions on reverse 
thrust after landing. A preferential runway system is used up to 
23/See Appendix 0 for the procedures contained in the Swiss AlP for 
Zurich. 
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9:00 p.m., after which the inhabitants receive a rest while runway 
34 towards Germany is used, or runway 16. A political decision was 
made which allowed only landings on Runway 14. Runway 16 is preferred 
for short flights. Aircraft producing more than 95 dB(A) cannot use 
Runway 34 at certain times. Appendix E is given as an example of a 
portion of the plethora of 1nstruction~ facing pilots on departures. 
Ground noise has been a particular problem in Switzerland. Swiss-
air has ~pent over 6.5 million, Sfr, on ground mufflers and silencing 
equipment. Additionally, there are strict time periods for engine 
run-ups and rules requiring the use of mufflers. Auxiliary power unit 
operation is limited to 60 minutes before scheduled departure and 20 
minutes after arrival. 
6. Noi se Monitori.!!2, 
To ensure that the various procedures are being followed and to 
detect deviations from noise standards. the Swiss operate a sophisti-
cated noise monitoring system and from the data generate several kinds 
of statistical reports. The reports are circulated to the carriers 
and to government and are also published in a slightly different form 
for public information. 
An example of this monitnring system at Zurich fellows. Nine 
microphones are placed at strategic locations as shown in the Zurich 
map, Chart 11. Th~ average noise level of all movements of each type 
of aircraft is computed. A limit for a ~iven aircraft type ;s then 
set using the average of the lowest 99S of the cases. Each of the 
\. ' " . ! 
l. 
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CHART 11 
Zurich - Airport 
Noise monitoring chart 
- I I J-
r 
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nine monitors records on tape the noise of each aircraft which exceeds 
a preset level. The rtsults are matched to the flight number and 
equipment of the flight involved and exclusions above the limit noted. 
Every excess over the limit is inmed'iately called to the attention of 
the airline. A 4 dB tolerance factor is used to take care of varying 
flight conditions and no written explanations of such excesses are 
necessary. Excesses of 5 or more dB require a written explanation 
from the company. Table 4 displays the fOrmlt of the averages for 
runway 28 at monitoring points 1 and 2 for a 22 month per10d ending 
December 1977. Table 5 is for Runway 34. 
Each month there is pubiished and circulated to a11 airlines 
operating into Zurich a document showing the monitoring results. 
Each airline not only sees how its aircraft are performing. but 
also how each of its competitors are dOing. Table 6 is a partial 
r'eproduction of one such report. The report to the pub' ic is con-
siderably less detailed, containing only the dB(A) averages at 
certain points (Chart 12). 
While the system has its critics, it appears to have some posi-
tive results. It was reported that one airline, on finding a par-
ticular pilot was habitually exceeding the limits. removed him from 
flying into Zurich. 
7. Noise Zones - Land-Use Planning 
Current Swiss law covering noise zones and land-use planning 
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NOISE DatA) 
91 
92 
91 
92 
90 
oj 
83 
81 
90 
88 
86 
e4 
88 
96 
93 
88 
89 
85 
88 
87 
88 
89 
84 
83 
'7 
I ~ ~ 
N en ,.,.. 
CD 52 ... 
o !iii! -~ 0 a 
~ r- ::t 
-t ~ g 
c:,.,.. • 
,.,::;; -c: 
-o 
N 
• 
........- '""'"""""'''I'MI!f,"''i"-'~'''''''''''''---''·"···-"~'·"" <-" 
TABLE 5 
MEAN SOUND LEVELS 
PERIOD OF REPuRT FEBRUARY 1915 TO DECEMBER 1917 
DATE OF ISSUE 25.01.18 
DEP~~TUR~ RUNWAY 34 MEASURING POINTS 3 08EAGLATT 4 8UELACH 5 HOER! 
~OV;:- FTYP STGR ,VERAGE MTOV AVERAGE IoVERAGE AVERAGE 
f.!ENTS ,TOW NOISE D8(A) NOISE D8(A) NOISE Da(A) 
" 
• A300 10 116 142 86 
-t • 8~ 8A11 11 37 40 9S 87 86 Ii -C) 71 8A11 -500 12 41 46 97 89 8S ,... w ,., 
• 43 8737 11 40 45 87 83 82 VI 611 1717-20U 14 42 53 89 81 82 
"1.1 DC9 -10 15 39 42 88 82 83 
4168 DC9 -30 17 43 49 91 83 82 
~82 DC9 -'0 ',8 45 52 92 83 82 
437 • DC9 -50 19 50 55 95 85 82 , f2a 20 26 29 89 87 
122 $210. 2t 43 48 94 86 85 
33! 5210' 22 46 52 90 83 83 
1 TU04 23 68 78 94 1.9 
39 TU34 25 4, 45 96 as 83 
S8 TU34 A 26 41 47 94 8/. 84 
"9 .7;:7 31 61 73 91 86 14· 63 J7l7-2liO 32 69 79 91 86 83 
4 • tt:10 33 120 200 81t 1'0 1704 • ~t 1':._)0 34 ~Ol 252 87 82 82 
11IIIro,1~'h","IIII""I,tiI'lIil ,,,,,,,"""~"' "", " 
MEAN SOUND LEVELS 
PERIOD OF REPORT FEBRUARY 1975 TO DECEMBER 1971 
OePARTURE RUNWlY 34 M£ASURING POINTS 3 ODEilGL.ATT 4 BUcLACH 5 HOERI 
,.:cv~- FTVP STGR ,V£ihGE KTOV AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE 
I(;~T! ,TOl: :fOISE Ol(A) NOISE De(A) NOISE OleA) 
al • L1C1 3S. 196 207 88 81 a1 
7 r,s 2 1_ZE 36 52 66 97 90 84 
32 "$21_1C 37 48 S4 95 87 as 
.. f, HS21-1£ 38 53 62 97 86 16 
94 HS21-2 39 52 66 99 87 86 
64 "S21_38 ; 40 58 69 96 86 8,4 -t II 19 TUS4 41 76 96 91 a5 .3 ,... 
4l 1720 46 86 104 9S 87 • 7 ,.,. • 
-13ti 67:>7. 47 no 14? 99 ,.9 17 VI 0 
.... 1266 67(·7, 48 121 15, 94 6S 84 - • n 
00 316 • e747 49 295 322 89 8) 82 0 :t • i1 :r.J 673 • 8747 SO 314 351 90 al a2 r9 
",,?5, a. 10{\ C'199 51 86 ,,5 92 86 83 . n: 
-~>~ ~ 9 OC6- 20 !'2 124 141 102 92 19 
.. - • II 29 ~ct- .0 53 125 137 102 90 87 
"",, ~ 
r .. " 'I,., ;l DC8- ~o. 54 122 143 9S 85 84 :::;)1 
: ' ~,~ 41' :>ce- ~, ~S 123 143 96 8S tt4 
I - "" 655 0'.8- 62 56 114 152 91 84 83 -·1 _ 
-< U) 1064 CC!- 61 57 142 148 93 84 a4 
c2 HSC6 58 56 12 92 a7 88 
8 IL62 59 10a 160 94 f!5 as 
63 \le1S u1 133 152 1CiO 88 as 
16 • 8741sp u2 265 304 89 83 81 
1 CV34 94 22 ?2 84 , DH6 ~8 06 06 86 
Noise limit excesses 
Gentlemen: 
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TABLE 6 
Results of APRIL 1978 riO. 144 
To all Airlines 
operating into Zurich Airport 
Enclosed please find the results of the sound level measure-
ments of the pernla!lently installed noise monitoring equipment 
at Zurich Airport showing the excesses when taking-off. 
The limits in dD(A) read as follows: 
measuring points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
daytime 100 95 100 90 90 105 100 100 100 
night 95 86 86 
Based on the measuring results will you please investigilto:: -
together with the responsible Pilots - Jhy single flights of 
your Comp~ny have exceeded the limits and take the necessary 
steps in order to avoid similar incidents in the future. 
CIVIL AVIA'l'ION DEPARTl-tEN'r ZUHICll 
Aircraft ~o~e Abatement 
{,
l .0 
.,' I (lCu...( r 
E, Schurtcr. 
cc: Federal Air Office 
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TABLE 6 (contd.) 
1 • ~nftortng points and statistics 0' aircraft moveMentl 'IE8 trn'ft~ \~lv) 
_It.,,,,, polite •• v •••• t. 
-
.. til 
lie"" IlCoU" eler" •• fI1 I_I ... IFU t ..... 1h 
.1 ... I 10 4. 21 JIW 31874 
.....,,11 2 
.... latt 3 14 5'210 l2 II 5
1
* lUI:,. 4 
.1 5 16 252 l4 4lZ 6M 
Glallhr~a 6 0 5~ ~ 1.11 i~ellell 7 34 16 
I 
11 oha t:l (sOlltb) • 21 22 10 106 IZ' 
ll,lcil AS (wth) 9 l2 0 
" 
0 0 
, 0 t I I 5'613 S'61l 11'226 
~~=R=cr==I~~==~==AI=~cr.=.M='=U=£='=I~=·=t~~~=···r=.X=I=6=2!=~=IR=£=rrn=r=S==.===2=1='16=='=======================.:] 
Z. ILe follo,lng CCCII.lfties hlft .. t tltl'''" til. Ilaib: 
AlllI::t.S TAr.£-Cfrs AlRlI!:(S T~(.tfrs 
" AIR CWOA II lIE 1£1. Z6 
All AEAOlI!.tAS _NTlW , IP IARTIIlAJR J 
1.1 ROYAl. AIR IAIICX: , III fl1lPIC AIRIATS 6Z 
AI AllUtiA 112 08 AllSTA IAI AIATRAIISPORT 10 
U UIT. AIR.IAYS lIMe Z3 01 SlOV All Z 
80 BRITISlI IIIOU. I OK CSA Z6 
IS AIR EXECUTIVE I BUST II:E J OS AlIA 120 
8X SPAXrAl Z5 OX SXYlIl[ IlA&L 2 
IT BRITAXIIA AIIlATS 2 PI. PAl M U 
QI CA1. CA.~O A laLIlES .)4 If SCIIW'P ~ 56 
tv tARGllUX AIRlIlES I PIC PAIIISTAI lilT. AIILIIES 2 
CT CTPRUS AIRllTS 10 1»1 .DADS TIAY I 
If COIlOR fLUGOIEIST t RG VARIG II 
OX SCWIR Z ~4 SAA II 
011 IlA[RSK AlA 1 sa SEASOARO , 
[J A(RUMG\IS 7 Sf AIRQlAIlrER lIT. S.U.A. 1 
G4 GAllUIlA 1I:DOllS I All AIRliA IS 5 $I( SAS 7. 
GX LAKER AIR~TS 1 SU AER!FLOT 16 
18 ID(RIA 54 rK TURK ISH AIRLINES 3~ 
IA IIANAIA I TP TAP II 
II IlIr~ AIR IAIIAW I TR TIAHS£UROPA 1 
JR AlA YUGOSLAVIA I TU TUlliS AIR 15 
JU JAr u TV TIA 1 
I[ KIlEAII A/RLlrltS 9 vs SAI4 129 
n TW$~RIOIAII AIRCIJIGO I rr NIGERIA AlhAYS -L 
QI AIR !'.AlTA 5 rut. lO lor I 
LT ElI.L 12 
LZ BulG/JllA1I A' RlI lIES 9 
II. tAU V 52 
• 
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TABLE 6 (contd.) 
3. CHARt II" lIlH UC(SS[$ APllllm 
I •••• " •• ,.,.t. 
lllltHS t,tat t.ta, la S bkc .. fta tlet .... ,f .11 Mbtr ,f Halt me:", * 
fIIpb 
I 2 3 4 S I 7 
IQ IUTA AlblTS 'I ItS 50,00 Z I I 1 , .. .. 
TlTIl 3 I J3,J3 .. .. .. I .. .. .. 
If 1I11tRflUG DDR 3 1 J3,~ 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
,v AVIW 4 . t 25,CD .. .. .. 1 .. .. .. 
Cl WilDt. AtllMYS 4 1 25,CD .. .. I .. .. .. .. 
I 9( BRIT.AIRRATS 154 140.3- I,O! IZ Z Z .. I .. .. :, SIl 46 4 I,H 1 .. 2 .. 1 .. .. LO lOT ZI Z 1,14 2 .. .. .. .. .. .. I IS [GYPlAla 15 I 1,. I .. .. .. .. .. .. 
DA IWI All ~7 2 ',25 2 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Al fllllA'. 31 I 3,2% 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
I 10 TAltal 33 1 3,ID .. 
, 
.. .. .. .. .. 
~. SMEU 53 t 1,. I .. 
-
.. .. .. .. 
88 BAUII JII 3 .,65 .. .. 3 .. .. .. .. 
t:l III 9S 1 1,05 .. .. .. I . .. .. .. 
UI LIfTIWISA 354 3 0, .. Z 1 .. .. .. 
-
.. 
sa SlISSAIR 2'314 ZD O,A IS .. S Z .. .. .. 
At AIRfRW 110 I 0,55 J .. .. .. .. .. .. 
GEIlERAl A'iIAIlOil 840 (lfR only) 
AlP-LIliES IlTliOOr 
l'HO 
exCESSES 
TO f H 5'613 67.," l,llS 39 5 19 6 , 0 0 
• l;.~,·oH .Ilh •• n thall 01:. lIaU flCISS 
• Note: no excesses .t points 8 .nd 9. 
TABLE 6 (contd.) 
ZUllO AIRrOIllT O'.MJ flIEGlr.[!£O EXums Arall 1"1 
.-
tah. • • • • • r I • I , • I • t • .ne 
4 I.t. off f1 I,ht ••• Acn.t". of ATt'C ..h. I..,.'. III IIB(A) 
tlltl ,Illb 
I Z 3 4 5 • 
01.1M. 2'5' EI-'12 1IC-9-34 SCI 
-
~ 16 
- - -2ZU 5O-m4 8-707 In - . 
-
t& 
· - -CIZ.IM. 191. 1£-&19 UC-1J1 37 101 
- · · - -Zill IWZ2 OC-a-55 146 . 
-
t7 
-
. 
-me» U. .. ?IS 8-7tW 132 
- -
t7 
- - -OJ.IM. IlZl SIo-920 flC,.t-51 40 101 
- - - - -il!ilO .\Y·esz 1IC-t-5t u 101 
- - - - -om .-,~, Ut-11l 35 ICI 
- - - - - i IOl2 lR-211 8-127 6l 101 
- - - - -1321 1Jj-nt3 8-1m 
" 
101 
- - - - -1~1O str-~ DC-9-SI 4' 101 
- - - - -
r-,.., 
0- ~ 
0 
I SOl SJl.7SS 1-137 '4 101 - - - - . -1M.0t. 03(1 kl)..114 8-'hl1F • 101 - - - - -
'34& SIt-"I9Z DC-I-,1 ,., 101 
- - - - -lUO St.-545 flC,.t-33F 44 
- -
11 
- - -
-n 0 
(X) 
:s 
• 
t+ 
c-
. 
05.04. ODSC 51-506 lIC-f.S' ,. JOI 
- - - - -
-
o;.c-4. 
-
07.1)\. «SO ~-505 1IC-t-51 .. tot 
.' - - - -O!.~. . 
o-J.~. 
-
to.IM. QlJ17 1l'·949 uc.-m 35 tel 
- · - - · 2109 SG-092 1-701F 1Z1 
- -
t7 
- - · 213l n.·m 8-m 2£0 
- - · 
17 
- -2m &[-&'9 t.t£.UI lS . 
-
" 
· 
IS 
-11.04. 1m LO-3ft TU-ll4 41 101 
- - - - -1m &£-m lAID. 52 un 
- - - - -1Z.~. 1004 lll-22J 8-127 &2 JOI 
- - - - -1l.~. 0741 Cl-~J llC-~1l III 
- -
1112 
· - -H.C'. 
-
-- --
c ___ 
. • Note: no excesses .t points 7. 8. and 9. 
,! ," 
~llijdIliIIT:~IN~,",ilMT~ .. ml!ll!: .• I" ,u.,. 
d I.t • 
I 15.00\. 
16.04. 
17.!M. 
la.lM. I 19.04. 
take-
eff 
tlr.:. 
Of-49 
0701 
0823 
09\9 
1142 
1812 
1840 
2019 
2132 
0645 
07Z7 
OSZ7 
1327 
1357 
1504 
1603 
2132 
07-\6 
2133 
C91l 
1211 
2125 
flIght no. 
S!t-506 
88-192 
BE-513 
RG-237 
11[-615 
51-79& 
SR-7OB 
SQ..094 
SB-132 
SP.-eoo 
SQ-033 
BE-613 
KQ-615 
1$..3772 
l0-372 
SR-656 
IQ-715 
KO-IH 
SR-Ul 
or-9~9 
2€-615 
SR-U7 
.tefl-type 
OC-9-S1 
DC-9-51 
TIUD.JS 
BJ.t-UI 
TRIO.3B 
CC-9-51 
OC-9-5.1 
8-707f 
CC-B-55 
DC·,!-51 
e-107F 
TRIO.3B 
8-707F 
8-737 
iU-134 
OC-9-S1 
B-701S 
B-107S 
DC-9-51 
eAC-l1l 
TR ID.? 
DC-9-51 
• Not~: no ~xc~ss~s It points 7. 8. and 9. 
TABLE 6 (contd.) 
na:c 
of 
pi I ob 
ale S.ll$alr 
ATai' 
45 
~4 
61 
35 
59 
45 
49 
131 
IH 
44 
gZ 
55 
130 
5Z 
45 
~S 
129 
98 
46 
3~ 
~3 
43 
102 
lin 
101 
101 
101 
101 
leI 
.101 
101 
101 
103 
101 
I -
1
102 
102 
2 
96 
-. 
9f, 
9€ 
Q e a sur S n 9 ~ 0 I n t I 
roolse levels 'n d6(A} 
3 4 
99-
101 
102 99 
87 
;. I 
.0 
5 
91 
t 9~ 
I : I 91 
, 
- I 
- I 
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-
o 
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~!!! .. ~ 
00 
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.,,8 
02 
9~ 
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rIJ"'O 
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.,:; G') 
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::;~ 
-< I'" 
"III!ffi'" 
TABLE 6 (contd.) 
,-
r :lt~!!:rir.~ ,,;i:.t~ 
I hk e - r.G.::.a I t! It. c:i f1 ight no. ~Cfi-ty;e I' c~ ATQ'l I nO/ita lneis in 6{l) 
I I tl:" I I pilots J l I I' 23 I :; ~ I. 'I I ,.- <I 
( ZG.().\. I Oe37 6E-6J3 TP.ID.' " 40 II' )(11 - - - - -
1101 ~-554 DC-9-51 1,4 lei - - - - -
1912 8(-519 1RID. 35 1(11 9& - - - -
2131 SR437 DC-9 49 - - 96 - - -
21.04. -
22.04. 2105 kG-iiI 5 8-707S 134 - - SS - - -
23.0\. 1943 I AF-~~ I SE-1IO ! 42 I IOZ - - - -.-
I 21G2 I 1C~ ... 71~ I 8-707S lC9 - - 100 I - 18 I -2125 i SI<-437 OC-:i-32 I 42 - - 9£ I - - -21S0 ! SR-3eO DC-3-fi2 113 I - I - 97 - - -
I 24.(:\. - I ii" I 
. . I' I I I i 1~.04. 0715 i kQ-1J4 8-7075 ! 104 102 r - ; - I - - I -
. Z;,.~. I - . I ! I I I ! 27.04. I 1l.1~ I i)~-17:.3 B-7C7S I I 95 I 101 , - I - I - , - I -
I I JR, : Ui-~2:1 8-727! I £3 - I 9fj - - I - I -
, ; , I~C~ I rlf-:~7J I B-1(:7f i i 12a ! - ! - I - I 95 I - -
j I 185:. I SR-4I2 I OC-9-S1 I I 55 I - ~'- t - 91 I - . -
I 1~:jS! IIt-GI9 BAC-HI I i 3"1 r 103,' - I - I - I - I -
; ! 2033 : 4'/-013 B-707f I I 1013 I - - - I 91 I - 'I -
l 23.04. I C,iCiJ I SR-S32 OC-~-51! I 50 I! lQI I - . - i - - -
! ! C~52 If-1219 I TU-134; 43 101 - I - . - ! - J -
I 29.~. : IH9 i &:-::15 '1' TRID.3B I 60 ! - i - 101! - : - : -~ 3Q.04. I 2104 i 1C~-715 B-707S I - I - i - ! 10.1 I - I 87 t -
; . ~I ___ !, I I : i 
• Note: no excesses at points 7. 8. a"d 9. 
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CHART 12 
PUBLISHED AVERAGE NOISE LEVEL 
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is found 1n the Air Navigation Law of 1973 as Amended in 1977 and 
1978. Each airport operator must establish and file a plan con-
taining noise zones. The cantonal governments, the OFA, and, since 
1977, the Federal Office for the Protection of Environment have in-
puts. The DFTCE establishes the noise limits for each zone. but 
there is a right of appeal. Once the plan is established the air-
port operator cannot change iti and the plan is obligatory - not a 
guide line. 
Buildings can be constructed near the airport lIif construction 
is compatible with the inconvenience cause by noise." The standards 
are prescribed by the DFTCE in consultation with the Department of 
Interior. Three zones have been established as follows: 
Zone A: 65NNI No buildings other than necessary air-
port buildings adequately soundproofed. 
Reserved for agriculture (green belt), 
warehouses and military installations. 
Zone B: 55-65NNI Everything in A. plus "industrial and 
artisanal construction, soundproofed 
commercial buildings and offices, 
soundproofed lodgings for concierges." 
Zone C: 45-55NNI All uses in A dnd B, plus commercial 
buildings and offices, soundproofed 
dwell ings. 
Modification of existing buildings is also covered. Below 
45NNI there is no restriction. To avoid the complication of what to 
do when a zone line cuts through a house or piece of property, the 
regulations provide that limits of zonp.s may be drawn to follow 
lines of terrain, roads. waterways. forests and fields but should 
• 
- I 1,)-
not depart too greatly from established nOlse curves. 
Since control of building may limit the options of the owner of 
property as to its use and may decrease the value of his property. 
the right of indemnification is given. However, the property claim 
nlust be made within 5 years of publication of the zone plan. The 
property owner must prove loss of value equivalent to confiscation. 
Although efforts at zoning be9an in 1972, progress ha~ been 
less than spectacular. First. the drawing of contours is a time 
consuming process. The law specified they should be drawn for the 
traffic and equipment which would be in existence 10 years from 
1975. Gross weights of aircraft, number of operations, direction 
of take-off by hours of the day and time of the year, and noise 
emission with the engines of the period are but some of the assump-
tions involved. When the first Zurich project was completed, there 
was much negative comment, s~ of it surprising. A number of peo-
ple perceived things quite differently when they found th~ir prop-
erty in a noise zone and hence restricted from building. Some of 
tho~whose property was very close to the zone line wanted to have 
the zone r~drawn so they would be outside of the zone. They liked 
land-use planning until it hit their purse. At the time of this 
investigator's field tri~ the Zurich land-use plan was still in 
litigation. Given the Swiss penchant for public referendums and 
the problems involved, one hesitiates to forecast the date for actual 
implementation. 
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8. Noise-Related Landing Charges 
At present there are no incentive noise-related landing charges 
in Switzerland. Currently. according to one knowledgeable authority. 
there is imbedded in the landing charge in Zurich an additional amount 
which produces money to purchase land for noise abatement purposes; 
however. 1t may not be used to purchase residences. One authority 
interviewed took the view that punitive landing charges are not allowed 
under Swiss law. However. the Swiss have been considering two dif-
ferent incentive noise schemes. Under the first there would be 4 
categories of payments as follows: 
Noise Values 
Greater than 
96 to 
91 to 
less than 
100 d8(A) 
100 dB(A) 
95 dB(A) 
90 dB(A) 
Landi n9 Charge 
400 
200 
100 
o 
SFr 
The above scheme has had the approval of the OFA but needs cantonal 
approval. 24/ According to an lCAO document. 25/ the Swiss second 
plan is to consider the French scheme in which five categories of 
payments are developed from noise differentials above the Annex 16 
standard in varying amounts up to 27 EPNdB. 
24/Interview with Ueli Degele, Deputy Director, Zurich Airport. 
25/ ICAO , Report on Measure Adopted or Planned to Deal with Noise 
Problems at Airports, Jan. 1979. p. 48 • 
• 
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9 . S U/11llll r X 
The Swiss experience again illustrates the difficulties which 
result from failing to address the noise problem in a timely fashion. 
Spurred on by an irate citizenry, the Swiss have made considerable 
progress in dealing with the noise problem. land-use planning has 
been proposed and, althuugh still in debate, h~s kept people from 
nDving toward noise; and it also has encouraged the use of building 
insulation to decrease noise immissions at the recipient level. The 
Swiss adoption of: (1) Annex 16 Chapter 3, (2) phase out rules for 
non-Annex 16 aircraft, (3) curfews and (4) operational rules indicat~ 
a wide range of antinoise activities. Further, the monitoring of 
noise emissions of each flight, and publication of the results to the 
airlines and the public, serves to keep the openting people alert to 
the necessity of taking all possible steps to holo aircraft noise to 
a minimum. 
The implications for airline managements and aircraft manufac-
turers is clear. Swissair quite candidly pointed out that noise was 
the controlling factor in selecting the OC-9-80, notwithstanding a 
higher first cost, higher operating cost, and a larger capacity than 
was desired. Given the continued pressure for a tighter curfew, the 
possibility of landing charges related to noise, the possibility of 
relaxed curfews for Chapter 3 aircraft, the direction indictated for 
aircraft and engine designers is clear. Finally, the conflict inter-
nationally between Switzerlund and Germany over the take-off route 
-116-
over the nearby German village of Hohentengen shows how serious some 
citizens view aircraft noise disturbance. 
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Chapter 8 
FEDERAL REP\BlIC OF GERMANY 
Early in Chapter 7 we noted that Switzerland had "one of the 
strictest set of noise rules in Europe or the world". Vying with 
Switzerland for top honors 15 GenMny. Airline operators questioned 
on the subject seem to think it is a standoff between the two. How-
ever, pilots SOMetimes, because the issue of criminal prosecution 
for noise excesses has been raised (but not actiVated) in Genllny, 
tend to give the nod to thlt country. As in Swi tzerland. the i.ct 
of the noise regulations has been sa;1'f'icient to be a significant fac-
tor in the equipment selection process of Ge,.ny's Mltn intemation-
la airline. Politically, notse is a significant issue. 
1. Government Noise Structure 
Although the Ministry of Transport in Bonn handles the federal 
civil air administration under numerous federal acts, the Linder 
(States) supervise the airports by overseeing private cOlPln1es which 
operate the airports. Although there are 429 airports only about 40 
international and military CGIRI under the noise control zone laws. 
Because of its importance we will focus primarily on the Frankfurt 
Airport, the largest international airport in Gerlany. 
At the federal level, the Minister of Transport and the Minister 
of the Interior establish an Advisory to..ittee which hears proposals 
for noise regulation, and new noise legislation. On this CoIMittee, 
are representatives of sctence and technology, of airport operators, of 
airlines. of municipal organizations, of the Federal AsSOCiation 
Against Noise, of airport ComMissions and of the "supre.e state 
• 
authorities". At thl lirport level. lach airport with a noise zo.le 
his a 15 .-nber cONIission "for the protection from aircraft noise". 
This commission, appointed by the licensing authority, is composed 
of representatives from: neighboring cOfllllUnities, the Federal Asso .. 
c1ation Against Aircraft Noise, aircraft operators, air traffic con-
trol, airport operators and the "supreme Lander" (State) authority. 
Each of the large airports has by virtue of Federal L1W a federijl 
Noise Abatement Delegate who handles such things as nOise vl01ations 
turned up by the federally required monitoring system. Additionally 
a broad series of federal laws and regulations cover noise at the 
source, air traffic rules deaHng with noise in a large nua;!\er of 
operational s4tuat10ns, noise zones around airports, building require-
ments to minimize immissions, and landing ch.rges. 
Actual admin1strati~n of ',ws and formulation of regulations are 
by each of the Linder. As an example. for Frankfurt it is the office 
of the Hessian Minister for Er.onomics and Technology in W1esbaden 
which issues curfew orders. 
2. Legal Ba$i~ ~f.Noise Cor.trol 
The regulation of German air transport (including noisp.) 
1, authorized at the federal level primarily by the Aeronautics Act 
and the Law on Protection Against Aircraft Noise of 1971,as arended. 
The latter, in addition to being the !eminal legislation on ai~rt 
noise zoning. also amended the Aeronautics Act to 1 nclu(Je protecting 
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the people from aircraft noise as one of its purposes. It also man-
dated Federal Noise Monitoring and made airport operators, airline 
operators and pilots responsible for limiting unavoidable noise to a 
A. letter from the Gennan Ministry of Transport in a rE'sponse to 
a request from ECAC for information on German laws and regulations 
to mitigate aircraft noise lists the 20-examples reproduced in Table 7. 
It ;:. '. ile Law for the Protection From Aircraft Noise which fur-
nished auth~rity to establish federal standards for construction in 
noise zones and provides compensation by the airport authority for 
(1) loss in value of property occasioned by building restrictions 
and (2) compensation for required soundproofing. The Federal Immis-
sion Control Law. the Air Traffic Noise Control Law, the establish-
ment of the Federal Environmental Agency, and the environmental pro-
grams of the States are the further bases of noise control. 
3. Noise at the Source 
Under German law and regulation each aircraft must have an ap-
proved noise certificate. By NOTAM II, number 65 in 1973 and number 
59 in 1976 the standard is that of Annex 16, as amended. As yet 
Annex 16. Chapter 3 has not been formally enacted into law. However, 
government authorities indicated that since the law stipulates that 
the latest state of the art must be employed and since the authorities 
are directed to minimize nOise, Annex 16, Chapter 3 is administratively 
in effect. In a similar vein, Lufthansa representatives indicated 
I ~ i ~ . 
, 
'. 
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TABLE 7 
German Laws & Regulations 
Dealing With Aircraft Noise 
1. Law on the Protection Against Aircraft Noise - Federal L!w Gazette 
I, 30 March 1971 
2. Structural Sound Insulation Requirements - Sound Insulation Order-
Federal law Gazette I, 5 April 1974 
3. Federal Immission Control Act - Federal law Gazette It 2f March 1974 
4. Noise Reduction Regulation - Aeronautics Act, Art. 29 b (1) and (2) 
5. Prohibition of Supersonic Flights - Order on Rules of the Air-
Federa 1 law Gazette I, 30 Nov_er 1975 
6. Noise Protection Zones - law on the Protection Against Aircraft 
Noise, 30 March 1971 
7. Noise limits For Jet Aircraft - NOTAM II - 65/73 of 8 June 1973, 
supplemented by NOTAM II - 59/76 of 8 June 1976 (Old Annex 16, 
Chapter II) 
8. Actual Technology - Aeronautics Act - Article 2 (1) No. 4 
9. Actual Technology - Order on the licensing of Air Traffic - Article 
3, No. 2 b 
10. Noise Limits for Propeller Aircraft - NOTAM 11 - 47/75 of 17 July 
1975, NOTAM II - 99/77 (Summary of Noise Measurement Results) 
11. Noise Certification - NOTAM II -114/76 of 19 Nov_er 1976 
12. Rolling Take-offs - NOTAM I - 46/74 of 4 February 1974 
13. Noise Abatement Procedures For ~pproach and Take-off - NOTAM I -
308/75 of 8 September 1975; Approach Procedures of Deutsche 
lufthansa 
14. Minimum Safe Altitudes - Order on Rules of the Air - Article 6 
15. Time Restrictions for Propeller Aircraft Operations On Account of 
Noise - Federal law Gazette I, 16 August 1976, NOTAM 11 - 7/7 (Aircraft with Increased Noise Suppression), NOTAM II - 36/77 (DeSignation of Aircraft) - Ministerial Circular - 30 August 1973 
16. Aircraft Noise Measurement Equipment - Aeronautics Act - Art. 19a, 
NOTAM I - 230/72 of 6 July 1972 (Regulations) 
17. Airport Authorization and Noise - Aeronautics Act - Art. 6 (2), 
Order on the licensing of Air Traffic - Art. 52 (1) - This deals 
with extending runways and building new airports. 
18. Thrust reversal, Ground Run-up - Aeronautics Act - Art. 6 (2), 
AlP Germany - Part AGA-2 
19. Ni~ht Flying Restrictions at Airports - Aeronautics Act - Art. 6 
(2" AlP Germany - Part AGA-2 
20. Graduation of landing Charges - NOTAM I - 334/75 and 55/76 and AlP 
Germany - Part FAl-3-1 
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that their policy is to push for quieter aircraft with emission le-
vels of Chapter 3 or better. 
Since 1973 no non-Annex 16 aircraft could be added to the Genlln 
register. The earlier non-Annex certified aircraft by policy must be 
removed f~ the register no later than 1 Jan, 1985. There is no 
regulation concerning the phase out of Chapter 2 aircraft. primarily 
because no consensus has been reached in ICAO or ECAC. 
4. Curfews 
As has been previously noted, noise relief resulting from imple-
mentation of internationally agreed upon Annex 16 rules comes extremely 
slowly. In fact. it is argued th,t this Annex does little more than 
publicize the existing state of the art. For more current, urgent 
relief. curfews and operational restraints have been instigated. 
APpropriate ministries in the various German states have esta-
blished curfews at Berlin. Bremen. Dusseldorf. Frankfurt, Koln-Bonn, 
Munich-Riem. Nurenburg and Stuttgart. Being tailored to the needs 
of the airport neighbors and the environmental conditions around the 
airport, the curfews vary in the periods covered and in the flexibil-
ity allowed. Space does not permit a compilation of all the rules. 
At Frankfurt the curfew is from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m •• local time, but 
with a number of exceptions. some applicable to only "good air11nes H ; 
i.e., those with good records on the noise monitor. For example. a 
1978 curfew modification permits Annex 16 Chapter 2 airplanes and 
others "successfully prarticing the noise-abating approach procedures 
! 
1 
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as per Nfl I dated Oct 9, 1975" to land between 0500 and 0600. 
Landings are permitted when Frankfurt is used as an alternate airport. 
However, there are no take-off cun'ews for sc~edu1ed airlines oper-
ating aircraft of over 5.7 tons gross weight. 
In general, the German authorities establish curfews ancl then 
provide areas of flexibility or exceptions, often after formal re-
quest. for weather, technical or safety reasons. In most cases An-
nex 16 Chapter 2 (latest version) aircraft receives benefits not 
accorded to non-Annex aircraft. 
5. Operational Restrictions 
Where aircraft noise is a problem in daytime operations, 
the Germans attempt to move the noise away via aircraft routings and 
operational techniques. German operational rules are similar to 
those we found in other countries. Briefly, in acdition to the usual 
noise abatement take-off and climb noise procedures, there are noise 
constrained instrument departures and minimum noise routes for de-
parture and arrival. Also. there are rules relative to ground oper-
at ions such as re',ers; ng. ground run-up, and roll i ng take-off. 
6. Noise Monitoring 
The noise monitoring system consists of 16 microphones which 
are rotated among 27 monitoring locat;ons. The system, probably 
partially because the strict standards stipulated and the fact that 
it operates under a mandate of statutory law (Aeronautics Act and 
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Law on protecting against aircraft noise), has enhanced Germl~IS 
reputation of being II tough I' on aircraft noise. The laws further 
specify how the noise measurements are to be made, and the distribu-
tion of publicity concerning the results. 
For example. equivalent continuous sound levels (Leq)' given 
in dB(A). are measured by a fonmula which combines the maximum sound 
level of noise and duration of noise for each passing aircraft. The 
period in which the sound level is 10 dB(A) below maximum is taken 
as the duration. To provide a base line. measurements are made for 
the six busiest months of the year. with different weighting formu-
las being applied for the day period (0600 -2200) and night (2200-
0600). 
The Noise Abatement Department of the airport operates the mon-
itoring system and ~ssemb1es and publishes the results to the air-
lines, the airport authority. the federal licensing authority. the 
airport commission and other interested parties. The report. a por-
tion of which is reproduced in Table 8. contains five categories of 
information as follows: 
(1) Part A. Type L!ve1. The average noise level for each type of 
aircraft is computed by summing the Leq caused by the same type 
of aircraft and. after eliminating the quietest 5% and the 
noisiest 5S. dividing the result by the number of departures 
or approaches. 
(2) Part 8. Fleet Noise Level and Rank Order of Fleet. A compilat10n 
is made of the fleet noise level of each type of aircraft by 
individual airline company. The results are then published ,n 
rank order from the quietest to the noisiest. The results of 
several months are then set out in comparison with the current 
month. Additionally. listed for all to see is the rank order 
of the noisy companies. 
.. 
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(3) Part C. Meteorological Influences. Since airline operators often 
complain that meteorological conditions heavily influence noise 
monitoring results, (high temperatures, low winds, high humidity). 
The report further breaks down the operations into 6 different 
temperature, wind and humidity categories. Noise levels for 
(4) 
the categores are identified. 
Part D. Excesses. No;se which exceeds the standard allowed for 
a given type of aircraft by 4 dB(A) or more is considered to be 
avoidable. Each such excess is identified on the table by time, 
date, carrier and flight number, amount of noise and weather 
category involved. The companies are notified and an explanation 
required. 
Properly operated. the German noise ~nltoring system is not 
without advantages to the operator, tne government authorities, and 
the public. It may be a protection for the pilot and airline company 
in cases where irresponsible or faulty complaints are made. The 
first step in relation to a complaint is to check the monitor for 
the record of the flight. If the monitor shows the flight well with-
in the limits. the authorities do not bother the airline with the 
matter and give the complainant little attention. When a politically 
or financially important person complains about aircraft noise around 
his area, a complaint which elsewhere might bring about special treat-
ment for the VIP, the head of the Noise Abatement Division may re-
spond by advising that his department will be happy to monitor the 
noise for several months in the noisiest location picked by the com-
plainer. The VIP picks the spot. the test goes on and may well show 
a satisfactory noise level. When the VIP receives the response that 
the noise level was satisfactory, he may not be satisfied. However, 
if he still finds fault after being reminded that the test was 
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TABLE 8 
FRANKFURT NOISE REPORT 
August 1978 
2 Letter Airline Code 
AC Air Canada 
M Ail' Ceylon 
'" Air Prance 
AI ALr Algerie 
AI Air IncUa 
AT Royal Air Maroc 
AV AVIANCA 
AI Pinnair 
AI AUtaUa 
AR Aerolin... Argentina. 
AN AeroMexico 
AD AVIAOO (E) 
IA British Airways 
ID British Midland Airw.ya 
II British Airway. 
II British Caledonian Airways 
au Ilraathens Safe (N) 
BY Bavaria Germanair ~bH 
ax Spantax (EI 
BM British West Inaian 
Airway. Ltd. 
CL Capitol Internatio~al 
Airway. (USA) 
CP ·canadian Pacific Airlines 
DA DAN AI~ SERVI~r.S (r.~) 
Dr Condor Fluqdien.t ~bP 
011 Mauskair 
II Aer Lingus (IRL) 
IT Ethiopian Airline. 
rr 
PO 
" 
GA 
Gr: 
HF 
IA 
1ft 
If! 
n 
IG 
IW 
JJ 
Jft 
JL 
3M 
JP 
J" 
.JR 
~n rt MainAG 
lAS - International 
Aviation Service (USA) 
AqIANA Afqhan Airline. 
Flyinq Tiger (USA) 
Indonesian Air¥ays 
Ge~an Cargo Service 
GIIbR (D) 
Rapag Lloyd (D) 
II'&9i Airway. 
Iberia (P!, 
Itavia 
Iran National Ail' Line. 
AU .. rda (I) 
Ail' Bah ..... 
Avio Genu: (ytt) 
Tnbajos A.reo. (E) 
Japan Air Lin •• 
Air J .... lca 
IMX Mda Airways (YO) 
Juqoslov~n.~i A.ro Traneport 
Juqair 
XL KGnigl. Ni84.rl. LVG 
J(M Air 'talta 
'0 ~enya Airway. (rAr.) 
IT Briti.h Airtour. (GI) 
W Jt\await Airways 
n 1Carair-oy (SF) 
ORIG1Nt\L PAGE L 
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TABLE 8 (continued) 
LA LAN-CHILE Fluqlinlen RA 
LH Deut.che Lufthan.a (D) S8 
lID POlniache Flugllenen LOT SD 
LT LTU Lufttranlport SF 
Unternehmen Sit 
LY EL-AL Ilra.l Airline. 
LI 8u19ari.che Luftlinien SN 
Balkan SO 
LN Libyen Arab Alr~ine. SR 
SU 
5V 
ItA Malev (H) 
MI Middle Ea.t Airl1n •• (ttL) 
MS !9ypt Air 
TC 
lIB Starllnq Airway. (Cit) Tit" 
lID Nord.ir (CON) TL 
OA Olympic AirwaYI (G'l) TP 
Olt C.skosloven.k& ~~rollnl~ 
OM ~1onarch Air Lines (G'!) 1"J 
OS Austrian Airlines (A) TV 
av ov.r •••• National Airway. (95A) TV 
'I'rt 
PA Pan American ~~ld r!9 
Airway. (USA) 
PIC Paki.tan Inter~atlonal 
Airline. 
PR Philippine Airline. 
PV Ea.tern Provincial (COt~) 
V" 
Qant.. (AUS) 
African Safari Airw.y. (IAK' OF OS 
QI Z.-bia Airway. NO 
WO 
AD Airlift Internation.l (USA) 
IG VARIG Airline. (8R) 
13 Roy.l Jordanian Airline. 
10 TAROM (R, 
nkfUrt Main AG 
South Afric.n Alrw.YI (IA) 
Seaboard WOrld Airline. (UIA) 
SUd.n Airway. 
rNA! (F) 
Scandinavian Airline. 
SYlhm 
S.be"a (R) 
Sinqapor. Airline. 
Swls.air 
Aoroflot (SU) 
R.udi ~r.bl.n Alrlin •• 
T~.1 Intornatlonal 
Turki.h Airline. 
Tr.n. Mediterranean 
Airways (~L) 
Tr.n.porteR ~.ro. 
Portuqu .... 
Tunis Air (TN) 
Trans International 
A,irHne. (l'SA) 
Tran. ~rld Airlin •• 
Tran.euro,m (r.) 
tlSJ\F - IJn1t~ Stat •• 
Air Forc. 
VIASA (W) 
ward Air (CON) 
World AirwAY' (USA) 
(UIA) 
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TABLE 8 (continued) 
NOISE REPORT 
APPROACHES ON RWY 25 
A Type Level 
117 
or '!'III lAMa ""a 011 Ale 
IIIAIUIID 
IUlZIIG CCMPMAILI 
tIIM'IIIil CXIIIDmOlll 
701/1~O 
85 MW 
B Fleet Noise Level and Rank Order of Fleet 
... ~ 117. 1rLII'\1 ....... ClOMP Wlft a 10 APfIOIICIIII QVILU'lc:aftCII 
CDIP daCA) waa.a 011 co. • ,a) __ or 
u • .w:ut .'..alla 
- - - -1 2 3 .. 5 • 7 
- - - -g 8'. '0 ,., 10 • DP 8' 12 PC 10 • 0a1.' .1IPI'MCII1ag :.., 81 14 Dr 11 21 aaapu1 ... 
GB 11 21 DC 11 1 
La 8' 291 La 81 64 
PC 12 13 ft 12 • 
'1'P 8. 20 CD 12 • 
'l'W 12 
" 
LA 12 1 
II 83 36 &J 82 • KQ 83 38 aD 12 • m 83 23 '1'W 12 25 
LY 83 33 DA 83 2 
ME 83 31 PI 83 1 
PA 83 35 Ia 13 t 
ac 83 4' 10 13 12 
RJ' 13 23 LY 83 ,,' 
ID 83 20 PA 83 • lIS 14 14 PIt .3 • PIC 84 34 '1'P .3 , 
'lL 84 42 NO '3 7 
LA 85 13 ME •• 
, 
tID • 5 13 RG .. 7 
ft .. 1 
'1'L .. 12 
m IS 7 
M8 17 3 1Io1.y appt'oac:JU1If 
.. 17 3 -.. __ 1 •• 
01 17 3 
M It , 
• I • a., .. , .. below or wUlli. tM twe 1..-1 
I 
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TABLE 8 (continued) 
C Meteorological Influences 
_ .. 
.'IOOULOGICAL MMGI Iff or.- AIIfCIM' 
IlUMlDm WI. ftIItDA .... 
COIRIIIIII' 
< JOt < 5 knOt. ) 25°c: 
JO-to, < 5 knot. < 25 0c: 
JO-to, < 5 knota ) 25 0c: 
JO-tO. > 5 bob < 25°c: 
) to. < 5 knot. < 25 0c: 
) tot ) 5 JcDota < 25 0c: 
o Excesses AUCUI'l' tt71 
MY Iff A n.lGIII' • lIOII& 
.. W 
1 2 , • 
U. 01.57 IA lI1' It 
~ .. 01.3' ft 0763 It 
25. 15.22 G8 7113 '2 21. 1I.SC III 0717 It 
2'. ".01 III 0717 It 31. 12.32 LY 0357 '2 
, 
RII'1rM8in AG 
1Ol.. AIA'tDI8II'I' DIY'UICII 
'I'lL. 110"00 01 ltoJaao 
,..,. LI¥IL 
... 011 
a Ie. UIPIIOM:IIII 
-
15 
13 
" 
" II 
212 
.'h 
112 
U1 
'" 131 
WM" ftn .... c:rnwDJ .a.ava. 
5 • , , 
." 
.5 
111 IS 
831 II 
'" 
.5 
I" '5 
,:n II 
1071720 
............... 1 .. the t,.,. 1-.1 of the eon ..... 1 ..... CIaorIt cetelOl'J' .., .. .
elsa. J "CA) on ...... ....,1 ... , ... -....cio ......... of "'1IIftQ ....... lal 
Aft: ......... 'Iller .....w ... ~ ..... ....u.t1r • 
.. 
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TABLE 8 (continued) 
: 
NOISE REPORT 
APPROACHES ON RWY 25 
A Type Level 
.21 
or fa ~ ftPI or Ale 
MlAlUUi) 
DCa::.: CnI4'W,1LI 
WATIIP CIOtGn.a. 
e: ... ,. 
,,::aMI: 
H. til tzVI1. 
(T'.: •• ~ tI\"IL' 
(I 
A~JOO 
Altl/IWI 14 
77 , , 
~~~----------------------------------------------~ B fleet Noise Level and Rank Orde; of Fleet 
ua-auG 1978 
...... '971 
~ WI'1'I i 1" Al'IItOACIiU .~tm'II al ~ QUALlnCAftCil 
CDIf ~I= CDIf • CAII_GO . ....... - - -. 
I J ;, .. !, -! . , 
:-1 763 . -' .. --LJI 8\' 74 15 Qui.t .pp~ch1D9 BY 7S 53 La 74 205 ca.p.nl ••• 
III 75 12 .. 74 2 
• c ...... N10w _ witIWI .,. 'JIIe 111ftl 
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TABLE 8 (continued) 
=-rMainAG 
C Meteorological Influences. t'IL. 
Ial'ICIIaoOGIQL MIIGI Itt ~ ~ fttIl&VIL 
... -MllUDIft WI. ,....,... ... 011 CA~ 
CDIRII.lft a Ie AIII'IIOM:I.I 
- -
< 30' < 5 Iuaota ,. 25 °c 
-
212 
3O-9Ot < 5 knot. < 21 °c 77 Ine 
30-90' < 5 knota ',. 25°C 71 112 
3O-tot ,. 5 knou < 25°C 71 111 
,. lOt < S IuIoU < 25 °c 77 111 
,. lOt ,. 5 ImoU < 25°C 
" 
111 
o Excesses AUGUR 1171 
-M, IttA n.zIft .. 
-- -
'fin ...... 
.. W eM ... , I&ftIo 
I 2 ) • I 
, , 
-
l-lOO A ,. 
AIIInMIw .. _ce.d& .. u.. tyfe 1..,.1 ., .... -.H ...... l .............. ~ _ ... 
CItM J aCA' au_ ... ....,1 ... 1M. ~ .. _ .~ ..... ., II.., ....... 1A1 
IItIC ...,ieee. ".., ............... &ad -..&aU,. 
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conducted at the ~pot he specified, he is l1kely to get no cooperation 
from any othPf' authority he approaches because the flcts Ire 19ainst 
him. 
Of cOllrse. the syst. 1$ not perfect. A number of excesses upon 
investigation are found to be justified. For example. the excess cln 
be due to following a routing specified by departure control. 
or to I yeroy heavy airplane on a hot day with high humidity and 
little wind. or even beCause of angle of bank Ind existing cloud cover. 
While the writer was examining the system, a bell sounded and a red 
light indicating an excess came on. However, no airplAnes wire taking 
off. instead, w teenager was riding his motorcycle in a field close to 
the mon1tori~g microphone. 
6.1 Sanctions. Although the Frankfurt system results in yeroy 
close observation of all operations, the rumors of fines, jail san-
tences, Ind license revocations for excesses, do not appear to be 
based on fact. Although criminal prosecution with a 5,000 OM fine 
and Hcense withdrlwal are authorized under certain clSes of airway 
traffic control violations (which could 1~volve a noise routing), 
apparently the Frankfurt authorities so fir have had sufficient suc-
cess with cajoling and "friendly persuasion" thlt further act~on was 
unnecessary.~ In Frankfurt, there fs good cooperation between ATC. 
26/The situatfon in Dusseldorf was reported to be not as har'lll)nious. 
Bad feeling was engendered when a lawyer inv->lved in adillinistrl-
tion attempted to exact punishment. 
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the nois. luthorities. Ind the lirlines. Howt\.r, the ind1vidual 
compln, .. hlv. tlken whit lMOunts to diseiplinar,y letion against 
pilots who hive hid repel ted noise excesses. One such Iction involv .. 
removing pilots fr'Olll sChedules into Frankfurt and requiring further 
training on noise abat ... nt procedures. 
Although the government authorities went to some lengths to 
maintain that USing the monitoring system as a po11celln or as an 
enforcement tool was not the1 r purpose. nevertheless. when the wr1 ter 
was in Copenhagen, the head of the Scandinavian Pilots Assoc1~tio" 
indicated he was ve~ glad to have that information because he was 
leaving the next day for Ge,..ny to represent d pilot who WlS in 
trouble on a noise problem. 
The results of the noise monitoring are used in connection with 
requests for exceptions to the curfew. To carrier A with a good 
record the answer would be yes; to carrier B with a poor record the 
answer would be no. 
7. Noise-Related Lind; '!9 Charge!. 
Germany hIS experimented in a modest way wi th noise-relat.ed 
landing Chdrges for international airports. Initially in 1976 there 
was established as a part of the land1ng cnarg_ related to gross 
weight a surcharge of 5-percent for non-Annex 16/FAR 36 aircraft. 
The resulting cost differential was so small that th@ objective of 
giving an incentive to utilize quieter aircraft was not .. t. The 
rate was increased in 1977. In Novllber 1978 the charges were 
r 
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increased a second time. This time to a surcharge of 51 for Annex 
16 compliant aircraft and 141 for non-certified aircraft. Again, 
the authorities consider the new charges inadequate to serve as an 
incentive to substitute a quieter airplane. little interest has 
been expressed in further experimentation in rates. 
8. land-Use Planning - Law on Protection Against Aircraft Noise 
Germany early recognized that the ability of individuals 
or companies to construct dwellings. schools, hospitals and business 
offices or plants, absent a concern for noise, vitiated the benefits 
laboriously and expensively acquired through noise at the source 
rules. The convenience of living or working near an airport, and 
the commercial value for businesses located near an airport. provides 
incentives to move close to an airport and then subsequently com-
plain about noise. Shortly after the introduction of the jets. agi-
tation and planning began to force the enactment of laws which would 
(1) prevent people from moving toward the noise, (2) provide con-
struction standards which would control immissions. and (3) provide 
some compensation for insulation where it was required by the govern-
ment. 
In 1971 atter ten years of effort, a major piece of federal le-
gislation, the Law on Protection Against Aircraft Noise,was enacted. 
From this law, as well as the Federal Immission Control lLW, the Air 
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Traffic Control Noise Law, and the establishment of the Federal En-
vironmental Agency, much was expected. These laws were supplemented 
by various environmental programs of the several states. Since noise 
sources and affected areas are located predominately in populated 
areas, a great deal of cooperative effort has to be made by the re-
gional and urban planning authorities. As one gets closer to zoning 
at the urban level, the conflict between the desire for profit made 
by building multi-unit housing vs. restrictions imposed by zoning 
becomes evident. Many in the ownership class lose their zeal for 
quiet when it hits their pocketbook. It is not surprising that real-
tors and developers are active in town councils to "assist with pro-
per zoning and building codes". 
8.1 Noise Protection Zones. Although there are over 400 air-
ports in Germa~, the Law on Protection Against Airport Noise, in 
setting up noise protection zones (NPZ). mandates their establishment 
for just two categories of airports: (1) international airports pro-
viding scheduled air transportation; and (2) military airfields with 
jet operations. The NPZ is defined by the area outside of the air-
port in which the equivalent constant sound level exceeds 67 dB(A). 
At each airport the NPZ is divided into two Protection Areas. In 
Protection Area 1. the noisiest area, the sound level exceeds 75 dB(A). 
Protection Area 2 covers the sound between 75 dB(A)A and 67 dB(A). 
Different restrictions and different compensation are accorded in 
each area. 
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The establishment of the NPI for commercia' airports is a jOint 
function of the Federal Minister of Transport and the Federal M1ni~ 
ster of the Interior. Military airport NPls require coordination of 
the Minister of Defence and the Bundesrat. Maps of the two areas 
are published for everyone to see. To provide for up-to-date infor-
mation the initial zone determination was 10 years in the future and 
there must be an update every 5 years or when the sound level in-
creases by 4 dB(A), (a doubling of the energy) whichever comes first. 
8.2 Construction Prohibitions. Having determined the extent 
of the NPls and their standards, the act proceeds to outline the 
construction prohibitions applicable to each area. Specifically 
no hospitals, old-age homes, convalescent homes, schools or similar 
institutions may be built in an NPI subject to the provision that a 
state may make exceptions in the public interest. No housing is 
permitted in area one. Howeve~there are exceptions such as con-
struction approved before the act was passed, barracks for the armed 
forces, housing authorized by a special public law, and housing for 
owners and managers of "works". 
8.3 Sound Insulation. The Federal Government is empowered by 
the law on Protection Against Aircraft Noise (Art. 6 and Art. 7) to 
determine with the concurrence of the Bundesrat the requirements for 
sound insulation in such buildings as are permitted in the NPI. 
8.4 Compensation for Prohibition on Building. (Art. 8) Where 
a construction permit is denied or cancelled and the value of the 
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real estate thereby reduced, the owner can claim reasonable monetary 
compensQ.ion. He can also claim compensation if he made preparations 
for building on the assumption that his current permission would con-
tinue. 
8.5 Compensation for Expenditures for Sound Insulation. Owners 
of property in Area 1 (the noisiest Area) and owners of buildings 
permitted by exceptions may be recompensed for expenditures on sound-
proofing provided claims are made within five years of the establish-
ment of the zone. The law limits compensation to 100 OM per square 
meter of living area. However, in recognition of spiralling costs 
the Government, with the concurrence of the Bundesrat, may increase 
thts amount. The obligation to pay the amounts rest with the oper-
ator of the airport who in turn expects to obtain the funds through 
1 andi ng charges. 
8.6 Implementation and Problems. As is almost universal ex-
perience where popular government is vogue, the implementation of a 
law which includes Federal, State and local jurisdictions and which 
involves conflicts between various categories of individuals, is very 
slow. It was five years after the Noise Protection law was passed 
before the noise contours for Frankfurt were established. Because 
results were unsatisfactory to some, they sought changes in the con-
tours. For example, unlike the Swiss arrangement where a contour 
may follow property lines or roads. the German contour may go right 
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through the middle of a house or apartment thus including the pro-
perty in the zone. By so doing it may prevent an owner from building 
at all, but entitle him to insulation payments. Or, in the outer 
area his building may miss the boundary by 1 foot whereas otherwise 
he might be entitled to considerable noise insulation payments. Ap-
peals of this nature have delayed implementation. By the time the 
contours can be agreed upon it is time for the 5 year update. 
Critics of the legislation point out the failure to exclude all 
housing from Area 2. Under the law housing may still approach the 
airport environs and, if noise decreases, may come still closer. A 
representative of the Ministry of the Interior recommends that housing 
should be excluded up to 62 Leq.fZI Others think the area for re-
imbursement too small. It is reported that at Dusseldorf the author-
ities pay for insulation in Area 2 though not required to do so. 
9. Summary - Impact of Noise Rules on Carriers and Manufacturers 
The noise caused by jet aircraft has generated heavy pres-
sure on the government and on the airlines to bring this type of 
noise under control. With respect to noise at the source, the govern-
ment adopted Annex 16 Chapter 2 and administratively applies Chapter 
3. It further has banned any additions of non-Annex aircraft to its 
..11!Dr. A.a. Vogel, Federal Ministry of the Interior, "Germany's Air-
craft Noise Act in Practice", Airport Forum, Vol. 6, 1975, p. 47. 
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register and is forcing existing non-Annex planes to be retrofitted 
or be removed from the register. For immediate relief the Govern-
ment has for each type of aircraft set nOise limits which are care-
fully monitored and the results publicized. A series of curfews 
have been established with increasing flexibility for Chapter 2 and 
Chapter 3 aircraft. 
In the area of long range planning. Germany has enacted at the 
Federal level a land use planning law based initially on a 10 year 
forecast of noise exposure and subject to revision every five years. 
Supplementary actions are taken by the states and municipalities. 
The subjective nature of noise annoyance and the political and eco-
nomic trade-offs involved make implementation of land use planning 
very difficult. When the authorities find that some cities complain 
more than others for a given level of noise. or when they find that 
people of ~ffluence complain at noise levels which do not cause the 
poor to complain. the decision on where to draw the line is a problem. 
Frankfurt. the main international airport in Germany. has a 
natural advantage of being surrounded on several sides by forests. 
Its major problem is the nearby town of Offenbach (100.000 pop.). 
Th,! Mayor of Offenbach happens to be head of the Frankfurt Noise Com-
mission. However,the commission seems to be working relatively har-
moniously. For example. the Mayor of Offenbach advised that he would 
vote for a test of the quiet Airbus during curfew hours. The air-
craft would. of course. fly over his tcwn in the course of determining 
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whether a relaxation of the curfew for this plane ~s in order. 
Since a good deal of time of Lufthansa officials is taken up 
fighting noise constraints. it 1s not surprising that they constantly 
press for quieter aircraft. Lufthansa authorities indicated some 
unhappiness with the lack of zeal which American manufacturers employea 
in pursuing the noise problem. Lufthansa representatives pointed out 
that they contributed to 747 development by demanding a noise guaran-
tee for a specific m;ssion. namely New York to Frankfurt. They em-
phasized that noise was a definite factor in making equipment deci-
sions. Although Lufthansa demanded and received a noise guarantee 
on the 737. complaints about noise emissions were received. Re-
sponding to these complaints. and anticipating further tightening 
of nohe rules, lufthansa in its most recent order replaced all its 
737s with the later advanced 737-2oos equipped with extra noise ab-
sorbing materials and a "mixer" to reduce aircraft noise. In de-
ciding to purchase the A-JOO and subsequently the Airbus 310. Luft-
hansa was favorably influenced by noise monitoring results shown for 
the A-JOO. The head of the Frankfurt Noise Monitoring Department, 
in commenting on the noise levels of the various types of planes 
using Frankfurt, noted that the A-300 "is the quietest plane we 
have" •.• "splendid noise characteristics" ... "the noise is sometimes 
so low that officially we cannot measure it." 
When government and airline representatives were asked for a 
prognostication, the general response was that in the past 6 years, 
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because of the reduction in total operations occasioned by the use 
of larger capacity aircraft employing quieter engines. not only hiS 
the increase in noise been arrested but there has been some small 
diminution in total noise levels. The combination of the implemen-
tation of land-use planning and phasing out of non-Annex aircraft 
suggest a further but slow improvement. However. because of politi-
cal pressure from inhabitants who are reluctant to give up any gains 
they already have. those interviewed concluded there was no chance 
of reaching a curfew-free Genmany. but some chance of selective re-
laxation of curfews for Chapter 3 aircraft. Given the extensive 
investment in Chapter 2 aircraft. Lufthansa does not favor a manda-
tory early phase-out of Chapter 2 aircraft but hopes that manufac-
turers will develop modifications to bring such aircraft into com-
pliance with Chapter 3 requirements. 
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Chapter 9 
SWEDEN 
The Scandinavian country of Sweden has a population of eight 
million of whom one and one-half million live in the capital city, 
Stockholm. Despite the fact that its new international airport, 
called Arlanda, was placed 20 miles from the city in a country envi-
ron~nt where there were a very few homes,with the conviction that 
there would be no noise problem, noise problems have arisen. The 
domestic Stockholm Airport, called Bromna, located in a heavily pop-
ulated area only 4 miles from the central business district, has de-
veloped such serious noise problems with the ,advent of jets that all 
jets except for a limited F-2B operation have been banned. Further, 
political battles at the local and national level have raged over 
the closing of Bromma for noise reasons. The matter has also reached 
the highest court in the land. Final1J noise regulations have influ-
enced both Scandinavian Airlines (SAS) and its domestic affiliate 
Linjef1yg (LIN) in their equipment acquisition programs. Since Stock-
holm is the largest and most important ci~ in Sweden, has a severe 
noise problem, and is the headquarters of SAS and LIN, we concentrate 
on aircraft noise constraints in the Swedish capital. 
1. Government Structure 
Sweden is governed by a unicameral parliament, the Riksdag 
which is established by the Constitution. The Government is led by a 
Prime Minister and is administered by 12 ministries or departments. 
Since Sweden is a unitary and not a federal state, all laws are made 
at the national level. County and munincipal governments implement 
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the decisions of the departments. To a certain extent the county 
and local governments can make local regulations dealing with 
health, air pollution and noise. but the national law can super-
cede. Given the absence of state levels and the supremacy of na-
tional law, it would appear at first blush that Sweden would have 
an easier time handling aircraft noise problems than countries with 
multiple levels of government. However, such is not the case. 
For one thing. the Government has not enacted a National Noise 
Law but has done such things as recommend insulation and that houses 
should not be built near Arlanda. Sweden's Environmental Protection 
Agency is entering the field of aircraft noise control, but a provi-
sion in the Aviation Act giving the Board of Civil Aviation the 
right to alleviate noise around the airport (so long as it is con-
sistent with Annex 16) limits the EPA's powers. A National Build-
ing Act deals in a limited way with housing around airports and a 
new building and planning law is under consideration. 
Sweden's Public Health Act deals with emissions in such a lim-
ited way that the 1976 noise report of the Traffic Noise Committee 
recommended amending the act to provide more detailed coverage. 
Stockholm itself has a Health and Environment Department which has 
been endeavoring, so far unsuccessfully, to close the Bromma Air-
port as a health hazard. However, on top of this department is a 
political committee which has been active in the matter of Bromma. 
Finally, the Bromma matter has been before the courts and Parlia-
ment at the same time. 
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As in the U.S •• under Swedish law the airport operator is re-
sponsible for noise originating on the airport or in the takeoff 
or landing process. Since the Civil Aviation Administration owns 
the airports by way of a concession it is casting about for ways to 
pay for such costs as insulation through charges on passengers or 
landing fees. 
Generally speaking. the Scandinavian countries of Denmark. 
Norway and SWEden work jointly with ICAO in the handling of certi-
fication and navigation matters. Each government owns a substan-
tial share of the Scandinavian Airlines System (SAS). In Sweden 
the major airports are owned by the National Government. 
2. Noise at the Source 
In an amendment to the Air Law of 1957. Parliament re-
quired each aircraft to have an environmental certificate. In im-
plementing the portion of the certificate dealing with aircraft 
noise. Swedish Civil Air Regulations have adopted ICAO Annex 16. 
Third Edition. October 1978. To prevent the spread of noise by 
the purchase or lease of previously built non-Annex aircraft. no 
such aircraft have been permitted Swedish registration since 
June 30. 1979. Limited exceptions are pennittcd to replace a de-
stroyed aircraft and to permit temporary operation of non-Annex 
aircraft pending an early agreed upon retrofit. No regulations 
exist to phase out non-Annex 16 aircraft, but there is a proposal 
to fix the year at 1988. There appear to be no discussions on 
eventually limiting the acquisition of new Chapter 2 aircraft. 
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An absolute ban exists on supersonic civil flights. Some years ago 
SAS detenlined for nOise reasons to buy only FAR 36 aircraft. How-
ever, when one type of aircraft failed to meet FAR 36, $AS Nnaged 
to have it certified to Annex 16 which had two advantages. One, 
$AS could say to the public, "We comply with international noise 
regulations." Two, complllnce with Annex 16 enabled the company to 
qualify for lower landing charges in Frankfurt where noise-related 
landing charges were in effec~. 
3. Curfews 
Despite complaints about aircraft noise by inhabitants in 
the growing new town of Hlrsta (most of the inh~oitants moved in 
during and after the construction of Arlanda), the airport has no 
curfew. The only concession to noise c~plaints is the establish-
ment of departure and arrival routes to take noise into Iccount. 
The noise situation at Bromma is treated in more detail later. 
However, at Bromma there is a 10:00 PM to 6:00 AM curfew on a 
scheduled basis. However, a bit of flexibility is provided by per-
mitting late departures from the gate up to 10:27 PM if the air-
craft are Annex 16 certificated. Similarly, late arrivals are 
permitted if they are within 20 miles of the airport by 10:55 PM. 
Finally, at the time of the survey, except for the F-28, all jets 
were banned from Bromma. 
4. Operational Restrictions 
Except for the departure and arrival routes at Arlanda 
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and the takeoff and climb procedures at Bronma there are few opera-
tional constraints. Training flights are severely restricted at 
Bromma. At Gateborg, Sweden's second largest city, we have an ex-
ample of operational constraints being applied at a new airport. 
The old close-in (6 mile) airport at iorslanda was det.rmi~ed to be 
unsuitable for expansion due to noise and obstructions. After a 
nlJftber of studies a new ai rport was ~.111 t 12 miles away L. ~ 
landvetter. However, envirornnUl1stsI complaints atl;he new air-
port led to t~e establishment of approach procedures to abate nois~. 
Although the airport is substantially larger than Torsllnda and 
contains fewer obstructions, the locltion of the YOR Ind the con-
sequent maneuvering to follow the nois~ procedures hiS caused pilots 
to dislike flying approlches to the airport. 
5. lind-Use Planning 
When Arlanda was being planned in 1959 the Committee on 
Airport Noise estlblished a "Critical Noise Zone" in which no 
buildings were to be erected. Al though the Govemnent stated that 
hous~ng would be prohibited fn the zone, it did not PISS a law. 
Implementation WIS left to the local authorities who failed to fol-
low through. By 1967 a new town, Hirsta, had been bu~~~, coinci-
dent with the airport construction, in the critical lone. This 
situation prompted the Regional Planning Office of Stockholm County 
Council to make an investigation of the noise at Arlanda. The in-
vestigation included preditt.ing noise exposure for 1985 and the 
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year 2000. Representatives from the County of Stockholm, communi-
t~es. railroad companies, etc. have been working together on a 
zonin~ system for planning under the 1969 Enviro~nt Protection 
Act and its suc::essor. The results. published in 1976. recon.nded 
calling for guidelines. They hale not been accepted by the Swedish 
governl'lent. 
Thus Arlanda is one more example of an airport built on the 
assumption that since at the time of planning there was no ~01se 
problem in its sparsely inhabited area, the area would ramI'n 
sparsely populated mertly because of National Government gu~delines 
for airport planning. As els~ere. absent ~ndatory zonfng. the 
expected quiet failed to m.terialfze because of the con.rcial and 
convenience advantage of locating near an airport. 
We have a151) pointed out that even the new airport at GBteborg 
has developed noise problems. Complaints from inhabitants of a 
small nearby village resulted in modificatf<ms of approach routes. 
~Jt this has ~n f,~lowed by pilot complaints about the difficul-
ties of executing maneuvers required to fol~ow noise abatement 
patterns. 
Generally speaking,noise control around airports belongs to 
the loca~ health and building departments. The Environmental Pro-
tection Act prescribes that serious environmental complaints should 
be examined by the Special Concession Board of Environmental Pro-
tection. Although a noise c~~ittee has suggested establishing 
noise zones using yet another noise unit. the FBN (said to be 
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approximately the same as Ldn. Parliament has taken no action. An 
Expropriation Act penmits the acquisition of land or rights in land 
to further public transport. 
6. The Efforts To Close Bromma 
Since Bromma is only a few minutes from central Stockholm 
and is served by frequent low cost public transit, efforts to close 
the entire airport for noise reasons has ~Jt been popular with air-
line companies (SAS and LIN have their corporate he~dquarters 
there) or business and pleasure travelers. The airport has more 
\ 
traffic than Arlanda, including general aviation, and has some 
shielding by hills at the edge ot the airport and by hangars and 
terminal buildings. Takeoffs are the source of the noise problem. 
One recent study showed 83,00C people adversely affected by noise. 
Some houses are 1 ittle more than 750 feet f,'om a runway where 
noise in excess of 100 dB is frequently experienced. 
For about 15 years there has been a running battle between Pon-
vironmentalists and commercial interests over noise regulations for 
Bromma. The environmentalists have been close to succes in closing 
the airport, thus causing domestic passengers to travel to Arlanda 
by the more inconvenient and more costly limousine or taxi. How-
ever, par-tially as a result of a two-volume study, Par1iament, in 
1977, after calculating the economic cost of clOSing the airport 
and upon finding that to reduce the noise level to that desired 
would logically involve banning cars and trucks as well, decided 
to keep Bromma open for non-jet commercial and general aviation 
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while the airport received improvements. LIN was to go to Arlanda 
by 1979 while the airport modifications were made and come back 
1 ater. 
LIN, of course, did not wish to move its short-haul jets to 
far-away Ar1anda and sued in the "Chamber Court II asking that its 
jet F-28 s not be declared a "sanitary nuisance ll and thereby be 
required to leave Bromma in January 1979. However, since the nec-
essary arrangements could not be made, the court on appeal extended 
the period to the end of 1980. Later, on July 13, 1979, the tri-
bunal handling environmental matters, the Ko~cessionsnamnden, per-
mitted the airport to stay open for domestic commercial and general 
aviation under the following conditions: (1) that the Fokker 
F-28-4000 be banned no later than 30 June 1981; (2) noise from other 
aircraft must be 9dB(A) less than the F-28; and (3) that the equiva-
lent noise level around the airport must not exceed FBN (approxi-
mately the same as Ldn) 55 and dB(A) 65. This latter is such a 
strict condition that the airport is appealing this facet of the 
decision. Thus, efforts continue to be made to keep Bromma open for 
some domestic traffic until the expect~d arrival of quieter planes 
in the 1980's. 
7. Noise Monitoring 
Unlike a numher of the countries previously surveyed, 
Sweden makes little use of noise monitoring. Ar1anda has a unit for 
test purposes only. The county administration fo.r the G~teborg 
landvetter Airport has prescribed a nOlse and radar monitoring 
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system for this airport. 
8. Noise-Related Landing Charges 
No special noise-related landing charges have been imposed in 
Sweden. A Noise Committee which presents proposals to the Swedish 
Government does exist. It has suggested that such charges be 
considered. 
9. Impact of Noise Regulations 
As we have seen elsewhere, the arrival of the jets trig-
gered the critical noise problem. At Stockholm initially it was the 
Caravelle, particularly the Caravelle III, which generated pressure 
to control noise at the source or close the airport. When Arlanda 
was being built, it was proposed to move all jets there since there 
would IInever be a noise problem there." Because of its noise and 
because of the runway lengths required, the DC-8 could not land at 
8romma anyway. Thus, SAS and LIN looked forward to the DC-9-21 as 
a means of getting back to 8romma. LIN contracted for the DC-9 but 
when the public did not like the noise from a simulated test, the 
company was forced to cancel the DC-9 contract. The Fokker F-28 
was the next candidate. Although it was somewhat quieter, the F-28 
still did not meet the desired standards. Nevertheless, primarily 
because of the lack of alternatives, the authorities reluctantly 
authorized its use at Bromma. later Parliament ordered all jets out 
of 8~ pending airport improvements and, hopefully, modifications 
to the F-28 which would reduce its noise emissions. As previously 
r 
! 
I 
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indicated. the aircraft now has a reprieve to June 30, 1981. 
The closing of Bromma would be a serious blow to Stockholm and 
to LIN. Just to keep the F-28 at Bromma has caused LIN to expend 
much time and money in developing special abatement procedures. 
Certainly LIN's equipment planning has to be heavily oriented toward 
noise at the source control. 
SAS has found it necessary to devote more attention to noise in 
managing and purchasing its flight equipment than it expected. See-
ing the growing problem of aircraft noise, and wishing to be respon-
sive to the desires of the Government and the public, the company 
decided that its future would be confined to purchases of DC-9 air-
craft certified to FAR 36 - a stricter standard in some cases than 
Annex 16. The airline already had some uncertified DC-9's. As the 
new DC-9-40's built up in the fleet, the question arose as to what 
standards were met should it be desirable during the course of main-
tenance to use a non-FAR engine on an FAR-36 airplane. Douglas pre-
liminary studies indicated that such an aircraft could meet Annex 16 
but no longer meet FAR-36. When the FAA would not certificate the 
OC-9's to Annex 16 without running the full series of certification 
tests - a very expensive and time consuming procedure - SAS con-
tracted for a fonmal study by Douglas with the understanding from 
the Scandinavian authorities that if th~ FAA said the study wa~ 
valid and if it showed compliance with Annex 16, the Scandinavian 
authorities would certify the plane so configured to Annex 16. 
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The study was made. the FAA said it was valid. and the air-
planes were so certified. Thus, for a modest study, said to cost 
about $36,000, SAS received certification. As previously indi-
cated, this maneuver enabled SAS (1) to publicize that its planes 
n~et the international noise rules, and (2) to reduce its landing 
charges at Frankfurt. Additionally, it reduced the number of 
spare engines required to keep the fleet operating, a positive eco-
nomic benefit. 
Because of the international character of its operations and 
the current traffic restraints in the countries it serve$, SAS is 
not as interested in quiet replacement airplanes of the OC-9 size 
as are some carriers. The company points out that as an interna-
tional carrier it flies to major capitals of Europe where there are 
very long runways and where the noise from a light DC-9 which is un-
certified may be less than a heavy 747/0C-I0 or L-I01l which is cer-
tified. Thus the OC-9 can sneak in under certain dB limits. 
Secondly, the company feels its future is in the 747 and OC-I0 with 
their lower operating cost per seat-mile. The expectation is that 
traffic growth will justify the use of wide-bodies. This is more 
true in Europe where capacity controlled traffic rights make it 
more difficult to add frequencies than to substitute a larger 
p1ane. 28/ 
10. Sumnary 
The Parliament, the Board of Civil Aviation, local govern-
ing bodies, environmentalists and commercial interests have been at 
28/ Interview with Birger Holmer, V.P. Aircraft Research and 
Development, SAS. 
r> r r-' 
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odds for a number of years over the handling of the aircraft noise 
problem in the Stockholln area. Failure to foresee that mandatory 
zoning rules were needed to prevent the encroachment of population 
into noise impacted areas when a new airport was established has led 
to the expansion of the small new town of Marsta near Stockholm's 
Arlanda International Airport. Because of the convenience and need 
for the closer airport, Bromma, to serve short-haul domestic flight~ 
efforts by the environmentalists to close the airport have not been 
successful. However, their efforts to impose a curfew and ban all 
jets but one type have been successful. Various tools extensively 
used elsewhere in noise control efforts such as the establishment of 
zoning for compatible land use, noise monitoring, payments for in-
sulation and for the acquisition of noise-impacted land are of minor 
use in Sweden. Except for the rather prompt adoption of Annex 16 
3rd edition most noise rules are in guideline form and the guide-
lines have not been followed. 
The two major Swedish carriers, SAS and LIN, have different 
roles and different circumstances. SAS concentrates on large capa-
city wide-bodies which have low-noise fuel-efficient engines and 
operates out of Arlanda. On the other hand, LIN, the short-haul 
domestic line, suffers from the lack of a quiet substitute for the 
F-28, and from the constant pressure to constrain or eliminate op-
erations at Bromma. Were it not for the political backing it re-
ceivc~ as a result of its Government ownership, the viability of 
the carrier might wel: be jeopardized. 
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Efforts in Sweden to bring aircraft noise, particularly with 
regard to emissions and land use planning around airports, under 
more strict national control are proceeding slowly indeed. 
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Chapter 10. 
DENMARK 
Although Denmark includes the northern part of the Jutland 
Peninsula, the Faroe Islands and the large mass of Greenland, we fo-
cus, because of its noise problems, on the Copenhagen area in which 
one-third of the 5 million inhabitants live. The 10catiln of hous-
ing relative to aircraft ground operations has resulted not o~ly in 
an extensive set of regulations governing ground run-ups, but also 
in proposals, now fairly inactive, to move the main airport (Kastrup) 
to the island of Saltho1m about four miles away. A 1971 law brought 
extensions of vital runways to a halt. Growing traffic finally led 
to the extensions - but only over strong protests. As we have seen 
in other countries, the growing strength of the ~iinistry of the En-
vironment under an environmental protection act has been instrumental 
in forcing the aviation authorities to promulgate constraining regu~ 
lations which otherwise might not have been issued. 
1. Government Structure 
Denmark is a constitutional monarchy governed by a one-chamber 
house (the Folketing) of 179 members. Executive power is exercised 
through a 19-member council of state headed by the Prime Minister. 
For our purposes the two most important ministers are the Minister 
of Public Works who issues regulations under the Air Transport Law 
and the Minister for Environment. The former oversees the 
Copenhagen Airport (CPH) and the Civil Aviation Authority, and the 
latter exerts pressure (sometimes not appreciated by the CAA) for 
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more stringent aircraft and airport noise regulations. For example, 
after two reports by the Ministry of the Enviro~~nt a series of 
airr.~aft·related noise regulations was issued by the airport 
authority. 
Further evidence of a shift in power toward the Department of 
the Environment is indicated by the 1977 takeover by that depart-
ment of noise control and the handling of noise complaints at 
Kastrup. The inhabitants concerned about noise did not feel that 
the airport authorities and the Civil Aviation Authority were re" 
sponsive enough to their problems. Negotiations between the Min· 
ister of Public Works and tne Minister for Environment, with input 
from the municipalities involved, were followed by further discus-
sions between the ~inister for Environment and the Minister for 
Traffic. These discussions in turn were followed by an announcement 
by the Minister for Environment that his department was taking over 
noise matters as well as the approval of new construction projects 
at airports. The latter had been previously under the jurisdiction 
of the Copenhagen capital committee. 
In explaining the takeover the minister said, 
"The handling of noise cases at airports ~ssumes expert 
knowledge more likely f~und in the Department of the 
Environment than in municipalities. An improvement in 
the noise situation will, however, require close ongoing 
cooperation with the airport authorities. So for this 
reason too it is more practical to gather~~p the threads 
into the Department of the Environment." g] 
At the time of takeover the procedure for handling noise com-
plaints was reversed so that individual complaints to the airport 
29/ Copenhagen Airport Annual Report 1977~1978, p. 29 (translation 
from Danish) 
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had to be recorded 1~\d1ately and informltion gathered and reported 
to the Department of the Environment with a copy to the complainant 
so that the individual would know his complaint was being processed. 
Previously complaints were made first to the minicipa11ties. Finally, 
a joint committee, advisory in nature, composed of representatives 
from the Ministry of Public Works, the Ministry of the Environment, 
the Copenhagen city government and representatives from surrounding 
municipalities was established to suggest improvements in noise con-
trol and improvements in procedures for dealing with complaints. The 
foregoing indicates the type of political tug-Of-war going on not 
only in Denmark but in other ccuntries as well. 
2. Noise at the Source and Noise at the Receiver 
Section 9 of the Air Navigation Act provides the legal basis for 
control of noise at the source and,s;nce July 10, 1969. has. by order 
of the Minister of Public Works, required noise certification to meet 
Annex 16. The implementation date was earlier than that in the leAD 
resolution. Since 27 Feb. 1975 no non-Annex 16 could be registered. 
Denmark has joined the list of states prohibiting (by Law 235 in 1972) 
civil supersonic flight over their territories. Denmark provides for 
limited exceptions on a request basis. The prohibition includes fines 
for violations, even if the violations are unintentional. More recent-
ly, in ord\:!r' to induce carriers to purchase quiet aircraft, Denmark 
has adopted Ch. 3 of Annex 16. Since Denmark is a member of EEC it is 
bound by the December 1979 Directive setting a 31 Dec. 1986 date for 
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phasing out old non-Annex aircraft. Denmark is participating with ECAC 
on discussions for phasing out Chapter 2 aircraft. 
As illustrated on the Copenhagen ~irport map, Chart 13, runway 
30 to the northwest is the critical runway as departures immediately 
fly over heavily populated areas. Therefore, a noise limit of 
110 PNdB for takeoff has been established. In 1978 about ten per-
ce~t of the takeoffs from runway 30 exceeded this limit. After 
each excess the CAA requested an explanation from the carrier 
involved. 
3. Curfews 
At the time of the interviews,Kastrup had no curfew for take-
offs or landing. However. personnel in the Directorate of Civ;l 
Aviation indicated they would no~ be surprised to see the estab-
lishment of a curfew for ~on-Annex 16 aircraft. As has been indi-
cated, the weakness of a slavish application to non-Annex rules 
lies in the fact that it might permit a heavier and noisier Annex 
16 aircraft to operate whilp. denying that right to a quieter non-
Annex 16 plane. 
4. Noise Monitoring 
The adoption of extensive noise monitoring in Denmark has 
lagged behind that in other c,untries. Problems of airport capac-
ity and increasing air congestion, coupled with an increase in 
noise complaints and the desire for longer runways, led to studies 
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on whether to abandon Kastrup and build a new airport on the nearby 
(4 mi.) island of Salthol~ ~lans to install nonitoring at Kastrup 
were delayed awaiting a decision. However, when. because of the ex-
pense involved, a move became less likely, a noise monitoring system, 
but on a considerably smaller scale than that at Frankfurt and Zurich, 
was authorized in connection with the takeover 01 noise control by the 
Department of the Environment. 
Of eleven microphones planned, five are for gl"Ound run-up posi-
tionsi the others are planned for use in conjuction with radar moni-
toring to see that noise departure routes are being followed and to 
check the nois~ levels. For departures on 22R and 22L the radar 
picture is continuously recorded on f11m to obtain statistical in-
formation about the flight path for documentation in connection with 
complaints from airport neighbors. Danish civil servants suggested 
two services the monitoring service could provide: (1) by publi-
cizing the results. the utilization of monitoring could either hasten 
or avoid the establishment of night curfews. and (2) the very exist-
ence of the system would tend to make the citizens believe that 
something was being done about noise. 
5. Q£erat'ional Rules for Noise Abatement 
The adverse reaction to noise generated by the few early long-
range jets intensified as frequency of operation increased and as 
additional sizes were introduced to serve the market within Europe. 
The slow technical progress in reducing noist at the source, partly 
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caused by the difficulties and delays in reaching international 
agreement within leAO on future noise 1imits, and partly due to the 
long lead time before implementation of the noise limits finally 
established, would nave led to completely unacceptable noise levels 
at Kastrup bl:t for the series of operational rules tailnred to the 
needs of the c~.munities around the airport. These rules ar~ of 
two types: (1) dealing with airborne noise, and (2) dealing with 
ground running of aircraft engine~ and the auxiliary power unit 
(APU). 
The location of habitable b~i'd1nqs in relation to areas where 
engines are run up for test purposes has result!d in the issuance 
of two pages of regulations de~ling with run-ups alone. These range 
from an outright ban of run-ups between 2300 hours GMT and 0500 
hours GMT to regulating the tin~, place and conditions under which 
any run-up may be made. The two-page document is reproduce~ in 
Table 9. It should be noted that there are special rules for run-up 
on Sunday, public holidays and on Constitution Day. 
Other rules to mitigate ground noise include restrictions on 
reversing and the use of the APU. Although the APU rule has been 
in effect since 1967, the directora~e indicates that the use limit 
of 15 minutes before departure and 5 minutes after arrival may be 
liftpd for the A-300 becluse of the low level of emissions from its 
APU. As noted above, K~strup has a preferential runway system which 
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TABLE 9 
~EGULATIONS ON RUN-UP OF ENGINES 
AT THE COPENHAGEN AIRPORT, KASTRUP 
1. RUN-UP OF ENGINES: In thi s context run-up of engines mear.s 
that the engine is started up and run at a higher degree than 
idle for the purpose of testing the engine in question or 
other installations of the aircraft. 
1.2 IDLE RUN OF ENGINES: In this context idle run of ergines 
~ans that the engine ;s started up and run at idling adjust-
ment for the purpose of testing the engine in question or 
other installations of the aircraft. 
1.3 APPLICABILITY OF THE REGULATIONS: These regulations apply to 
run-up of all types of aircraft 'engines, except f'Jr APU 
(Auxiliary Power Units). Piston engines, turbo-propeller en-
gines as well as jet engines are all :omprehended by the regu-
lations. However, run-up made immediately before a planned 
takeoff forming part of the takeoff procedure in question is 
not included by the regulaticns. 
1.4 TIME-LIMIT OF BAN ON RUN-lIP: The period of ban lasts from 
2300 hours GMT to 0500 hours GMT. 
1.5 RESTRICTED HOURS CuRFEW: The period of restricted hours 
lasts rom 900 hours MT to 2300 hours GMT and from 0500 
hours GMT to 0700 hours GMT, including as well the curfew im-
posed on Sundays and public holidays lasting from midnight to 
midnight. On Constitution Day, however, only the period from 
1200 hours GMT to 2400 hours GMT. 
1.6 TEST AREAS: In this context test areas refer to the dreas 
described in the enclosed map of Copenhagen Airport, Kastrup. 
',,- 1. 7 COMPASS HEADING: By compass headir~g is meant the direction 
towarLS which the nose of the aircraft points. 
7. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
2.1 Run-up of engines must not be made during the period of ban 
(however, see section 2.6 as well). 
2.2 During I :,e restricted hours run-up ~,f engines mcy only be made 
if it is essential for proper conduct of planne~ flights. 
Consequen~'Yt run-up of engines during curfew;" not allowed 
in cases of preparing SOlely fo~ a reserve aircraft. 
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TABLE 9 (Continued) 
2.3 Run-up of engines must only be made in certain test areas. 
2.4 In the restricted hours as well as during the period of ban all 
aircraft to be moved to/from hangar and test areas are to be 
towed by tractor. T~~ engine of the aircraft must be brought 
to a halt during the towage. 
2.5 Idle run of engines must only be made in the test areas and on 
numbered stands. 
2.6 In the test areas no restrictions but those connected with the 
individual test areas are imposed in general on idle run of 
enginp~. 
2.7 Idle run of en9ines on numbered stands must only be made if the 
following conditions are met: 
a) Penmission is to be obtained from Apron Tower (within the 
time-limit 2300 hours GMT to 0700 hours GMT from Tower). 
Normally, such permission will be granted, though provided 
that the idle run can be carried through without troubling 
the other activities in the area. 
b) The idle run of one aircraft must not exceed 5 minutes in 
duration. 
c) Only one engine at a time is comprehended by the idle run. 
2.8 All run-up and idle run of engines are to be reported to the 
Copenhagen Airports Authority in accordance with the current 
rules of reporting. 
2.9 The companies are ordered to ensure the shortest possible 
lapse of time used for run-up and idle run of engines. 
3.0 In areas in whic:. no special rules apply for the orientation 
of the aircraft, a \..:-,uice, within the range of the orienta-
tior. possibilities the wind conditions permit, has to be 
taken of an urientation which minimizes the noise load on the 
residential districts. 
Sourcp: Submission to ECAe by uirectorate of Civil Aviation, 
June 30, 1978. 
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attempts to avoid using runway 30 unless cross-wind or tail wind 
components on other runways make the use of 30 unavoidable. 
The usual airborne restrictions of minimum noise altitudes, 
minimum noise routes, noise abatement takeoff procedures (including 
reduced thrust) and restrictions on flight training have been in-
stituted. The public, however, is not yet satisfied with the relief 
~iJrded by the operational rules. Neither are the carriers or the 
pilots satisfied. Carriers dislike the extra cost inv01ved in the 
longer arrival and departure routes, the constraints on their main-
tenance operations, and the continued criticism of the noise. fi-
nally. the pilots complain of having to modify nonmal operating 
procedures which they consider to be safer than, for example, hav-
ing to contend with undesired cross-wind components to avoid the use 
of runway 30. Except for the inflight aircraft power instruction 
most of the Noise Abatement Procedures presented for pilot consump-
tion are found in Table 10. 
6. Land-Use Planning 
The principle of land-use planning is, of course, sound. Ei-
ther purchasing land in a quiet area, followed by establi$hing zones 
to r~strict people from encroachinq in areas of potential noise 
problems, or by instituting strict building codes and buying up 
homes in a noisy area to clear the property or provide easements 
is necessary lest noise at the source rules become merely temporary 
palliatives. One handicap for the Danish government is its lack of 
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TABlE lD 
COPENHAG EN,D ENMARK 
lASTRUP 
NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES 
GENERAL 
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authority to acquire property in noise afflicted areas. The effec-
tiveness of master plans or guide lines issued by national or federal 
governments has been severely diluted by federal-state-local juris-
, 
dictional problems and because local ~overnmen~s. under pressure 
from property owners or developers who foresee constraints on the 
value of the property, fail to translate the recommended guide lines 
into mandatory zoning laws. 
In Oenmark there is no land-usc p1annins law of a mandatory na-
ture. At the ministerial level there are guide lines or recommenda-
tions which almost ha~e the force of law. However. unresolved is 
how the national authority cuts across that of the local govern-
ments. In e~sence the matter becomes a political football. 
Many citizens living near the run-up areas moved there in the 
1920's before noise became a problem. It is agreed when their 
habitation i~ overtaken by noise t~ey have a justifiable complaint. 
However, later a new runway was constructed after which people moved 
closer to the noise. How to treat them is another matter. Consid-
eration of how to solve the noise problem, as well as that of air-
port capacity, led to l 1972 report recommending an agreement with 
Sweden to move Kastrup about 4 miles over water east to the island 
of Saltholm where an appropriate-sized airport with property zoning 
could be built. Such an agreement was executed. However, another 
report, in 1975, after the unsettling developments of the oil cri-
sis, found that at a cost of 8 billion kroner the move would be too 
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expensive and, therefore, favored a new runway and other improve-
ments at Kastrup. The proposal for Sa1tholm is now all but dead. 
In recent years the role of the environmentalists has been en-
hanced by the passage of the law on Protection of the Environment. 
Section 35 of the law states that special permission is needed to 
modify an existing airport or establish a new one. In 1977, under 
this act, a circular was issued indicating that airport planning 
done under the Local Government Act on Planning must take noise 
measures: 
"to secure ample distance which separates areas sensi-
tive to pollution. Requirements for distances to be 
complied with arc "econnlended to be 3-5 km, though 
provided that a somewhat greater distance has to be 
reckoned with in cases of distances from the take-off 
and landing extension of runways." 
The circular goes on to provide that the final determination 
of these sensitive areas (zones) must be based upon a forecast of 
the volume of future traffic, its pattern and its dispersi~1 over 
time of day. At present there are no prJvisions in Dari~h law for 
compensation for insulation in areas aff~cted by airport noise. How-
ever, a draft bill for the enlargement of the Cop~nhagen Airport does 
contain such a legislation. 
In summary, while Denmark has a framework for land-use planning, 
politics, the conflicting jurisdiction between different levels of 
governn~ntt and the usual pressure from property owners and builders 
have re~ulted in very limited results of an aircraft noise abatement 
nature from land-use planning. 
7. Impact of Aircraft Noise - Denmark 
The Copenhagen area has experienced the same type of noise an-
noyance as other European cities with one specific difference. Be-
cause of the large maintenance base at Kastrup and the location of 
the run-up areas relative to housing, for a number of years the pre-
dominant number of noise complaints came from ground operations, 
particularly the ground testing of engines. The response has been a 
number of regulations to mitigate this type of complaint. Although 
Denmark has been prompt in adopting Annex lti to indicate its posture 
in the international noise area, the citizens near the airport have 
in more recent years turned to complaining about noise from airborne 
aircraft. The response to tnese comp1~ints has been the adoption of 
rules governing the manner in which pilots are to fly their air-
craft. To abate noise over the most sensitive area, the northwest 
of the airport, a preferential runway system was established with 
the northwest runway, number 30, limited to use in times of adverse 
cross-winds on other runways. 
Under pressure fram the Ministry for Environment Protection 
more attenticn is being focused on noise monitoring as a tool in 
obtaining facts on the level of noise and identifying which type 
of planes produce the most serious complaints. Except for the 
l10PNdB limit applicable to takeoffs from runway 30 - a limit in 
effect since 1972 - no compliance limits have been set for other 
locations at or around the airport. While the Government has sought 
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to employ land use planning and, to some extent, building codes to 
control noise around the airport, the typical problems of split or 
conflicting jurisdictions, and conflicts between the inhabitants and 
property owners \,/ho perceive they wi 11 suffer fi nancia lly and those 
~ ... ho perceive environmental benefits from noise rules have resulted 
in little improvement being made through these appro~ches. 
The matter of impact on carriers has been discussed in the chap-
ter on Sweden. SAS, as we have said, is owned by Denmark, Norway and 
Sweden. Although it has major oper~tions at Kastrup its headquarters 
are at Bromma-Stockholm. Essentially, the noise problem at Copenhagen 
was one of a series of factors leading SAS to make its policy decision 
of purchasing only the quietest aircraft available. The increasing 
annoyance of the local cOlllTlunities with noise is passed on to the 
Government authorities who in turn, threaten the airlines with further 
constraints unless progress is made in reducing noise. This pressure 
conflicts with the wishes of those desiring to encourage tourism and 
international commerce. 
I 
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Chapter 11 
THE NETHERLANDS 
The Netherlands is a small (12,500 square miles) densely pop-
ulated country much of whose land has been reclaimed from the sea 
and, therefore, ;s a country short of land for airport purposes. 
With a maximum di~tance between its borders of about 150 miles, one 
can understand why there is only one major airport, Schiphol, and 
why it is located in the major city of Amsterdam where one ~il1;on 
of the 14 million inhabitants live. Since 92 percent of the air 
traffic of the Netherlands passes through Schiphol, and because of 
its noise problems arising from population growth around the airport 
and from its location only 6 miles from the city center, we focus on 
the Amsterdam/Schiphol noise regulations. We therefore will not dis-
cuss Rotterdam which is also an international airpol't. The current 
runway complex at Schiphol became operative in 1968 as a result of 
plans made in 1955. Although noise was said to be considered in the 
planning, noise protests in 1970 reached such a stage that demonstra-
tions took place in which cars were set on fire and even apprQach 
lights destroyed. 30/ 
As a result of the oil crisis and subsequent economic downturn, 
traffic growth after 1973 leve"led off. AddHionally, the adoptio" of 
3D/For this and much other material in this chapter I draw heavily 
on interviews and subsequent correspondence with A.A. Maurits, 
Head, Bureau of Noise Affairs in the Dutch Civil Aviation De-
partment; Oouwes Dekker, Deputy Managing Director, Schiphol Air-
port Authority ana H.H. Blaauwgeers, R&D Departmen~ of Schiphol 
Airport Authority. 
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operational rules, the introduction of noise monitoring, the gradual 
introduction of high bypass quiet engines, the passage of a 1978 amend-
ment to the Aviation Act involving land-use planning, and the expected 
replacement of old aircraft by Annex 16, Ch. 3 (3d ed) ai~craft have 
generated a feeling, at least by the airport authorities, that the 
noise levels have reached their peak in the Netherlands. 
1. Government Structure 
The country of the Netherlands is a constitutional monarchy 
governed by a parliamert made up of two chambers. Proposals for leg-
islation originate in the governmental departments and are presented 
to both chambers of the Parliament for enactment into law. A number 
of ministries implement the laws. The transport function is in the 
hands of the Ministry of Transport and Public Works which contains 
a Civil Aviation Department to oversee air transport. Administration 
of the technical aspects of noise, such as noise monitoring and li_ 
cenSing for noise and airworthiness standards, is a function of the 
Aeronautical Ins~ection Directorate of the Civil Aviation Department 
(CAD). The legal basis for the regulations is found in the Aviation 
Act of 1971 as amended. 
In the Netherlands, as in other countries, aircraft noise emis-
sions, immissions and their effects have become of interest to other 
departments of the central government as well as to the governments 
of the provinces and municipalities, thus creating complex jurisdic-
tional problems. For example, when the Aviation Act was amen~ed in 
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1978 to strengthen land-use p1anni~g, roles were given not only to 
the Minister of Transport and Public Works but also to the Minister 
of Defense, the Minister of Housing and Urban Planning and the Min-
ister of Public Health and Environmental Hygiene. It will. therefore, 
take several years before coordination between these departments can 
take place so that even modest results in land-use planning can ensue. 
A brief history of noise control planning in tr~ case of the 
development of Schipho1, an airport for which most of the planning 
took place after the introduction of jets, illustrates once ~gain 
the failure of all concerned to come to grips with the noise problem. 
In 1961 the Minister of iransport and Public Works established an Ad-
visory Committee on Aircraft Noise Nuisance to suggest actions for 
controlling aircraft noise. Two years later, in 1963, an inquiry was 
held among the inhabitants near Schiphol to define a method for deter-
mining noise exposure. In its final report issued in 1967, the year 
of Schipho1's opening, the Advisory Committee recommended the adoption 
of the Kosten Unit ~/as the noise descriptor, and also recommended 
that the Aviation Act be amended to provide for land-use planning. 
After seven years of controversy, finally, in 1974, proposals on 
land-use planning were presented to Parliament. Additional contro-
versy ensued so that it was not until 1973 that legislation was 
~The name derives from Professor Kosten who was deeply involved 
with the development of Schiphol. The unit is somewhat similar 
to NNI but has a ~eries of increasing weights for various per-
iods of night and morning. 
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approved by both chani>p.rs. The authorities now estimate it will take 
several yelrs before the law can have Iny effect. More will be said 
later in the section on land-use planning. It is sufficient here to 
point out that now, some twenty years after the establishment of the 
Advisory Committ~e on Aircraft Noise Nuisance, hearings will fin~lly 
be held on determining noise zones. They will be held on the question 
of extending and/or changing the direction of the runways at Schiphol 
and not for establishing the zones for In airport in its planning 
stage as was originally intended. 
Schiphol is owned by the Schiphol Airport Authority which in 
turn is owned through shareholdings by the national government, the 
city of Amsterdam and the government of Rotterdam. A council appOints 
the airport diroctor. Also, the national government has a 75 percent 
ownership in KLM, the national airline. With the central government 
having such a large stake in the national airline and the airport 
facility it ter.ds to look with favor on permitting increases in air-
port capacity for political and economic reason~. But, on the other 
hand, the local communities around the airport have been pressing for 
restrictions on capacity because of aircraft nois~ on the ground and 
in the air. 
2. Noise at the Source 
Prior to 1968 there wu 'tle in the Netherlands' statutes, 
ordinances, decrees or regulatlun~ on controlling noise at the source. 
Since that time, amendments to the Aviation Act have strengthened the 
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government's authority in this matter and as a result a number of 
ordinances, decrees and regulations have been issued pertaining to 
overall operations and noise. In June 1968 the Director General of 
the Civil Aviation Department by decree enlarged the authority of 
the Director of Aeronautical Inspect~on Division over airworthiness 
requirements. Presumably this gav~ him unstated power to consider 
noise in the standards. However, it was not until after the adoption 
by ICAD of Annex 16 in 1971 that significant government response to 
aircraft noise problems became evident. 
Late in 1971 amendments to the Aviation Act gave a firm legal 
basis to the ordinances, decrees and regulations. First. Ch. 1, 
Art. 2 received a new paragraph (e) specifying that noise certification 
was a part of the airworthiness certification procedure. Second, the 
Minister of Transport could by an ordinance, issue regulations per-
taining to the limiting of aircraft noise. or the Minister could del-
egate this duty to the Director General of Civil Aviation. 
In Mlrch 1972,an ordinance on the supervision ~r aviation was 
amended giving the Uirector General of the Civil Av·~tion Deparbnent 
authority to intervene if "oise increased on exis 11g aircraft. And. 
responding to the complaints of the airport neighbors concerning noise 
emissions of engines running on the ground. the ordinance gave the 
Minister of Transport and Public Works the authority to publish regu-
lations covering the ground operation of engines. 
2.1 Supersonic Flights: In April 1972. an amendment to the 
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ordinance on air traffic rules proh1~~ted supersonic flight over 
Netherlands territory, subject to exceptions to be granted by the 
Minister of Transport and Public Works 
~t the same time IS supersonic flights were banned.thp Minister 
of Transport and Public Works was given the authority to make speci. 
fie rules on civil aircraft noise emissions and to ban civil aircraft 
which exceed specified limit$ from landing or taking off, 
2.2 Annex 16 Adoption: In May 1972, by a decree of the Cir'ector 
of Aeuonautical Inspection, the Netherlands adopted the original An-
nex 16 Ch. 2 dealing with future designed aircraft. Following lCAO's 
Amendments 1 and 2 to the noise standards in the Annex, the Director, 
by decree, made the standards applicable to all civil jet aircraft 
to be entered on the Netherlands register beginning April 1, 1974. 
By another decree in late 1977. the noise requirements were 
amended to adopt Annex 16 IINoise Stan Jards for Newly Designed Jet 
Aeroplanes and For Derived Versions of Existing Aeroplanes," as pro-
posed by CAN 5. 32/ It will be recalled that tl'~se lowE':"" limits were 
requi red for ai rcraft for which certification was reql;'S te:i en or 
after Oct. 6, 1977. Although much publicity was made of these lower 
limits Y'equired, in fact, since future production of current node1s 
was not included. the real noise benefits (assuming the nonmal de-
~ign, certification and production time required for new air=raft) 
~/See charts 8, 9. 4nd 10 in Ch~pter 3. 
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would not be felt until some years in the future. Exceptions at the 
discretion of the Director of Aeronautical Inspection could further 
delay the benefits. For example, exemptions could be authorized (1) 
for temporarily leased planes, (2) for replacing a plane lost due to 
an accident, or (3) on a finding that an equivalent noise certifled 
plane did not exist. 
Since the results of the Dutch investigations concerning the 
desirability of retrofit were congruent with those made by ECAC, 
namely, that retrofitting with SAM would be of very limited benefit, 
the Dutch felt no need for a phase-out date for non-certified aircraft. 
Accordingly, nothing like the 91-136 phase-out rule in the U.S. has 
been proposed. ~ecently the feeling has been expressed that the 
rapidly rising cost of fuel will drive out the noisy aircraft at 
least as fast as would a rule. However, if that does not happen, the 
Dutch favor the suggestion of ECAe and the EEC for a date of 1988. 
The advanced date, they argue, will give the airlines ample opportunity 
and incentive to purchase new quieter Chapter 3 (Stage 3) aircraft. 
3. Curfews 
A curfew was introduced at Schiphol in 1912 and has continued 
with some changes ever since. At present there is a partial curfew 
for inbound traffic in which all runways except 06 and ~4 are closed 
from 2330 to 0600 local time. Thus, three of the four major runways 
are closed. Special provisions are made for accepting noise certifi-
cated airplanes. Additionally, there are limitations on runways used 
• 
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for departures depending upon whether the aircraft is noise certified 
or not and upon how many engines the aircraft has. Partly as a re-
sult of these limitations the incidence of night moveme~ts within 
the curfew time is low, averaging about 30 per night. Chart 3, 
page 1j6. indicates the location of housing giving rise to those rules. 
Pilots operating in and out of Schiphol must consult some 20 different 
SIOls and STAR's - 33/ to determine their proper course of action. 
4. Operational Rules 
As early as 1967 "social complaints" concerning aircraft noise 
around Schipho1 led to the establishment of a Noise Office by the 
government whose function was to develop no~se mitigating procedures. 
Its initial effort was to increase the glide slope angle to 3 degrees 
(from 2 1/2) and raise the glide slope intercept to 2.000 feet. In 
1973 the elimination of night training flights between 10 pm and 7 am 
and their total elimination on "Christian Holidays" began. Also in 
this year. possibly the peak of violent demonstrations against air-
craft noise took place when cars were set afire and approach lights 
destroyed. However, this is not to say that noise complaints decreased 
at that time. Quite the reverse is true. 
Noise abatement take-off procedures in the form of power, flap, 
and airspeed control were issued with the objective of reducing noise 
33/Standard Instrument Departure (SID) and Standard Instrument 
Arrival (STAR) 
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mART 14 
NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES 
AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS 
SCHIPHOl 
r-----------,------------------------------------------, GENERAL INSTRUCTlOlIS: 8el_ FL 100 ........ It .. cli.~ ...... HO KT lAS. 1.I.re ... 
r .... I. I. PUM.," al .,. ... 11 01 30'. laeuueu ... co ..... a.IIO d .... uoaa Ira. SID. _, 
~a .. d ... la laIIa·ofl a ....... 1. cl ..... c •.• ..ell ••• _ ..... u.a .'1 ••. lua·all .• ater • .,I ... 
01 d.lle ..... r.d .. l ........ 1 •••. 110 • "AC."'" .... ct ... or ....... ar' .1111114 .... If.C" .... 
~ Hoi .. Moaitorlll9 Poillt 
OlO/SI'I 
~26' [00440] 
lEK DEPARtuRE IAll RWY'sl 
~ HOTE:!.eU DepIRwyOILloppli .. chlriftg .... 
0'_ tl ... Ior_· .. OI ...... t&bed ... mrclOlt. 
co 
Ift.o-_~ TAKE-OF 
Rwy OIL: AI Schiphol 4 DNE arc tum R!CHT. la-
I.rce", Sp.jlr •• boor a·19O to!.elr lat. Th ..... 
Rwy OS: At 500' tum RIGHT, iDtercapt SpiJker. 
~ R·1CIIJ to l.ek lilt. Thence 
Rwy lSt: At OIR IlS MN tum LEFT. iDlerCepI 
Sp.,kerboor R·19O to !.ell lilt. Th_ 
Rwy 24: At Schiphol I.S ONE atC tum LEfT, la-
tarcept Sphlrero- 1·190 10 !.ell In .. n.ac. 
DEPARTURE . 
C_ !.elr 01 FL 60. Request I ..... cIIaage lit FL 
60. Aircraft daparliDg to U,'·' ODd cleared to'" 
.. I above n 195 "'lIcadard climb". procHd CIS 
loIlow.: croa. !.ek obcwe FL 7O.Woody abowe fL 
190. Nicky 10 DNE fix crt or aw.. FL 200. 
TIANS llyn, I' Arc 
"ioNS AU, 3000' 
lEK 2 DEPARtuRE iRWY Olll 
'NIGHTTIME FOIl NOII·HOIS[.C[RTlFIED JET AIRCRAfT) 
T II,KE·OFF/DEPARTURE 
AI ~OO" tum LEn. illlerce", Sc~.iphol R·346.al Sr.hiphol 
10 OME 1i",Spijkerboor R·2lS lurn RIGHT. illl .... ?!)1 Spill .. 
poorR.190 10 Leklnl. CtOSS l.ek 01 fL60. '",,""1 Iewel 
c!tan;_1J1 fL 60. AiKralt deponillg 10 UA-6 cad c1acrnc1 
lolevei above fL 195 "slandard c:limb", proceedo. 
lollows; crose l.ell abaT. FL 70. Woody abaft fL 110. 
Hidy 10 DME lill al or abo". FL 200. 
TUNS lEVU, ., ATC 
TRANS AU, lOOO' 
It 
~ 
NOIIOSC,"I 
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(particularly on the OC-9) to 105dB. Later, power cut-backs were 
ordered, the effect of which was to reduce emissions by 4dB which de-
creased noise at the point of initial cut-back but spread its effect 
over a greater distance because of the reduced rate of climb. When 
the ~itizens complained about the turns being made over Amsterdam, 
minimum noise routes were introduced as prescribed in a series of 
SIOs and STARs. 
Further restrictions on the freedom of operation were instituted 
in 1971 with two actions. One, a general prohibition was placed on 
the ground running of engines between 2300 hours and 0700 with some 
exemptions allowed during the first and last hour of the period. 
Second, a preferential runway system was instituted favoring runway 
06 for landing and 01l for take-off. Chart 3, page 176, shows these 
flight paths to be over the least congested areas. As was pointed 
out in section 4 of this chapter, in 1972 a further constraining 
step was taken with the introduction of a curfew (sometimes called 
the "half curfew") which cl\)sed all but one runway, namely 06-24. 
Over the succeeding years there has been a proliferat~on of 
noise routes and procedures with the result that a pilot using the 
airport is confronted with 20 STAR and SID charts plus the usual 
complement of instrument approach charts, airport layout charts, 
special noise paqes and an area naviqation chart. Some charts. such 
as the ones on Chart l~, depict the loc~tion of the noise monitor-
ing microphones thus giving the pilot a hint on whether to "slide 
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right," "slide left" or where to "play with the throttles" to mini-
mize the recorded sound. A recent Amsterdam noise abatement list 
of rules is reproduced on Table 11. 
5. Noise Monitoring 
As noted above, Amsterdam has installed a noise monitoring sys-
tem consisting of four fixed and one mobile microphone. A 24-hour 
complaint center for aircraft noise is also maintained so that the 
public may feel complaints can and will be investigated promptly. 
According to the Director of the Office of Noise Affairs, while the 
purpose of the monitoring system is to gather facts for planning 
Durposes and to have a means of evaluating cOlilplaints, the system has 
been used indirectly by others for disciplinary purposes. It is re-
ported that some countries when advised that their pilots have ex-
ceeded noise limits have forbidden the offending pilots from flying 
into Amsterdam for a period of time. As will be recalled, this same 
type of penalty WQ~ reported by the Frankfurt noise authorities. 
The Amsterdam system, because of budgetary restrictions, is not 
as sophisticated as that of Zurich or Frankfurt. For example, 
Table 12, "Noise Monitoring Report Schiphol," lists the monitoring 
point, the type of aircraft (arranged in alphabetical ord~r). the 
name of the airline. the number of flights measured. the noise level 
in various dB brackets. the mean value of the noise and the excesses 
above a certain level. The table displayed is one page of the 34-
page report covering all the monitoring or "measuring points". Noise 
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,.,..AIIeIII ..... ,...... -AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS 
.VMMEIl LT -~ • GNT(%). 
WUlTDLT -~-. GM1tll. 
GDRAI. 
SCHIPHOL 
Th. following proc:edUfft at. de,lgned to avoid _I". aircraft nol .. In rh. atea. ed· 
tocenl to Ihe airport and in the area. o".nlown wrlll, toH-oif and landing. Hoi .. I ..... 
ora monitortHi in the bullt·uparea. c:oneetMd. For IG~ a proYillonalguldin, llelt IIa 
been "tabli.hed at liZ PHdB. Th. Siandard In.trument Departur. rout" a. lhown _ 
Alnlterdam SID eharll CIYOId larg. bl/Ilt·up areal as .. lIdIa. poaaible and are conlldered 
to be minimum noil. raul.l. SJ*:1a1 SIDe for niQhttiDi. op«alion. of lIOII noiM-CertifMcl 
jill aircroft are in ellecl al lbawn on Alnllerdam 51De. 
PREFERENTIAL RUNWAY SYSTEM 
The order of pre/_nee in which Ihe main Nfl..,.. are to be lINd: 
&.ANDING. 1)01 Zll9R 3127 CIOIR 
TAU-OFF: 1124 2119L 310lL 4109 
Thil yi.ld. the following eombinatlonl of actl". tuft..,.. in lXder of pret_e. 1cmdiJIg 
runway iilted Ii,,,: 
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allowable. 
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ARRIVAlS . 
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D£PARTURES 
Procedllr" for fel alrc:rafl tak.off and Inillal eJimb are 01 foil_I: 
Take-off 10 lSOO'QHH with normal take-off power. a lpeed 01 V, + 10(+) and appropriate 
flap .. tllng. 
From 1500' QHH 10 3000' QNH with power redvc:ed 10 cllDib thrult. a lpeed 01 V, + 101+' 
_lnlainin9 pr."io",1 flap ""Ing. 
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values at this number 1 point (located at the town of Zwanenburg -
see Chart 3 and 14) are higher than at any of the other four micro-
phones. The Russian Antonov 12. the BAC 111, and the Boeing 707 stand 
out as the greatest noise-makers. For its size, the BAC 111 is parti-
cularly noisy. 
Unlike the Swiss and German reports, the Dutch do not specifi-
cally identify the time, trip and flight number nor separate the 
"good guys" (the compliant operators) and the "bad guys" (the non-
compliant). Absent this delineation. the Dutch system is not as re-
vealing as it might be. However. the system has political appeal be-
cause it gives the appearance of a system of control rather than one 
with limited information. 
6. Noise Related Landi~~ Charges 
The Netherlands is one of the three countries in Europe most 
actively interested in a rational workable noise related landing 
charge. The other two are France and Switzerland. The Chief of 
the Office of Noise Affairs at Schiphol has worked closely with the 
French and plans soon to present a more sophisticated proposal to 
his government. Although a great deal of work has been expended, no 
charges are yet in place. The most recent plan involves establishing 
a standard noise level for each airplane and then developing a deviation 
from average levels at flyover. approach. and side line sites. The 
weight of the aircraft and the noise differences of the individual 
aircraft types are important elements. 
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As of October 1979 the formula being considered for a noise 
charge labelled C It Schiphol was 341 
C • c X 10 rEPNdB - 270 
~ 
where EPNdB • the sum of the certificated noise levels at 
the three certification poin~s, according 
to FAR 36, incl. Amendment 7 351 
and 270 is a constant to be subtract~d. This value is 
only introduced, to have a value for: 
c is, a monetary value in guilders (as a first 
estimate, it could be: c· 8 Dutch guilders). 
Admittedly the plan is not without its technical and practical 
difficulties. First, as indicated, because of lack of other data it 
is necessary to use FAR 36 data even though technically the country 
subscribes to and has adopted Annex 16. Additionally, the data in 
circular AC-36-2A are only estimates. To overcome this difficulty 
the DC-8, B-707 and VC-10 will have to be given the benefit of the 
doubt by a certain number of decibels. Third, because there are some 
34/For informltion on noise-related 1and;ng charges, both in the 
Netherlands and in France, the author is indebted to A.A. Maurits. 
Chief of the Office of Noise Affairs at Schiphol. 
~Although in the Netherlands ICAO Annex 16 applies, the FAR 36 
values are used, because the majority of data available Ire 
published in the FAA Advisory Circulars AC-36-2A of 2/6/18 (Estimated levels) Ind AC-36-1B of 12/5/77 (certificated levels). 
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18 different noise levels for the 8-727 it may be necessary to group 
such aircraft in 10EPNdB bands for sum. Fourth, the sizes, weights 
and noise of the various models do not necessarily correlate with the 
formula so that a relatively quieter plane may fall just over the 
line into a higher bracket than a smaller plane with undesirable noise 
characteristics, i.e •• a DC-l~ paying more than a 8-707. 
For political reasons it seems that there is little likelihood 
of the abandonment of the KDsten unit with its progressively high 
penalties for nighttime operations (as high as an effective penalty 
of 20 dB(A». Thus the formula. 1f adopted, would severely penalize 
the noisy aircraft. The opinion was expressed by the airport author .. 
ities that noise-related landing charges whose objective was to provide 
incentive for carriers to purchase quieter equipment would never suc-
ceed because of the economic burden they would impose. On the other 
hand, they fel t a plan wi th mre modest noise charges for the reim-
bursement of insulation costs, the acquisition of land, or for the 
purchase of easements might well be easier to enact. 
7. Land-Use Planning 
Previous sections of this chapter dealt with noise constraints 
placed on emissions from the aircraft itself for certification on the 
Netherlands' register, and with constraints on the operation of the 
plane (curfews, airport and in-flight restrictions and noise monitor-
ing). All of these constraints were aimed at the manufacturers, own-
ers and operators of the pl'~es. Although it was clear, or should 
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hive been clear, thlt I portion of thf responsib1l1~ for noise co~ 
pllints rests with the public (the government) if it fails to prevent 
people from moving toward In ai rport Ind thus encrolching on In arel 
which if not noisy at the time of construction of the lirport will 
surely be so as operltions increase. nev~rtheles~.until 1978 there 
has been a lack of overall pllnning Ind cooperltion betwee~ the var-
ious 'eve's of gove ..... nt. 
Land-use planning involving reserving suf#1cient artl lround an 
airport and then zoning it for uses compJtible with airport noise has 
been attractive for years. but its implementation. often because of 
conflicting interests in different layers of government. has been very 
slow. The Netherlands' story is no different. In the case of Amster-
dam I housing and land shortage ~Ith attendant profits for owners of 
property inhibited the passage ~f legislation which would take some 
lind from residential purposes for uses more compatible with aircraft 
noise. Thus. SOllIe provinces have been aheed of the city in planning. 
As previously noted in connection with the planning for Schiphol. in 
1961 a Noise Advisory Committee was appointed to suggest solutions 
tor the aircraft noise probl. generated by the new transport jets. 
With the speed of a gllcier the committee, six years later, rec~ 
tnended that the Aviation Act be amended to provide land use planning_ 
Another seven years elapsed until, in 1974. actual proposals were 
introduced into Parliament. In the .antime two con.nittes have 
been built hear Schiphol. Finally. after four more years. in late 
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1978. an amendment to the Aviltion Act pro~idi~g shared responsibility 
for Mandatory lind use pllnning lmong vlrious levels Ind departments 
of government pissed both houses of Plrliament. 
While no English text is available,officials in the Ministry of 
Trlnsport and Public Works provided the following Informlt1o~: 
1. The law makes airport lAnd designltion a part of total 
urban planning, thereby n~king a statutory connection 
between national and urb~" planning. 
2. Two noise zones must be established. The noise levp.s 
permitted will be in terms of the Dutch Kosten unit and 
will probably be in the order of 40 and 60 when converted 
to the ncre fami liar NNI. 
In the loudest (above 60 HNI) zone no housing will be 
permitted and existing housing, estimlted at l~J homes, 
is planned to be demolished and an alternate home pro-
vided. However, the homeowner must agree. What hap-
pens if he does not is not clear. Must he live in it or 
can he sell it? Presumably he would not be entitled to 
insulatior. payments. 
In the lesser noise zone (40-60 NNI) existing buildings 
must be modified with insulation which is estimated to 
be 10 percent of the cost of the house. Sincf the in-
sulation requirements (like the U.K. but unlike western 
Germany) include a ventilating system, the cost can be 
quite expensive. The airport authorities would pay a 
part or 111 of the cost of this modification. Financing 
is expected to be by some sort of tax on those responsible 
for the noise. The proposals for noise-related landing 
charges attempt to address this point. As mlny as 10,000 
buildings could be involved. 
3. Finally. some figure (probably below 40 NHI) would be 
set as the limit for constructing houses. schools and 
hospitals where "thinking work has to be done." 
4. While in the past there have been few suits for loss 1n 
value due to noise, and the.e wert unsuccessful, it has 
been suggested that under the new law or an extension of 
it the situation might change. 
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Indicating SOP! gro~ of power on the part of non-aviation 
departments, the uendment provides that proposals for noise zones 
come from the Minister of Transport and Public Works, or the Minister 
of Defense (milita~ airports) and the Minister of Housing and Urban 
Planning. However, the foregoing must be in consultation with the 
Minister of Public Health and Environmental Hygiene and with various 
local authorities. Finallv, it is the Health Minister who for each 
airport sets the limit which shall not be exceeded outside of the 
noise zone. By statute each airport will establish an adviso~ com-
mittee c~sed of all parties concerned, i.e., the government, local 
authorities, people living near the airport, the ai~rt authority 
and airport users. 
The foregoing shows that to obtain passage in Parliament a large 
number of competing interests had to obtain "a piece of the action," 
and, accordin9ly, the fruits of the legislation will be a long time 
in ripening. It is expected that in 1980 a kind of Environmental 
Impact Statement (ElS) which will include some intermediate noise 
contours will be issued for each airport. Also, discussions will be-
gin with the Minister of Public Health and Environmental Hygiene 
about the limiting noise exposure value for the outer bounda~. With 
so many diverse groups ar.d special interest groups involved, there 
will be many problems. Also, the length of time necessary to con-
demn homes and decide compensation will be so long that some in the 
Civil Aviation Department think that for some time to come effective-
ness of the new law will be primarily in promoting tne insulation of 
• 
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holies. 
To conclude, the mandatory land-use planning law related to air-
craft noise annoyance at airports is alllOst one cycle behind schedule. 
Whi 1e the concept was first suggested in 1960 when Schipho1 was being 
planned, it was a1111)st twenty years until it became law. By that 
time studies were being made concerning the need for a second air-
port at Amsterdam. 
8. ~ ___ ry Connent 
The story in the Netherlands of noise annoyance and the devel-
opment of legislative and administrativp ~ttempts to deal with the 
;onf1icting interests of national pride, commerce and the public 
interest in maintaining reasonably quiet living areas on balance is 
not significantly different from that in other countries. Complaints 
of airport neighbors grew faster than the progress of technology in 
reducing noise at the source, so that the progressive adoption of the 
various amendments to Annex 16 did not satisfy these neighbors. As 
a result, a number of operational rules limiting the power to be used 
(noise abatement climbs) designating the manner of aircraft operation 
(noise abatement departures and arrivals in the form of SID's and 
STAR's), and, indeed, prohibiting some operations completely (curfews 
on flights and ground run-ups) were instituted. Finally, to prevent 
the citizens themselves from contributing to the problem by moving 
into potential or actual high noise areas, a land-use planning amend-
ment was added to the Aviation A~t . 
• 
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The outlook for noise abatement in the Netherlands is beginning 
to turn from dark to "light at the end of the tunnel." By its terms, 
Annex 16 and its various amendments deals primarily with rules for 
future designed aircraft so that because of the normal design, pro-
duction and introduction time lag, the result would not really be 
felt for five to ten years. Similar time lags or longer are appli-
cable to new airport design and construction, as well as for land-
use planning in the airport environs. 
Some fragmentary bits of information are available which sug-
gest that the peak of noise complaints may already have been reached. 
ror example, a study by the Netherlands Civil A"iation Department 
showed that in 1970 there were 105,000 aircraft movements a day of 
which none were by noise certificated atrcraft. By 1976 movements had 
increased to 132,300 of which 26 percent were by noise certificJted 
aircraft. Since, as we have seen, aircraft proclaimed as "noise cer-
tificated" can be perceived by persons on the ground to be more noisy 
than non-certificated aircraft, a more relevant measure of the noise 
exposure may be the change in the size of a given level noise ex-
posure area. The Civil Aviation Department comparison indicated that 
from a figure of 135 sq. km. in 1970, the Kosten index for the noisy 
Ke 40 area was, in 1976, reduced to 106, a reduction of 22 percent. 
Dutch authorities estimate that noise levels around Schiphol have 
now reached a maximum and should remain almost unchanged until 1985 
when a noticeable improvement of about 5dB could take place as fleet 
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renewal programs start bringing in a number of the quieter Chapter 3 
aircraft. The airport authorities were particularly pleased when 
KLM purchased the A-300 and expressed the h~pe that opportunities 
would soon develop fur carriers to purchase high bypass, fuel-ef-
ficient aircraft of the narrow-body type. The outlook has improved 
enough that plans to restrict Schiphol further for noise reasons and 
to establish a second Amsterdam airport have been replaced by plans 
for increasing the capacity of Schiphol. For example, by modifying 
the heading of runway 19-R by 14 degrees a noise-sensitive area can 
be dvui1ed. Additionally, such change may sati~fy airport capacity 
needs to about the year 2,000. 
Although the advent of Chapter 3 airplanes and the implementation 
of the Land-Use Planning Amendment presents an improving picture for 
noise by jet transport, noise by other aircraft is becoming a problem. 
Noise from general aviation is growing and the rise in helicopter 
complaints has resulted in the formulation of rules for the latter 
aircraft. Notwithstanding the generally improving picture. the 
gove~nment personnel consensus is that the curfew rules not only will 
stay but very likely will become more severe at Schiphol and elsewhere 
in Europe, as the growing interest in quality of life made itself felt. 
Finally, if one projects a continuation of the rapid escalation of 
fuel prices and assumes their reflection in a much higher fare struc-
ture, the noise problem may be moderated by a decrease in the demand for 
travel. However, if we believe those who project a continued increase 
~ t ; -
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in international traffic of about 8 percent per year, then we can side 
with the Deputy Managing Director of Schiphol who late in 1979 said: 
"Further reduction of (1 imits in) noise certification criteria as 
well as cut-off dates for the production and operation of first 
generation noise certificated aircraft are still required to counter-
act the effect of further growth in air traffic during the nineties~36/ 
36/Letter from Douwes Dekker. Deputy Managing Director, Schiphol 
Airport. 
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APPENDIX A 
Summary of People Interviewed on European Noise Regulation 
LONDON, U.K. 
Theodore Childs, Operations Manager, British Airports Authority 
R.H. Chowns, Assistant Manager Operations Engineer, British Airways 
Nelson V.F. Court, Manager-Resource Planning, British Airways 
Miss J.V.S. Danks, Noise Policy Manager, British Airports Authority 
Iver Davies, CAA 
John Fennel, British Delegate to Working Group D 
Trevor Ing"am, Deputy Director, Directorate of Operations Research 
and Analysis, CAA 
John B. Knight, Principal Engineer (Noise), British Airways 
Roger Maynard, Assistant Secretary, Air Division, Department of In-
dustry 
R.K. Paskins, Civil Air Policy Division, Branch 5, Department of 
Trade 
Norman J. Payne, Chairman, British Airports Authority (interviews in 
Singapore and New York) 
John Purdie, Producer, Aviation Documentary, BBC 
M.J.T. Smith, Head, Aeronoise Engineering, Rolls-Royce, Ltd. 
PARIS, FRANCE 
Jacque Balazard, former coordinator of noise matters for Ministry of 
Civil Aviation, now with Aerospatiale 
M. Chaussonnet, SNIAS 
Vital Ferry, Department of Environment 
Claude Girard, TWA Staff Vice President, Europe 
Michele Lagorce, French Ministry of Civil Aviation 
Bernard Lathiere, President and CEO, Airbus Industries 
Roger Lorin, Assistant Director. Department of Analysis and Equipment, 
Paris Airport Authority 
Jacque Melene, Air France. Chief of International Organizations, also 
head of AEA 
J. O'Connor, Civil Air Attache, U.S. Embassy 
Mark Pianko. with ONERO (comparable to NASA) 
Roger Pierre, FAA Representative. U.S. Embassy 
Jean-Paul Roche. Director. Paris Airport Authority 
Louis Ropars. Deputy Secretary of European Civil Aviation Conference 
TOULOUSE, FRANCE 
J. Chaussonnet, Itell, Acoustic Department, SNIAS 
Andre Fort, Manager, Operations Engineering, Airbus Industrie Flight 
Directorate 
George A. Warde, President, Airbus Industrie, U.S. 
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GENEVA, SWITZERLAND 
Peter Cunningham, lATA 
Raffaele Gerardo, Manager, Geneva Airport Station for TWA 
J.P. Jobin, Technical Operations Director, Geneva Airport 
Alexander Strahl, Airport Association Coordination Council 
ZURICH SWITZERLAND 
Dr. Max Berchtold, Member' Swissair Board and Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering, Swiss Federal Insitutue of Technology 
Neli Dege1e, Deputy for Director (Eric SChurter) of Zurich Airport 
Authority, Noise Abatement Department 
Peter Gy$~', Corporate Planner, Swissair 
Peter Hablutze1, Division Manager, Engineering Studies, Swissair 
~a1ter Nussbaumer, Chief Engineer for Noise Abatement on Ground, 
Swissair 
Dr. Bernhard Staehel;~ Deputy Secretary General, Swissair 
Herbert Zwahlen, Aircraft Production Engineering, Swissair 
FRANKFURT, GERMANY 
Alfred Berger, Managing Director of Frankfurt Noise Commission 
(Mi ni stry) 
Karl Ernst Hierl. Deputy Oirector A & E Research, Ministry of Trans-
port (interviewed in Montreal) 
Werner Huxhorn, Head of Department of Environment and Community, 
Frankfurt Airport (Noise Monitoring) 
W.G.B. Jurzig, General Ma~ager, Route Operations and Navigation. 
Lufthansa 
Dr. Karwath, recently he1dJurzig's position on noise, now part time 
and a professor 
Dr. Ludwig, Mr. Berger's superior in Wiesbaden 
Mr. Monch, assistant to Alfred Reichenbacher and W.G.B. Jurzig 
Alfred Reichenbacher, Manager-Performance Engineering. Lufthansa 
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN 
U1f Abramson, Manager, Aircraft Analysis, SAS 
Ernst Ahlstrom, Aircraft Analysis Engineer, SAS 
Gunnar Akvit, Swedish Board of Civil Aviation 
Stig Anderson, SAS Dispatch 
C. Hagstrom" ATC Supervisor, Ar1anda Airport 
Birger Holmer, Vice President, Aircraft Research Development, SAS 
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COPENHAGEN, DENMARK 
K. Christiansen, Engineer, Directorate of Civil Aviation 
H. Dahl, Head of Government Directorate of Civil Aviation 
Bror Hulthen, Civil Aviation Directorate 
Eric Nelson, Head of Noise Monitoring 
Captain Niels Voetmann, President, Danish Airline Pilots Association 
AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS 
H.H. Blaauwgeers, R&D Department, Schiphol Airport Authority 
F.E. Douwes Dekker, Deputy Managing Director, Schiphol Airport 
Authority 
A.A. Maurits, Head, Noise Monitoring Department, Schiphol Airport, 
Amsterdam, Netherlands 
KINGSTON, JAMAICA 
Armin Baltensweiler, President, SWISSAIR 
V.K.H. Eggers, Director of Civil Aviation, Denmark 
Dr. Werner Guildimann, Director, Swiss Federal Air Office 
Frederick Sorensen, Head of Division, European Economic Community 
Dr. Henrik Winberg, Dir~ctor General, Swedish Board of Civil Aviation 
MONTREAl, CANADA 
ICAD: 
Herman Gursahaney, Tec~nical Officer, Operations Airworthiness Section 
Roderick Heitmeyer, Chief, Economic Section 
Keith Shaver, Chief of Operations/Airworthiness 
Ken Wilde, Chief AGA Section 
lATA: 
Guy Goodman, Director of Engineering and Environment 
R.R. Shaw, Assistant Director - Technical 
UNITED STATES 
R.E. Bates, V.P. Advanced Programs, McDonnell Douglas 
Vaughn L. Blumenthal, Director Noise and Emission Abatement Progr~ms, 
Boeing 
James T. Burton, Director, Market Developw~nt, McDonnell Douglas 
R.H. Hopps, V.P. & General Manager, Engineering, Lockheed-California 
A.L. McPike, Director of Industry and Association Activities, 
McDonnell Douglas 
Noel A. Peart, Community Noise Technology, Boeing 
Richard Russell, Noise and Emmission Abatement Programs, Boeing 
John E. Steiner, Vice President, Boeing 
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APPE::OIX 0 
ZtJruca 
LAn..'mEKAt>tpl-1Jf\;G~VORSOIlUFIEN 
UNO .V£RFAHREN 
AUCDII::INES 
Dio n:u;hstehcndcn \"orschriJ'lcn bez\4u:ken die Vcr-
mioderunl: voo f1u,ljrm in den bc.,ieddlcn GcbielCO 
da Um;ebun, c:cs )-, J~~rens Zurid!. 
Die lechnischen Einu Ibeilcn sind int Lu!t!ahrthand· 
bud! der Schwciz (A: r ~hwciz) codulten. 
V,n dm publizi~(len Roulen und Verr~hrcn dJrf 
nur ab~wichcn werden. wenn n die Sich:(heil des 
Lurlfahncu.~s vcr ~nl:t (vorbel:altcn blcibl LFV 
Art. 34. Ab •. "). 
Lu!tf~=~.3hcr. deten LUft(3nn:uSC ~ch!;C· 
wicscncrmassell Di.:ht ill der Lice ~ind. c!;e$: \'(1(, 
IthriCtca und VerlO1hren ZII berol~eD . ~beD ~n~re 
ccncJwil:Cn zu I~ssen. Gesuchc sind citr F1u~fen­
clin:Jction cmzureicilca. 
ANFLUG 
JLS.AAl!ul 
Der Sinldlu~ isl 10 cinzuleilcn. dJn die ReiscnuS-
konlil\ll'"ation UDt:r Derii<:blcltt il:Un~ der Flu,· 
sich.:t ;y.il und der A!'lforderuD,en de: Flu;"cr-
Itchnl~illlni rno;:lic:lut bn;e ein,chJltcn werden 
unn. Der Abb3u der Gcschwinc! i;l.cit und dn 
Alclahrcn der WiderstlDdc haben so ru erfol;en. 
dus Iid-. du FtuPUl: kun vor odcr \iber dem Aus-
scnmackcr in dec LlndeJconlilUralion befindct und 
die korreltlc AAftu~windi",eit erreicht hat. 
Obri;a Anllil:e 
Zitier 2 . 1 ill linncemlss anzu,,·cnden. 
1m EacUnftul isl ciD Willkcl von Dieht _ni;ec :lis 
1 Grad ciDzuhllten. 
l'Iatlrundco siTld. lofem Siehl- und Wolkcnhiihe 
dies erlauben. au! cil)er Hol:.c von 3000 ft QNH 
ocicr hOIx:r ru nie;en. On Oberili:::cn von OrllCbf-
ten ist !l3ch M6Clichkeil zu Yem\e iden. Vorbclultcn 
bleibt ZilIcr 9.3.2. 
LA:-lDErlST£N 
Llnduoccn sind normllcrwdse .uf den I' isleo I" 
l:Md 16 du(cltzufuhren. At;! :tndcrcn I'isten iSI cine 
Landung nur 1.U15s! iC. wenn die Pisten 1·\ und 16 :lUS 
Lechnischen oder mcteorolol:i5Chcn GrUnden nicht 
beoiilz\);lr sind. Vorbeh3ltcn blcibt ZitTer 9 .3.3. 
sa (l.'nUi\ffil"JIR 
Die Lccrhu(IlCchzahl (IJI: rev.;r~) <.I~rf nur crholt, 
,,·crden. "enn <.I :CI 3US oper:llionellen odcr Sichcr· 
hciucrundcn cr1"urderl ich is(. 
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ZURICH AIRPORT 
NOISE ADATt::!\IE.'IT: 
PJU:SC1llP1l0NS AND PROCEDUR.E:S 
GE.NERAL 
n:c follolVinC rC:U!3IionJ are clcsiJ:lled to avo id 
c..'t.:dsive airc~1 Doise in \he I'opul~tcd arcu in 
the vicinity of Zurich Nrpo~ 
T<:ehnic:lI deuils arc published in AlP. 
Devillion from the publilhed routes 3Dd I'roccdur" 
is only permitted if L'lc safct), cf the 3ircrJ(t 10 
demands (subject 10 Alt. 34. p3r.a " . of lh: Air 
NaviCJtion Ordinan:e). 
Aircr:lCt o~ralo)rs provlblc unlblc to com pI) with 
thcse pre!cri;ltions In.1 pr~dures !u"C 10 submil 
a1lemltivo procedures 10 lhc a.il~ort aUlhority for 
approvoU. 
APPROACH 
JLS.Appro:lch 
TIlC descent ;~ to be uran~ so as to m&in~ 
en-route CO!l('l:\Ir:ll ion as lo,,~ II possiblc eonsi~cri.ll, 
safel)' and Air Traffic cootrol requirements. SIXCd 
reduction :!n<.l ulension of laDdina ceu and hi:h-
lift dC"iccs are 10 be pWlr.ed in such a way "~I 
Jandin!: conficura tion is esublis/ted Jlld corru:1 
apprnata s(lC~d rcached sh:;n1y prior 10 or when 
oYer the Outer Marker. 
Other ."",O:Ichn 
hracr,tph 2 . I is 10 be :tpplicd :accordinG!)'. An al>" 
proJeh :u1~le of not leu dwI 3· slWl be IT..lintlin:d 
00 final. 
Visual circuits shall be nown at )000 ' I QNH or 
hi,"~r wh~nevcr visibility lnd ,",oud base permit. 
O' crily:nc or <.Icn~ly popubted lCc.1S is to be Jvoided 
as far .. po~ble. Rc:scrvcd is para,rapl: 9 . 3 .2. 
LANnINC-n.USWA YS 
NONr.Jlly. ~1I1:u1<.1inl:S ue 10 be made on run\Y~ys !4 
and 16. O:h:r runways nuy only he u~d if bndin, 
on runW3yS J. and 16 is imprKIic&ble due to 
tcc:hn:c::Il or nt~tcorolo;ic;U rCo'Uons. 
Raef''Cd IS P.1r.;t3ph 9.3. ) . 
REVERSE TllnUST 
More tlun idle reverse shoulll not be u~J e<cepl 
wh~1I r.cceUlIJtcd (or operallonll or l.1(c ty ruson, 
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RAe 4-3~ 
5 
6 
6.1 
6.2 
6.2.1 
6.1.2 
6.2.3 
BORDElCENR Hn.FSAGCRECATE 
Auf dem Vorfcld lliirfen bordei£(nc Hil~~J~;:rCr..lIC 
CrUhcs\Clls so Minulen \'nr der planmani,en Abflu,· 
zeil ein~holilel wcrden. Dic Bclritbsd:tuer n:lch 
du Ankunt'l dolr( 20 Minulen nidll Ubcrs.:hreilen. 
In bc:sondcrcn FJllen k:lM der Vcrbh.,d icnst lao· 
cue Bctriebszciten Ix:willil:cn. 
Bei VClwendunl /tir Unterh.1llnw«kc isl d ie Be· 
tricbscbucr 3U( eire r.linimum zu bc5Chr3nl:en. 
ADFLUG 
Abflucwt::e 
Von den im Luflrlhrthlndbuch dcc S<:hwcil (AlP 
S<:h\\'ciz) verO/Tenllid.tcn St:lOdlrd·lnstrumcnltn::lb-
lIu,strcc:I:en (SID) d.lrf nur in Hoh.en iib.:r ~OCO ft 
QNI'! (z"';sc~en nOI und 0600 Uhr Lo~~llcil r~ 
AbOO,c in RjchtWli: AlfA: J'L 10) mit B~will i ~'lIn, 
ocr Flu!:"erkchrsleitunl 3bl:ewicheo werden. Die 
SID im AnCani:utci;r.u; so .... ie der "",sen L'nn zu 
mcidende LurtrJum sind 3uf be i lic~cnc~r K:1rle 
clu;;CSll:Ut. 
AbOu~\-crfaliren 
Der Sl.lrl h.1t n.:ch MiI&liellkcil rolle",' zu crrol;:en. 
Die Tricb .... crl-Ieislung d:1rf crst n3ch dcm Eindrehen 
in die SUrtpisle crho!a werden. 
N:leh dem Abl..:t.:n iSI ,,"Ier Derucksichl iEunC der 
Fluesieherlu:il der hachslmo;;uche Stci~&rad io :ll ein-
zuh.1Ilcn. 
Far S'rlhlflu~te isl der Stci~"u~ ~em.hs n.lch· 
Slehend bcschri~b.:nen VerfOlhren :lurc!lZufiihrcn : 
II. Flu~eu:e mit ~hnltlstro"'lrid",crkcn: 
I. SIUI bis 2900 fl QNH mil 
- St.ulleistun: 
- AuCrriebshilfen in Sl:lrlstellun, 
- G=h\Vind i\:~e i t V, + 10 kt (oJcr " 'ie durch 
den StciGflu~wi n!:C1 belten:l) 
2. Bei EII'eichen \'(\:1 290\) (I QNH 
- Trieb~rl;leisll:ns ~l,r nic:hl weni!:er mb 
Stci~ugle istans reduuc ten. 
3. Von 2900 n QNH blS 4500 fl QNH 
- Gcschwindisleil V, + 10 kl. 
4. Dei Errc i.:hcn von .t~OO rt QNli 
OIx:r\:Jn& zum norm:1len Slrccl.cnsleir,nug 
(AuCholcn von Geschwi ndiGkeil und Ein· 
(:lhren dcr AuCrricbshi lrcn). 
6. Fluc;:eu:e mil Ein,\rolnlricuwrrkrll: n ic Reel',k· 
lion dtr Tricb" crickisl ll nc muss ~uf ~ H:;' fl 0:-111 
er(ol~cn . 1m IJtlri.:n r.ndcl das Uli ler IiI. a 
bc";hriebene Vcrr~h rc" AI1wcnd uni:. 
t . nie Oberw:lchunl: ,lc r EinhJitllnl: v('n Zi ITer 6 .1. J 
crfoll:l d.·reh d ie .lUIUnlOlischc L;;flN IlCSs.:InI3S' 
('nOnilori l ~) . 
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AUXILIARY rOWI:R UNITS (APU) 
On thc .lpron no alWli:uy r.owcr unil (APU) shall 
be run lon~r lh.1n 
- 60 minules prior 10 schedulcd depJrl\lre tim: 
- 20 minutcs aller .lrr"~ (in spcci31 CIS~s the 
Opera lion D:p:1r1menl rn:ty rermil 10nGcr use). 
If rc,!u ircd tor rr.Jinlen3ncc purposes, the l'\Ioniol: 
or Ih. APU is 10 be kepI .11 l mininlum. 
DEPARnmE 
Dep:uture ROIItcI 
Dcvi.llion (rom lhe StJodard De[\~r!ure Rou:., 
(SID) published i:l AlP is ouly possible at :UliIUC:~ 
abo"e ~ FT (between 2101 :lnd 0500 HR GMT 
(or :derlrturcs io direction of ALf:\: FL SO) with 
pcnnis.sion of Air Tr:lJfie Centro!. 
Tne SID for initi:l1 climb IS mil as the .lirSp3Ce 10 
be avoided (or noise .lb.ltcment re.lsoru Ire shown 
on the ll!.lched wet. 
Dtp.,m.rc Procedure 
As (ar ;u possible a rollin; laJcMlrr is 10 be ueculed. 
nlc enGine power is 10 be incrCJS.ed only after 
CIIt.erin~ the I.1ke-olY runway. 
Artcr Iift-olT thc m:tAimum cl imb ,rJdicnl eons iderina 
t1i~lt ufcty is to be rnaint:a.in.:d. 
For jel airt:r:1ft lhe climb is 10 be carried oul as 
(oUo",s: 
•• fo' AN 1:1 equipped ~ ircr.l": 
I. T~l:e-01T IJP 10 1900 FT QNH 
- uke-orT po\\1:r; 
- Iil\ increasing devices i.., t31:C' Orr sell in; ; 
- speed V, + 10 KT (or accord in, c1in.b ~nele 
limil.1tion); 
2. When:ll 2900 fT QNH 
- thrust neduetion 10 not kn Ih~1I climb 
power; 
3. 2900 fT QNH 10 4500 fT QNH: 
- sp«d V, + 10 KT (or linuted b)' bodpn;:le); 
4. AI4S00 F. QNH: 
- norm~1 spccll3nd hi,"-lirt devices rctr3el ion 
schedules 10 en·rOllle climb; 
6. Sirnit:hl Itt cqui"PI'd 3ircTllrt : Th",'1 rcullclion 
:It ~IOO fTQNIL Olh~r"isc. the Fo.:ednc under 
~ . ~bo\'c arpl ies. 
r . A"t(\In~li~ nlC.1Sur i", equipmenl is used 10 
mon ilor adherence 10 plr3. 6 . 2 .J. 
6.3 
6.3.1 
6.3.2 
6.3. 3 
6.3.4 
6.U 
6.3.6 
7 
• 
'.1 
1.2 
'.3 
1.4 
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Abtl.,.IC'II 
Zwischen OiOI ur:d 1100 LlIr Lok~lzcil sind norm;,-
IcrwciiC :lIc Abnu\:c aut Pisle 2S/I0 durcl:zwubreo. 
hi ein Abnul: Auf Piste 28/10 aus operalione\lcD 
GrUnden rUehl mol;li;h. so sIehl die Pille H/16 Z\Il 
Vcrfill:\loc. 
Die AbIlu\:C nichl l~rlT".zcrlifiziutcr Lurtr3hncuGc 
sind bei l..:Io;SlreekcnJl(j~en Oller 4000 km Flu~­
disullZ aut risle J~ durchrufilhren. 
Zw!schcn 2101 und 0700 Ulu Lok.1lzeil sind norml-
Ict\\dse aUe Abr.U~c yon SlrJhUluCl"uccn 3UC 
Pis Ie J.4 durch;cufiihrC:D. 
Ab"'eichuntcD \"or. den ZifT:m 6 .3. 1. 6.3.2 und 
6.3 .3 siad aus SichcrheilSllriir.jcn (lx:sonc:!ue Wcl-
terbedilll:\lnllcn. risteoZllSI~nd) %\Illssi, . 
Ocr S~rt .... Pille 34 muss r\;sehcn 2101 und 
0700 Uhr Lokalzeil bei ~er KreulUnl: Yon Rollweg K 
UCOI~D, sofem nichl aus GrUnc:!:n der flu;sicll:r-
heil die volle I'ht:nljn,o crforderlich isl. 
Luntz.lt'Zeuce, die !:eim Wc&flul von Pisle 34 aD 
der Menlelle Obe:r;lau in der Re;el mehr als 
9S dlI(A) Urm er:u!:C". wcrden lwisehcn 2201 und 
OGOO Uhf Lol.;,au.:il nichl zu;e13uen. 
SCHlJL. mm KONTROLLFLOCE 
Die Urmb.:k!lnlpfunlSyorsehriftcn un.! -yerf;jhren 
edten auth rur S-:hul- und KODIrOUnU:;c. 
AbwcichuoCcn sind im R~hmcn cille! vonl Eid-
CCQossischcn LuI'l3mt ,ccchnul:lco: Fl J;pro,ranU1lC3 
1IIli1sia. 
STANDLAUFE 
Als Sundillure jlCllen Prt!ruD~en von in Flu~eu;en 
cinCl"baulln Tricbwcrkeo, bei \\oclchen die Lacr-
LauCdrc/u.,hlco Ubcrschrillen "crdcn. 
Auf Vorfdd. RollwcjlCn und rillen btdurfen St:lJ1d-
lJute ciner Bcwillis;un; durch d~n VCll.:chmJiensL 
ZwiICho:n 2201 und 0600 Uhr Iokal7.cit werucn ktine 
SlaodL:1uf.: be:will iS;1. In der (juriecn Zeil is! die 
Daucr und die D,du.lhl n~c!l MO(llichJ:cjl %U 
bcsch~nkcn. 
Auf dcn Vorpl3tun 1m Wcrrurcal durfen SL,nd· 
IlIuCe von Slr3hltric\)\.'crkcn nU l unler \'e~'Cndun; 
von Sch.,\Id:.mpfullcunIJcen durch~cru hrt werden. 
Standl~ure mil "ropcllertro~bwcrk~n sind in der ai! 
von 2201 bis 0600 Uhr Lo~alz.:i l nicht I:csl~Uet. 
Ausn.,hmrn 
Ocr Vcrke'"suiensl k~nn SIJndl~urc von ~lrJ hl. 
Iricb"'c,ken ohne Sch3l1d,inlprel im Wcrfl .. ,C;j1 
be ... ·.ll iCcn : 
- ... enn die SchJII ,l:il1l l'run r. s.'nl~ cen JU' un""rher-
Ct'!ehcnen Ic(hnisehcn Olkr me teorolo.,\<: hcn 
Grunden nlChl \crwCllub.u sinJ. . 
- 'NCnn d,e Sch~i1J5mpCunt'Jn br.:n ru, du U::lld· 
fcnde r:Jub'cu,mu.ler me ht c:ci.net ~ i r.d . 
3 of 5 
RAe 4-l-7 
T&I<MI1' NIIW11)'S 
Betwccn 0601 and :OCO HR GMT nomally 311 
Ukt-olf, ~re to be m~de 00 run,..,y U/I 0, 'N11en 
bke-olf on ruu\Yay 25/10 is nat possible due to 
opclation~1 rc;:sons. runw;sy 34/16 is anllablc. 
For Ion; ~i'tJncc ms;hts (mc-fC th~n 4000 km) or 
lion noisc<erl ifkJt.ed :tircrllfl. run~)' 34 is 10 be 
u!Cd {or Uke·olf. 
B:t ... ·ccn 2001 :!l1d 0600 HR G~iT nor.n:-.lly all 
1U..c-offs oC j:t Jircraft arc 10 be: =de on runw~y H . 
Dc:Yi~tions rr>lm pua;uphs 6.3. 1, E,3.2 and 
6.3.3 :Ire perrni:ted {or s.. (ely laseRS (s~ial 
'luther conditions, stale oC noway). 
Belween 2001 and 0500 IIR GMT ~I;c<.tr~ 00 run-
way 34 :lie: 10 be cxecu:cd {rom the intnsectJon "ith 
TWY K uniCOi thc whole runway I:ncth is rcq'l!red 
Cor w~IY rusons. 
A.ircr.lrt prod~cil1t as a rule more tlun 9' dD/A 
noise ~t tl,e m::uuriDI point of Obe:r;latt wben 
Llkinll off rro:n R WY 34 are Dot admitted belween 
2!OI aad osoo GMT. 
JNSTRlicnO:-;S Arm CHECX nIGHT:; 
Noise ab.'lCmcnt pr=riptiODS and proccdures are 
applicable ~Iso to inslruction and cbock Oi£,hts. 
Ocviat ioJns arc admissible lYilhin a Qiahl prorr:lm 
apllroyed by the Fedual AM O!llcc_ 
RUN·UP 
Run-ups uc ICsts of en,ines in~ul!cd iD t!:c aircrafi. 
at powcr lellinGs :lbovc idl~ q ,.m. 
On the apron, on b~waYJ and runw:I)'l. run·up, 
require pemll.~ion from the Opcr~lion Dcp~"r.1ent . 
No rt:n·ups :rc po:rm;ued belween 2101 :lI1d OSVO Hit 
GMT. Ou:~it!c lhese houn boLb dw~tion lUld 
pOIl'~r sellin, for such run-ups ~re 10 llc kept ill ;a 
mininlun\. 
On the: :lprons of tile m:1inlClWICe b:ue run·ups or 
jel encines m:lY only be J'Cfformcd .. hell us in!! 
sileDcers. Run-ups or I1fOpcllu cn~i"cs a~~ nOl per-
mittcd belween 1101 ~nd om HR GMT. 
I!J;ccp!lOM 
The Or.:r:ll ion D~l1lrtmc:nl n~y JlCrm il run'ups or 
jel en,inel withoUI silenccrl on \:,c lr-J,nlcnJnC4: 
bl<C : 
- when th~ \ il.:ncers CJnn"1 be used {or unforeseen 
~ehn.c~1 or '"leleOrolo,ic.Jll'CJsons; 
- ir rhe silcncers :Ire nOI com~l i b l e ",i llt the type 
of alfcr~(1 III CJucst iOl,. 
JtAC4-~1 
I.S 
, 
' .1 
'.3.1 
, . ].] 
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Die SMnair. Schwcizcrische LW\\"Crt,hrs AO. 
uL'Ust Ciir den Dctricb der ScIuIlJJ/IlpCun,~rW:~ 
bcsonder. VonchriCtcn. Diese siod der nu~ren­
diRklion ZIIr Oenclunic~nl vOrnllel:cn. 
:iIOrrFLVG 
Die Urmb.:lr!mprunl:'"IOrschrincn und -verr;ahrcn 
cellen rur den Sidllnul: sinnl:cnl~ss. 
Di. im Lurtf;alullwtdbueh der SchlllCiz (AlP 
Schwciz) \·croacnllichleD VFR-An- und AMu;-
roulen celten rur ein- und mehrmolori~ Propeller-
nullZCu~ bis 5700 leI: muimalem Abliu~wlchl 
lOW Cur Hcliltopter. 
AlISII3haam 
In Au,n;1l\mcCillcn bnn die Flush;afendirektion 
Indere F1up·~ce fesllc&:en. 
Platua.:ndm lind. sofern Sichl- und Wolkenhohc 
dies erbl/ben. luf tioer Holle \on 2100 fI QNH (I:,i 
mchrmolori~ Propcl!cr"ul:z:u;cn : JOOO fl QNIi) 
ilia •. 
Landun~cn sind normakrwcisc luf PislC 2SIICdu:ch· 
lIIl""uhrcn. 
4 of 5 
AIP 1C"l1W1!1Z ,v~aA 
SWISSAIR. Swiss Air Tf3nqlOn Co. Ltd .• t-
.pc.:i31 rcCubliOlll ror the operation of siltnccrl. 
They ;are subject In Ilia Ippr~ or !he Airf'Ort 
lulhorily. 
VFR I'"LIGHT 
Noise abatement prescriplions and procedures ;arc 
Ipplioblc to VfR niehl :Lccordincly. 
VFR ApproJch Ind DcpJrlure Roct.cs publ iUlcd in 
AIP uc appliablc to lincJc Jnd mulli<n~incd 
propeller urop~ncs oC up 10 '700 KO lue-oll" 
wcit;bl as \'i\:U ~ 10 helicopterl. 
Esctptiou 
In uuplionll C&JCS the Airporl IUlhorily C:u1 
cslab!isb Olber lIiilht routes. 
Aerodrome cireuils ue 10 be "own II In altiluC:c of 
2100 FT (for mui!i<cl.lincd :eroSlI~nes : 3000 m. 
iI visibililY aali cloud bile p:rmit 
uadiD; is normaD), 10 be made on runway 28110. 
AlP SWITZEnUN D 
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NOISE AOATEM!NT TRACles FOR 1f'1I ~IAL CLIMB 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER TAIUl·OFF ZURICH AP RAe 4·'·" 
LfOIND: SCALE 1: 100COO 
p 
o 
e 
SIO lot ,Aili,1 eli .... 
1·1 Hei ........ ur."..'" 'O_"lI 
for pi"." ... ,i", ACIT o"ly. 
ACFT wit" 000' ell(.,b perform,nc. 
"" e ... 2400 It ONIt i. '0' 
t.,clled 0'" WAl NOB p,oceed." MAG 
"Ielll]'· hom WAL NOB \lCIIIO 
240~ II ONH b.,o •• II.''''', ,.111","1· 
Ai",.,. to be .'Vou::l~d for "Oill 
.bltlmen. ' ••• ona 
VAK 2°YI 
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ZURICH NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES 
RUNWAY 10 DEPARTURES 
RUNWAY 10 All SIDs USE NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDUR~ 
B·m NON FAN USE THRUST REDUCTION REQUIRED All SIDs. 
ALFA 01 DEPARTuRE 
Climb .'r.ig;,1 .he.d, ., Klol.n 2 OME liz (Tr ••• ding.n R.I 57) or 2500'QNH which • 
.... r i, I.'.r, Iwrn LEFT (lAS 210 KT or I ... dwring Iwrn~ inl.rcepl Klol.n R·256 10 
Whi.k.y Inl. CrOll Klol.n R·360 ., "000' QNH or .bou, fi,55 ., 1.,." •• Klol.n 
II DME Iii {Tru.ding.n R·20"~ L .... Whi.k.y on Hochw.ld R·113 10 in •• rc.pl 
Tr.sadinQ.n R·171 over Alia Inl .1 Fl 100 or .. bov •• 
AlFA 02 DEPARTURE 
Climb slr.ighl .h •• d, .1 Klol.n 2 OME Iii (Tr.ading.n R·157~ or 2500' QNH. 
whith .. v.r i. 1"Ip.r, proceed on Klolen R·090 wnlil 9 OME Ii. (Tr ••• ding." R.136~ 
'urn RIGHT (lAS 210 /(1 or Ie .. during 1 .. ,nL p'oc •• d on heading 230" 10 inl.,. 
cepl Tr ... ding.n R·171 over All. Inl;:1 fl 1000, .bov •• 
ALFA 03 DEPARTURE 
Climb strtighl .he.d,.' Klol.n 2 OMf lix (Tr.,.ding.n R.157)or 2500' QNH which . 
.... r i. I.'er, lurn LEFT (lAS 210 ICT or I ... dw,ing lurn), proceed on he.ding 360· 
Inl.,c.pl.nd loll ow Zurich Eul R·237 10 Zurich E •• , VOR, lurn RIGHT(IAS 21 0 KT or 
1.11 dwring lurn), proceed vi .. Klol.n VOR/OME 10AII.ln •• CronAIf •• , Fll OOor .bov. 
~LFA OS DEPARTURE I FlY AROUND GLIDER AREAl 
Climb ,".igh, .h .. d; .,Klo'.n 2 OME lis (Tru.ding.n R.157)0,2500'QNHwhich 
.... r i, I.'.r, lurn LEFT {lAS 210 KT or I.n during lurnLinle".pl.n,Hollow Willi.· 
.u R·057 wnlil inl.rc.pling Hochw.ld R.113 to Whi,k.y Inl. C'OIi Klolen R.360 ., 
"000' QNH or .bo .. e, Whi.ioey.' Fl65 or .bov •• l ..... Whisk.y on Hochw.ld 
R·113 10 inl.rc'pl T, ••• dingen R·171 ove, All. Inl .1 FL 100 or .bo .... 
ALFA 07 I HIGH PERFORMANC£ GlID£R ACTIVITYl 
Climb "'.'g'" .. h .. d •• , Kloten 2 OME Ii. T, ••• ding.n R·157)or2500'QNHwhich 
.... ' i. I.,er, lu,n lEFT (lAS 210 KT or 1.11 during lurnLlnl.,c.pland lollow Klol •• 
R.256 10 Whi.k.y Inl. Croll Klol.n R·360 ,,) "000' QNH or .bov',Fl65 ., 1., •• , 
., 13 OME Ii. (T,u.ding.n R·109~ l •• ·,. Whi.k.y on Hochw.'d R·113 10 Inl.""p' 
Tr ••• ding.n R·171 ov.r All. Inl., FI. 100 or .bo .... 
HOCHWALD 01 DEPARTURE 
Climil ,'r.'gh, .h •• d, ., Klol.n 2 OMf fix (Tu •• ding.nR.157)or2500'QNH which • 
.... r i. I.'.r, lurn LEFT (lAS 210 KT 0' "" during lurn~inl.rc,pIKlol.n R·273 10 
Hochw.ld VOR. Crou Klol.n R·360 .,4000' QNH or .bov •• FL 55 ., 1.,.11 .1 
Klol' n II DME Iii (T, ••• dingan R·209~ 
HOCHWALD or DEPARTURE IfLY AROUND GLIDER AREAl 
Climb I".,ghl .he.d ... , Klol.n 2 OMf Iii ITr.s.ding.n R·157) or 2500' QNH 
which.ver i. 1.1." lurn LEFT liAS 210 KT or '.11 during I .. rn~inl.rcepl.nd 
follow Willi •• u R·057 low.rd Willi •• u VOR u"til p,"ing FL 65, Ih.ndireclfllHoch. 
w.ld VOR. Croll Klolen R·360 .' "OOO'QNH or .bo .... 
HOCHWAlD 07 DEPARTURE I HIGH P£RFORMA~C[ GLIDER ACTIVITY) 
Climb .,r.igh, .he.d, al Klolen 2 OME Ii, (T, ... d,ngenR.15710r 2500' QNH 
which.".r i. I.'er. lurn LEFT (lAS 21 OKT or 1.11 dwrin!l'urn~inl,'cepl Klol.n R·213 
10 Hochwald vOR. Croll Klolen .·360.1 4000'QNHor .bo .... Fl 65 .,1., •• ,., 
Klolen 13 DME_'il{Tr ... di"o." R·21~1. 
WILLlSAUOI D,EPARTUR"~ 
Climb .,'.ighl .h .. d •• ' Klole" 2 OME Ii. (Tr ... ding.nR.I 5710r 2500' QNH 
whiche ... , i. laler, lurn lH1 liAS 210 KT or I ... durino lurnL In,.rc.pl Willi .... 
R·057 10 Will"aw VOR. Cro .. KIOlen R·360 .1 4000' ONH or .bo .... 
ZURICH EAST 01 DEPARTURE 
Climb .,r.ighl .h •• d,.' Klole" 2 OME Iii (Tr ... dingenR.I S7)or 2500' QNH 
whreh."., IS 1.,." Iwrn LEFT liAS 210 KT or I ... during lu,nl,proc.ed on " •• ding 
360" to inl.rcepi Zu,ich ea., R·237 '0 Zu,ich E •• , VOR. 
NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES ALL AIRCRAFT 
8·747. 8·707 FAN ute ,'.ndard noi ... bal.men' climboul. 
proc.dwr •• R.duce Ih,w.' 10 climb Ihru.' wh.n r •• ching 
2900' QNH. M.inl.in mAilmUm climb IIr.d,.nl V2 10\'2. 
10104500' QNH. B·707 NON·FAN reduee Ihruilio 2.0 
EPR u Soon •• praclicable upon .. ach,ng 2100' QNH. 
I 
r.. 
SID. AlE ALSO MINIMUM NOISE IOUflNGS 
SIRICI ADHERENCE WIfHIN IHE liMns OF 
A'ReRAn PERfORMANCE IS MANDAtORY. 
"au., ..... 
r.~ H·~:'_'_UJ .," U 01 _60VI 
& AU • ., ..... 
"!Etlt!!U r .", .. 0 .... 0". 
"l""~ .!~I.! '!!~.I 
-.1', •• -". 
,..-
$' 
.• I : "' 
.,. "fl' 
',':; ~~::~~~ .. ~;iii 
~.;.. ' .. "'1:\ ... ' 
~~ '" , .. 
~~ '\i~ 
" t······ 
./' 
till :!\ f ./+-CAlfA 02 • UU-OIS'.-t~Y" ... <!.,A., 
-t .~t~ .. &l 
1r -;.. OI.,OYI 
=:.·f.'H ... ,,
i" :r 
i":. 
/Jg;~ ... ~ . J' :-! ~ .... . --
....
• ;!; 
. ~ 
" . 
.... ,u ... 
ClOU'NIi Al "'.0 
.... ~ •• 14 VOl • __ ...... 
_ .... _ VOl. _. __ 1 __ 
1 ......... "0 •.. __ ....... 
$. 
UCIHD 
NOIII 
..O .... O .... G 
'0"" 
:;0 t::! 
c: :;0 
:z ...... 
::c ("") 
> x 
-< 
:z 
-' 0 
0 ...... 
VI 
CI IT1 > 
IT1 "0 
" 
> 
" > CD IT1 I ~ > :z N ~ 0 0 
c:: IT1 00 
:;0 3: >< I 
IT1 ~ VI 
=t IT1 
("") 
" 0 :;0 :::s 0 
rt ("") 
0- IT1 
CI 
c: 
:;0 
IT1 
VI 
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ZURICH NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES 
RUNWAY 28 DEPARTURES 
RUNWAY 28 
All SIDs USE NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES 
8·707 NON FAN USE THRUST REDUCTION REQUIRED ALL SIDI. 
ALFA 81 DEPARTURE 
Climb I'r.,gh, .h .. d .• , "uml.ng FM (Klo'." 2.5 OME flo/ 'u,n LEFT. int.,c.ot 
.nd follow Klo'.n 11·256 '0 Whllke~ In'. C'OIi Fl 55 ., 1.,,,1' ., Klo'.n II OME 
Ita (Tr.l.d,"g.n 11·2041. l .... Wh,lk.y In' on Hochw.ld R·113 '0 i"'.rc.pt 
T •• I.di"g.n 11·171 oy.r AH. I"' ., FL 100 or .boy •• 
AlFA 8S DEPARTURE In' AROUND ClID(R nUl 
Climb "'.'gh, "h .. d, ., lIumi.ng fM (Klole" 2R~ OME lio) ' .. ,n lEFT.i"'e,c.pI.nd 
follow W,lli .... ,1·057 un'iI i", •• e.pling Hoch ... ld 11·113 10 Whilk.y Int. C.ou 
Whlilev .1 Fl 65 o •• ho ... Le ••• WhlSk.y on Hoth ... ld 11·113 '0 int.'c.pl 
T .... dingen ,,·171 o.e' All. I", .t n 100 o •• bo ••• 
AlFA 87 DEPARTURE IHICN PERrOIlMAHC( eliDU ACTIVITTI 
Climb It,.ight .he.d. ., Ruml.ng FM (Klol.n 2.5 OME flO) lu.n LEFT. int.rc.pt 
.nd folio .. Klot." R·256 to Whi,k.y 'nl. Wh." p.lling 4500' QNH CO" linu. with 
oplimum climb g •• dienl 10 e.on FL 65 ., I., •• , ., Klol.n 13 OME lio (T, ... d,ng." 
R·209~ l •••• Whilk.y Inl 0" 1"0ch",.ld lI·il3 10 i",.rc.p' T •••• ding." R·171 
o •• r All. In' a, Fl 100 or .boy •• 
HOCHWALD 81 DEPARTURE iUS[ONlYlnUTHEIICONOITIONSWM(HSUUOUNOIl18 
If IllS UE CHAR ANO HRUIH CHUA NCE CAN n MAINTAINED VISUALLTI 
Climb tI •• ighl .h •• d. ., R .. ml."g FM (Klol." 2..5 OMf fi.) p,oceed 0" Klo'." 
"·273 10 Ilochw.ld VOR. C'OIi FL .5.5 ., 1., .. , ., Klol." II OME Ii. (T •••• d,,,,.n 
R.209~ 
HOCHWALD 83 DEPARTURE 
Climb ,'r.igh' .h .. d .• , R .. ml.ng FM (Klo,.n 2.5 OMf Ii.) ,u'n LEFT. inl.rcep' 
Klo'.n 11·256 and proc •• d yi. Wh.lk.y Inl '0 Hochw.ld VOR. C.ou fl.5.5., 
1., •• , ., IClol.n II OME , •• IT •••• dinsen 11·2041: 
HOCHWALD 8S liEPARTURE IFLY UOUNO ellOU AREAl 
Climb .'r.'Vhl .h .. d .• , lI .. ml.nll FM (I(fol." 2.5 OMf , •• j ',,'n LEFT. in'.rcep' 
I.r.d follow Willi .... 11·057 10 Willi .... VOII • Ih.n p,oc •• d di,ec' 10 Hoth •• ld 
VOl!. 
HOCHWALD 87 DEPARTURE IWHEN MICH mfORMANCE ellm ACTIVITT W'OITlD 
AND ONLY IN WEAlH(R CONDITIONS WHEN SURROUNOINe H!LLS UE CllA. AND WIRAI. 
CUUAHC£ CAN 1£ MA INTAlN(D VISUAlLYI 
Climb I, ••• ghl .h .. d •• , IIuml.ng FM (Klol.n 2.~ OME fi.) p'oe .. d 0" Klole" 
11·273 dir.ct 10 Hochw.ld VOR. wh." p.lli"1I 4500' QNH continu. w.,h 
ooli ... "m climb g •• di.nl '0 crOll FL 65 ., 1.1 •• , ., Klol." 13 OME Ii. (T, •• edl",., 
R·215~ 
HOCHWALD 89 DEPARTURE ,HIGH mrORMANCE GLIDER ACTIYITYI 
Climb " ••• gh' .h .. d .• , lIuml.ng F M (Klolen 2.5 OMf lio) lu," lEF:. In'.rcepl 
Klole" R·256 .IId p.oc •• d .i. WhISkey 111110 Hochw.ld VOII. Wh.n P ... inll 4500-
ONH conlinu. wllh op'.mu", cli",b gr.di.", 10 "011 Fl 65 ., 1.le., ., Klol." 13 
I OME Ii. jTr ... d,nll." R,209J.CrOIl Whi,kelll FL 75« .bov •• 
WllLfSAU 81 OEPARTURE 
Cli",b .".io'" .h .. d, ., Rumlenll FM (Klol.n 2.5 OMf fl.) ',,'n LEFT. 'nt.rc ... ' 
W.II".u It OS7to W,II".u VQR, 
ZURICH EAST 81 DEPARTURE 
('Iimb 1I'.'\lhI .h •• d .• ' Ruml.ng FM (Klol.n 2.5 OME It.) lu,n LEfT. '"".rcepl 
,;~" follow KIOlon II 256 ., .. 101 10 NM oul (T •••• ding.n 11·2001- T .. ,n LEfT. (lAS 
-L.2...!! o. I." d .. "nq 'ur,,\, .nle.e.ol Zuroch e." 11,237 10 Zurich eell VOlt. 
NOISE ABATEMENT PRCCI:DURES ALL AIRCRAFT 
8·1~7, 8707 FAN ul •• I."d •• d "0.18 _b.'.",.nl cI.mb.oul 
p.o"d ..... Red .. c. Ih' .. 11 10 cI.",b ,h'ull when ' •• 'h.~ 
2900' ONH. M.,nl.", m",mu", climb g,.di.nl "2 10 2. 
'0104.500' ONH. 8·707 NON·FAN .ed·JC. ,h'u,1 '02.0 
EPR .. 'oon oil p,.c1Ic.bl. upon ' .. ch"'11 2100' ONH. 
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APPENDIX E 
ZURICH NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES 
RUNWAY 28 DEPARTURES (Contd.) 
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APPENDIX E 
ZURICH NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES 
RUNWAY 32 DEPARTURES 
